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She following paper is an attempt to put forward a rational 
theory of neurotic hehaviour, and to Indleate briefly the main
lines which must be followed in treatment•
In advocating any theory of the neuroses there is one point 
of fundamental importance whiai is so often Ignored that the 
present etiological classifications are frequently more inc&erent 
than there is any justification for, and in many cases the more 
adequate the student's knowledge of general psychological and 
philosophical subjects is, the more difficult it is for him to 
follow intelligently the various theories of neurotic behaviour. 
This point is that a neurosis must be regarded from first to last 
merely as a variation from what we call normal behaviour, and this 
variation must be capable of being explained on grounds strictly 
analogous to those whlOh we recognise as being causative of the 
variations from the normal which we encounter throughout life.
In other words any theory of the neuroses, must be consistmt with
a much wider theory of behaviour in general*
From this it follows that iu elaborating any theory of the 
neuroses it is first necessary to state clearly what view we 
propose to adopt of the origin and course of those psychological 
processes which underlie or acccmpany normal behaviour. This 
task I have attempted in Part I, In the main the hypothesis 
Which I have put forward is that which has be^ so clearly and 
convincingly formulated by Professor William MCDOugal in his
^Introduotiou/
11.
I n t r o d u c t io n  t o  S o c ia l P s y c h o lo g y *  and *An O u t l in e  o f  Psycho logy**®  
f o  th e s e  tw o  books as w e l l  as t o  P ro fe s s o r  M cp oug a l*s  o th e r  w orks 
I  w ish  t o  acknow ledge a p ro fo u n d  d e b t o f  g r a t i tu d e #
In  P a r t  I I *  I  have  d e s c r ib e d  and c r i t i c i s e d  v a r io u s  e t io lo g ic a l  
th e o r ie s #  The space d e vo te d  to  th e  F re u d ia n  p s y c h o lo g y  may a t  f i r s t  
s ig h t  appea r e x c e s s iv e  in  a w ork  o f  t h i s  le n g th ,  b u t i t  i s ,  I  t h in k .  
J u s t i f ie d  by  th e  n e c e s s ity  f o r  a f a i r l y  c lo s e  e x a m in a tio n  o f  a 
th e o ry  o f  conduc t w h ich  has ta k e n  such a g r ip  o f  th e  p o p u la r  
im a g in a t io n ,  and th e  u l t im a t e  im p l ic a t io n s  o f  w h ich  a re  r e a l is e d  
by c o m p a ra t iv e ly  few  p e o p le .
In  P a r t  I I I *  I  have  endeavoured t o  c o n s tru c t  a th e o ry  o f  
n e u r o t ic  b e h a v io u r  c o n s is te n t  w i th  th e  h y p o th e s is  l a i d  down in  
P a r t I#
In  P a r t  IV# I  have c o n s id e re d  th e  g e n e ra l p r in c ip le  o f  
tre a tm e n t#  My aim h e re  has been to  show th a t  as n e u r o t ic  b e h a v io u r  
i s  in  a c e r ta in  sense a m a tte r  o f  c h o ic e , i t  can o n ly  be  a l t e r e d  by  
th e  a p p l ic a t io n  o f  th e  p s y c h o lo g ic a l la w s  w h ich  g o ve rn  o u r b e h a v io u r  
th ro u g h o u t l i f e  e ve ry  t im e  we cons o io u s ly  o r  u n c o n e o ious ly  p r e fe r  
one co u rse  o f  a c t io n  t o  an o th e r#
Where e x p l i c i t  re fe re n c e s  a re  p o s s ib le  th e y  have  been g iv e n  i n  
th e  t e x t *  T h is  has n o t a lw ays been p r a c t ic a b le ,  and a b ib l io g r a p h y  
i s  appended# T h is  i s  by  no means e x h a u s t iv e , b u t c o n ta in s  th e  ne##e 
o f  th e  w orks  t o  w h idh X am c h ie f ly  in d e b te d #
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After « long period dering nbieh little, no# knom of 
the etiology of the aooreeee and alneet nothing in the way 
Of rational treatment waa attwaptdd, there haa developed 
in reeent yeara an attitude of mlM which eOntaina aente 
hope for the future. In the treateoent of phyaleal 
aibienta it has long been reeogniaed that the firet
«ualifleatlon a praetitionor muat j^aeaa la a knowledge
%Of the normal proooaaee of the fmmam bo^, the derangemut 
of which oonatitutem diaeaae, and during the paat 
generation a aimilar récognition has been slowly gaining 
gromod in the domain of psychopathology. It may appear 
meat extraordinary, but until emaparatively recent years 
the study of idiat may be broadly called the "functional 
nervous diaeaaea" eeema to have been eongiletely separated 
frcB the oonalderation of wmaal mental prosesaea, and yet 
the relation of many of these oonditiws to the nomal 
mind is precisely analegms to the relation of pnemaonia 
to the normal lung. This state of affairs is hajwily 
besoming rapidly a thing of the past, and it is even 
possible that at present we are witnessing a reaction from 
%e elder attitude idiieb is net without its own dangers.
Ihe intensive study of abnorcml psychology which has been 
on foot the past twenty years, and idiloh received
«.ff, a tremendous impetus during the recent war, has had
at least one rather ourlons oensequenee in the form of 
an inversion in the method of peyohologioal investigation. 
®ie rational way to approach the study of the neuroses and 
their etiology would semi to he hy the aequisition of as 
thoroi%h a knowledge as possible of normal mental processes, 
with a subsequent examination of how end why the proeesses 
observed in abnormal states differ from th«a. In scmie 
psyeho-pathological sehools & toMenoy has beeome very 
obvifMS to use to a very great degree the abnormal to 
interpret the nonaal, and to my mind Sils is particularly 
the ease among the devotees of psychoanalysis. Without 
wishing to deny the undoubted fact that li#it may be tiaewn 
on wrmal preoeases by attention to their aberrations, and 
wl«MM.t wishing to depreciate Professor Freud's great 
services to psychology, I feel that certain aberrations of 
mentality, doubtless observable in aou^ patients, have 
been utilised in his sehsme to Wild up a very problematieal 
eeneepticm of s«as aspects of normal psychology, #i«A 
oeneeption has again been used in the interpretatlcm of 
other mental ataormalities* This is particularly the 
ease In my opinion in re^rd to two of his fUndmaental 
eraeeptiens, his assumption of ttio so-ealled Pleasure wad
%ality/
HcsMt? Phiaeiples, and hie theory of aesmal baalo not 
only of the neurosea, but of an enoimoaaXy Wortant part
of hmaa conduct*
In dealing with any subject in a seientlfle manner
it is oisontlal that we should clearly undorstai^ what 
precisely is the problwa idiich has to be faced, and In
the etiology of the neuroses the first point on 
WiCh we must be clear is "what constitutes a neurosl.f 
This question I propose to answer as follows. "A neurosis 
is an abnormal method of «le functiming of mind involving 
cognition, affection, and conation, resulting la the 
production of a variable complex of symptoms and physical 
slgBs, and inhibiting or impairing the bodily or mental
activities of the individual affected.
In a previous paper'll described a condition which I 
te»sed the anxiety state, and I attempted, I «ilnk success­
fully, to Bhw that this condition originated fr«a the 
evocation of the Instinct of escape with its accompanying 
fear, and from the subsequent frustration of 
tbs conatiwi aspect of the instinctive activity, and it 
is my present thesis that all the neuroses are capable of 
an interpretation along similar lines. As every mental
or/
••7<U <fj VL, w  Ui. «I /A 7a-v*oxf
JpXd/bed/, „
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e# lÉiysieftl proets» ix m X m  « W
la vayylmg degree#, this Is «(fulvalent te «ayiag 
#mt #11 neuretie asnifestatlon# are due t# tnterfereaee 
et g m e  peint in the eyeles ef aetlvity whleh eonstitute 
heîmvieur.
Jh^m this statment it will he seen that a neuresi# is
not a mode of a©tien #iioh ©an he clearly demarcated f r m
“fâie hehaviour of the average individual* All deviatlm#
from the normal which result la anti-social or aati-ethieal
hOhavlour to some extent may he regarded a# impairment#
of mental or bodily activity# It is possible that some
time in the future all perversions of conduct may he
regarded as falling within the scope of psychotherapeutic
tree Went, hut in our present state of kwwledge it 1#
useful, if not nece##a%y, to regard some aherration# a#
helonging to the domain of ethics, and other# to the domain
if the neuroses* It must he clearly rememhered, however,
that the dividing Une is arhltrary onS only justified
hy its present utility* It is obvious then, that wo shall
meet with many modes of hehavicur which are impossible to
*place definitely in either class* This Is a fact of #POat 
importance/
Wportance in legal and medico-legal work where we are 
eeneermd with the fixing o f motive and reepenaihility, 
from our point of view at present it is a eeoondary 
eonelderation. In dealing with the classifieetion of th# 
lieuroses we shall require to consider what aberrations of 
hWmviour may be regarded usefully as neurotie, but at 
present it must be emphasised that the etiology of the 
aberrations of both classes must be regarded as being 
fundamentally similar#
It is, therefore, essential that before proeeeding 
to tl;© consideration of the various ways in which normal 
behaviour may be interfered with or modified, we should 
have sme clear understanding of the light in Which we 
propose to regard the causes of this behaviour and its 
relation to consciousness* Ihe hypothesis which I propose 
to adept is that which has been elaborated in several 
works by Professor William McDougal, and whi#% is, in 
brief, that the clue to all human and animal behaviour 
is to be found in the working of instinct, and that on
the various aspects of instinctive activity there have 
been built in the course of evolution the intellect and 
eharaeter of man* In the second place, I m  going to
assume that ©11 the activity which may he summed up under 
# 6  general term ©f hehavlew Is teleelcglcal. The 
adeptlen of this purposive theory of action involves 
# e  denial of any purely mechanistic interpretation of 
co^ct, such as has been widely held by fihyaiologists 
in recent times. This hypothesis X am adopting for 
certain definite reasons* To discuss in any detail the 
evidence in its support is obviously impossible in a work 
of this scope, but it may be claimed in # e  first place 
m t ,  in my opinion at any rate# it explains the observable 
and verifiable facts of behaviour in a way in vdiich no 
other hypo#%esis dws^ In the second place the purely 
mechanistic view of htmian and animal behaviour is in 
opinion based on false premises* To adopt it we must 
assume that all mental processes are in a certain sense 
illusory# At best they are merely epipheacraenal correlates 
of neural activities which may in turn be explained 
completely by so-called natural laws# (Mr knowledge of the 
extent to which natural laws are applicable to physical 
phenomena is very far indeed frm being conqplete# and 
certainly our present knowledge of mental processes does 
not entitle us to apply such laws in the psychical sphere#
If we deny the validity of the methanical laws of
eausatloV
causation and emergy In the mmtai sphere, th# msshsnistis 
theory ef behaviour with its refimemsnts which would make 
the ïwan organism a mere oolleotion of oonditionW 
reflexes inevitably falls to pieces# As no sueoeasful 
attempt has yet been made to s&ow the universal validity of 
these laws, I hold that, as a hypothesis of some kind 
is necessary to explain behaviour, we are entitled to make 
use of the one which best sems to fit in with all t W  
faets of which we have knowledge#
Before proceeding then to the consideration of the 
neuroses themselves we imst first make a smeWiat detailed 
examination of the i%#licatims of this hypothe##.
;.T. -
'# a.
1# The Instinct# and
ïlôDougal ha© clmselflW and described ©me foortew 
Initizîêt© In animals, the excitement of any of udiioh is 
atsooiated with the pwiduetton of an motional condition
Ojidiioh Is spécifié to the instinct involved* It is 
nesessary to enumerate these, as they all oeow in the 
human being, however much their activity may be disguised*
With regard to most of th@a, their existence in lower 
animals will be readily recognised, although there is still 
considerable dispute in psychological circles re^rding 
their applicability to the human being* »©y aa# as 
follows, the specific emotion associated with the instimt 
being referred to in brackets after the name of the 
instinct itself.
l*Beeape (Fear) * 2* Aggression (anger) . #.R#ulsion (Msgust) *
#* p a r e n ta l  o r  p r o te c t io n  ( te iu a e r f e e l in g )  # 6.A p p e a l (Distress)#
t # P a ir in g  (S e xu a l e x c i tw ie n t )  * ^ . C u r io s i t y  ( c u r i o s i t y  o r  
w rnm er) * 8 .submission (Feeling o f  subj^tion) * g .Assertion
( f e e l in g  o f  s u p e r io r i t y ) .  ID .U re g a r lo u s  i n s t i n c t  (fooling 
O f iS w l in e s a )* 11. food s e e k in g  I n s t in c t  ( A p p e t i t e ) * 
l 2* A c q u ls i t io n  (F e e lin g  o f  o w n e rs h ip ) . l^ .O o n s t r u c t io n  ( f o o l in g  
o f  p r o d u c t iv i t y )  « 14* la u g h te r  (Amusement) #
It is possible that other instincts exist, but the
above/
lib a n list Imluaos all the more important, and it eeem# 
probable that all of these are represented in the human being. 
%#ir relative activity varies, as we shall see, both in 
different individuals and in the safflo individual tmder 
different oirouiastaaeoa.
the working of instinctive activity is comparatively 
easy to follow in the lower animals. In them we find that a 
more or less specifio stimulus is followed by a fairly 
dofinite reaction in the form of conative activity. Biii 
reaction, however, differs very sharply f;-osB reflea action 
in several important ways. Firstly, although a stimulus Is 
nsoessary for the initiation of the conattve part of th# 
instinct, the activity, once aroused, is inclined to persist 
in— pewiently of its origin. This point is, as we shall 
see later, of vital ingjortance in the conelderatlon of tJ» 
neuroses. secondly, although directed to a definite end 
# e  conative activity will very in type in order to reach 
its object if in any way the path should be impeded.
Thirdly, the instirmtive reaction is a reaction of the total 
Oï^anlam. Fourthly, the instinctive reaetien is rendered mere 
effective by repetition.
Primarily we must suppose that the activity of any 
instinct/
10.
iûstlziot 1© armwmé by ©ondltlGa## the ©eewrenoe qf
may 0m  mf whieh qqnstltutw# me mqDmg#! miggeetm# # key te
# #  #mrtleulmp Imetlnet iavolveâ# and tn ver* D^lmltlv#
ergmnlm# sneh keye are probably relatively tm  and simple.
lu smeh eases the motor meehanisms whieh snbserve the
eomtive qspeet of the instinet are also mlatively
simple. It is at least eoncsivable that the so-ealled
tropims which are observed in lower ferns of insect life
represent the working of a very prWLtiv# and andiffermtlated
instinct# but we may illustrate the working of a clearly
differentiated instinot in anlimls by taking as an exss^le
the instinct of escape. The key to this Instinct Is
undoubtedly any situation #ilch suggests danger to the
animal# and probably one of the most universal and primitive
methods of Its évocation Is the production of a loud noise.
The primitive motor meohanim Involved In the conative
part is flight# m  activity which normlly #%ly ceasee idMUi
:#e#Wty has been reached. The variability of method
which may be &#>pted in the flight is an excellent exapple
of the perslstemc# with variability according to circumstance#
which/
11.
çhmrmcteri### ail Instinctive activity even 
emparatlvely lowly organisme. As the cognltl^ aspect 
Of #%e mind develops and experience begins to play its 
imrt# and more especially sAien sentiments are formed# the 
smnge of situations capable of mroklng the instinct of 
escape Is greatly Increased and "pari passu" with this there 
Is a great elaboration of the eonatlve aspect of the remotlon# 
With an Increasing variety of the motor mechanism subserving 
It* So much is this the ease indeed# that were we alto#ther 
dependant upon observation of behaviour In our fellow men we 
Should very frequently be at a cm^lete loss to state the 
Instinct which had been brought into activity by any 
particular situation* In fact# If we were so dependj&t 
we should be unable to understand even by Introspection 
the cause of any of our own Instinctive actions* The third 
aspect of Instinctive activity most now therefore be considered# 
that Is# the emotional state# or affect# which accmapanles 
all such activity.
In ©numerating above the instincts whose activity 
results in behaviour I attached to each th© name of a specific 
emotion which accompanies its action* it will b© noticed 
^ t  sqm© Instinctive activities are accompanied by a very 
definite/
definite amotional etmte# while in others the emotion is 
much vaguer and more difficult to define even on introepeotioa. 
% e  instinct of escape# for instance# has as its affective 
aspect the emotion of fear. The pairing instinct is 
associated with sexual excitement. These are exmaple# 
of well defined emotional state#. The instincts of 
assertion and suTmiasion# on the other hand# present in 
their mmtienal correlates a feeling of superiority or 
a feeling of subjection respectively# or# as has been 
probably better expressed# positive and negative self 
feeling. These emotional conditions are by no means #e 
definite as# say# fear# but it is essmatial to remember 
that from our point of view they are at least equally 
important# and# as we shall see later# these two partioWWtr 
emotions enter into practically every sentiment we may 
form with regard to objects of experience. We see# than# 
every form of instinctive activity is associated 
a specific emotional state which may be at once 
obvious# or which may require fairly close examination 
for its determination# and the question now arises# what 
it the biological function of this state of cmotioat Tim 
answer to this question is# I think# the necessary sequel 
to/
m #
%© th© statuent that hy th© introapeetlv# ©xamlnatlon ef 
oognition and ©©nation alon© w® ar© unahl© to d#t#rmln# $&at 
particular form of instinctiv© activity la at work in our 
minda# Th© ©motion# gonoratod during th© working of am 
Inatimct# la in ail eaaos th© key hy which w© obtain knowlodg© 
of th© inatinct# and therefor© knowledge of our motive# 
involved in the action which w© are performing* Inotite 1© 
then# an entirely auhjeetiv© phenmenxm and suhservea tim  
function of cognition of th© suhject. In popular langua^ 
it i# common to aay that fear make# one fly# or that anger 
m k0é one aggro#civ©# hut this is not psychologically true*
The true interpretation of the facts would ratMr sea© to 
ho that fear and anger are not causes but accmipmniment# 
of flight and aggression* The cause of the flight is th# 
eognitlw© situation ̂ ich Ims acted as the key to the 
instinct# Thtn point is of cardinal importance# as ttmm scho## 
Of psychopathology particularly th© Frrodian# have practically 
assumed that ©motion has th© power of initiating conation# 
and have erected wide theories on this false prmise*
Before leaving this aspect of instinctive actimc there 
are two further points which must be briefly dealt with* 
firstly#/
Firstly# althou^# as wa have seen# the cognitive and conative 
parts of the instinctive process have undergone profound 
©Odifications in evolution and in individual development# 
the affective or emotional part has remained ©eaottvowy 
stable* It is only by reason of this fact that we are enabled 
t# arrive at any understanding of other peoples* actions# for 
#0 changed may be the cognitive and eonatlve aspects of# for 
example# the instinct of escape# that it is only by the 
presence of its undifferentiated affectif» part which we 
hold In common# that we may be able to identify the instinct#
We must also deal briefly with the problem of pleasure and 
displeasure and its effect on the eonatlve procees* It will# 
i think# he universally admitted that successful eonation is 
usually# if not always# associated with satisfaction or 
pleasurable feeling# while unsuccessful or thwarted conation 
is associated with dissatisfaction or displeasurable feeling*
We may# I think# go further and say that in the ease of 
conative activity which is progressing smoothly# pleasure is 
present and helps to sustain the activity# and in unsuccessful 
activity the dissatisfaction which is engendered actually exercise# 
an obstructive influence. This is# however# a totally differs# 
attitude/
16.
attitude t r ^  that of the pej^hologioul hedonist who holds 
that all behaTioiw is conditioned hy the jwault of pleasure 
and the avoldanoe of pain. This doctrine, at one time 
gwatly In fashion, has c<aaparatlvely few supporters at 
*»e present day, hut It Is Important to notice it at thf, 
point, since it appears to have heen partially revived in 
®ie Freudian psychology in the conception of the so-called 
Pleasure principle, which la assumed to underly primitive 
Instinctive behaviour. The pwsuit Of pleasure for 
its own sake, quite apart f>ara any other cmatlv# #4#, dteg 
exist, but its enlstwce implies a power of abst%*etl%, for 
the existence of which in the primitive mind we have no 
'#W*ieient evidence.
16,
2. ■ fee Sqeonâapy Derived Biîotiomg#
I have ïîow eimmerated the mala lastinets which imderlie 
humma and animal behaviour# with their associated emotions.
We may follow McBougal in calling those the primary emotions. 
There are# however# many emotions# which we experience which 
are not included in this list which we must now shortly consider* 
These fall into two main groups# the secondary emotions# and 
the derived emotions, hot us first consider the secondary 
emotions, in the higher animals and in the human being 
there are very few activities which are conditioned by the 
working of a single instinct. In the vast majority of 
instances of conduct# two or more impulses are at work# 
helping or hindering# or in any ease modifying one another# and 
the sum of the impulses determines the subsequent conduct.
It also determines the associated emotion^ which In such 
cases Is a blend of primary emotions. One or two example# 
will make this clear. Thus the emotion we term contmpt 
is probably a blend of anger and disgust with the addition 
of positive self-feeling* loathing is composed of fear 
and disgust. Admiration consists of wonder and negative 
self «.feeling and the addition to this of fear produces awe. 
Examples/
Vf,
BtMiples of Bueh eompoundlng of the prlmary emotion# can be 
indefinitely mmltlplled, and it is to be noted that the 
peanltant emotions are as truly emotions as are the primary 
conatltuente, and serve the same biological purpose.
The derived emotion# oceu%^ a slightly different 
category. These are true «notion# none of which is 
epeelfleally associated with the activity of any one Instinot. 
They arise during the working of an instinct and are conditioned 
by the apparent sudcess or failure of its eonatlve activity.
It will be seen that the occurrence of such emotions indicate#
» moderately high level of intellectual development, as they 
Imply a certain degi-ee of imaginative appreciation. Joy and 
sorrow fall into this category, a# do also belief and doubt.
A group of ©motions which have been termed by Shand^iho 
prospective and retrospective «actions of desire belong to this 
Ola»# and are of special interest. The prospective emotion# 
confidence, hope, anxiety, despondency and despair. It 
It obwiotts that each of these emotions marks out a stage in 
eonatlve activity at which the goal of conation is receding 
from possible reach. The retrospective emotions are regret, 
*̂ «>ï‘#e, and probably sorrow should also be included. These 
arise when the goal of conation has passed beyond reach and 
the Mind reflect# on whnt might have been.
Se the
lu the lower ajalmale It le probable that the only «motion# 
entering into the mental proeesses are the primary enotlw# 
eeawlated with the Inaivldnal Inmtlnote# and It la not 
nntll we reaoh the hman being that we find the foil 
development of the secondary and derived maotlons. In the 
higher animals there Is probably some development of the 
secondary emotions; It la dlffleuit# for Instance» to 
deny the mlstence of gratltWe In a dog» and gratltWo 1# 
undonbtedly a secondary emotlw cmponnded of tender emotion 
and negative self-feeling# Bat it Is In man that these
emotions cmm to fruition» and It is oertmlnly only In man 
that we find evidence of the mmotlens of desire#
We are now in a position to consider the p m h lm  of the 
structure of mind# %  to the present» in dealing with 
Imstlnct we have been dealing with processes» and although 
behaviour is essentially a process of experiencing» reacting» 
and feeling» it is always so with reference to an object» 
real or abstract# and If we are to have any comprehension of 
methods and outcome of such action we must assume that the 
Which epperiences» acta» and feels» poaseaaea acme 
structural form#
Primarily» as we have asm» mental action consista of
perceiving/
10.
fcrtdiving an object# experienelng an emotion with regard to 
Iti and initiating a more or lee# speeifio phyeieal movement, 
fhii i# what we term instinctive action* and we muet assume 
that it i# innate. As develogment proceed* we have seen that 
the range of objecte capable of initiating the action increases* 
and the increase is due to experience and the development of 
the power of memory. As this development proceeds the mind 
hecomes capable of reacting not merely to concrete objects of 
scasê  perception* but also to objects which are at the momnt 
beycuid sense perception and exist on the plane of imaginatiw.
A step further brings us to the power of perceiving not only 
objeets* but attribute# of objects which in themselves are mere 
abstmotions* such as virtue or courage* and of reacting to 
thmm. This vast system of cognitive potentialities is the 
intellect and its activity tn perceiving* differentiating* 
and abstracting constitutes the intellectual activity v&ich 
la characteristic of man.
in this connection It is important not to confuse Intellect 
and intelligence. Intellect Is a fact of mental structure, 
intelligence is an attribute of Intellect. Intellect may be 
liken# to the sword. Intelligence Is represented by the 
keenness of the blade. Just as a sw^md of the best steel 
may be of little use owing to its bluntness* so may a man 
possess an enormous range of cognitive potmitiallties without 
that capacity of prompt adaptability to envirom&ent which implies
IntelXiganoe. Intelligence may exist to a large degree 
without the backing of a powerful Intelleet* but no intelleet* 
howver cmnplex* can ultimately be of great service to Ite 
possessor or others without intelligence*
fhe conative aspect of mind undergoes analogous changes# 
fhe motor mechanisms of the body which subserve constlm% 
becmse elaborated early* In the animals* for instance*
Elvers described five methods of eonative action in the 
Instinct of escape - flight* aggression* manipulatiWi activity* 
teaobility and collapse* Be tried to distlngui# these 
as due to the working of separate instincts* but a more 
iwcbabl# view is that they are different motor mechanisms 
subserving the one instinct of escape* In passing it may be 
Bmntloned that the inclusion of collapse Is of very doubtful 
validity. The next step in development brings us to the 
point at which oon&tlm Is largely elaborated on the mental or 
imaginative plane before being translated into physical actliui* 
*nd it is at this point In the evolution of mind #iat the 
powers Of reason and judgment beccme apparent*
«hist as the sum of cognitive potentialities or dispositions 
constitutes intellect* the sum of conative impulse# working 





ehmraeter. ffee imita of character* evolved frem 
the working of the primitive innate inetinet# are term# 
ieetimente* the word complex ha# also %##& used* but a# 
tlÉ# team ha# been used in a rather more /^olaliaed eenee 
the Freudian eeWol we shall avoid it at preaent. A aemtiment 
Ü  m  organised # # t m  of eonative tendeneie# with an emotional 
aeoompaniment. It ia built up a# a result of experienee of 
the individual and only become# active in oonseiousne## under 
eertain appropriate ofmditiena. hike all eonative tendenoie# 
a sentiment is linked up to a definite end or purpose whieh 
may be an object of sense perc^tima* a situation* or* a# is 
frequently the case* a pure abstraction# Many form# of instinct» 
ive activity may be concerned in the establishment of a wmtiment* 
sea it is usual to diatingui# a sentiment by the name of the 
smoti^ thich is characteristic of the resultant of 
instimts involved. Thus* in the sentiment of loathing* t w  
instinct# of escape and repulsion are involved with their 
affective aspects of fear and disgust* producing the secondary 
e^tioa of loathing. The sentiment of fear would seem to be 
conditioned by the operation of the single instinct of escape* 
if it were not for the fact that it is very doubtful whetWr 
this sentiment could be built up without the aid of the 




The sentimemt of love demand# sm&e epeelml eonslderetion 
at this jimetwe* heeaume it t# #e eleaely a#@eeiated 
with the pairing or sexual instinct which ha# been made the 
baii# of Freudian psychepathology. hove ia an exceedingly 
emplem sentiment and it is extremely questionable if the 
instinct# involved in its formation ai^ at all constant,
A clo#s examination of the Freudian doctrine will show that 
# e  sentiment of love and the sentiment based m  the pairing 
instinct* which we may call the sexual sentiment are regarded 
a# practically identical* This Î hold to be a ommpiet# 
mis#ke which has directly led to the extravagance of certain 
aspects of the Freudian theory. In the first place I must deny 
that love should be regarded as essentially* or even as 
prWarily* a sexual sentiment, The first love of which a 
sÈdld is conscious is* under nomml eireumsttmces* the lev* 
of parents* and particularly Of the smther* and this sentiment 
of maternal love is probably organised long before the child 
can be said to be eaqplicitiy awre of its existence* Along 
with the organisation of this sentiment we find thé developnent 
of #te love of the parent for the offspring* This sentiment 
is possibly the only absolutely altruistic sentiment whl^ 
exists* A very brief cmisideratim of iwtural history iwill
25.
WWF that là m #  p###ea#l#à and development of this 
m m  1# in direct evolutionary ooatimity wi#i the lower 
mWeie# How Freud holds that the sent Went or eomplm whieh 
has me its affective aspect this type of love is sexual* %i# 
view 1 cannot see any justificatif for whatever. Mm t#cke 
up his opinion by pointing to the fact that male children are 
nonmlly attached more to the mother than to the father* and 
that female children are attached more to the father than to 
the mother. This fact in my opinim is not a fact at all#
It is simply an ”a priori’* statement* or else It is founded on 
had ohaervation# In the first instance the mother is almost 
certainly the object of affection of children of bote sexes#
The love of the father comes later#
Again* Freud insists that the apparent admiration with 
vdtich a child regards itself* and the pleasing emotiem# 
wkich accompany its early movements are sexual in origin#
% #  apparent pleasure it derives frma sucking its finger is 
#W»um@d to be sexual, I cannot find any evidence which will 
bear strict scientific scrutiny which gives support to #1# 
thesis# How theme assumptions - for they are no more» of 
Freud would seriously weaken the psychoanalytic of
psychology if they only constituted a part of it. But they 
PM#eti#ally/
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practically form the haai# on which the whole aehwe ia erected* 
If thm»* we are to aeoept the Freudian theory we are oertainly 
juatified in demanding much more rigorous proofs of the 
validity of its hasio tenets than those with #%ioh we have up 
to the ywesent been favoured*
If then we are going to deny the sexual basis of these 
types of love* to itott instincts must we attribute thtet I do 
S# #ink that the problem presents any great diffim&lty# #n 
slassifying the instinot# I rnentiomd the existence of a definite 
pkternal or protective instinct The ecceptanoe of
this as an innate characteristie is amply justified by a study 
of animal behavimr* and it is to this instinct that we must 
turn to find the basis of the sentiment of love of the parent for 
the offspring* Into the sentiment there probably enters a 
varying degree of self assertion* Other instincts may also 
enter* but this form of love is essentially the compounding 
of tender emotion end positive self feeling* and in it the 
sexual or pairing instinct has no part*
The sentiment of love of the child for the parent is more 
smplex* The instincts involved art probably those which are 
represented by the emotions of negative self feoljüig* tender 
emotim* wonder* and later in development fear* A#in tWre
i$  m  place for sexual ©motIan» alth®a^ Freud would have %$ 
believe that the act of sucking at the breast Is an outeame of 
the sexual Instinct and not of the innate food seeking 
propensity* developed through thousands of generations of 
animals and man#
the propensity of self admiration and of playing with it# 
mm part# which a child always manifests is easily explained 
m  other than sexual grounds# It Is almost certainly the first 
sign of the development of the great self regarding sentiment 
idilch ultimately forms the cor© of the adult character# #%i# 
ioatiment is built essentially on the instincts of subminsioa 
and assertion with many other instincts playing subsidiary 
parts# such as* in the case in point* wonder# Similarly* 
throu^iout life w# are constantly developing sentiment# #hi#h 
are in any reasonable sense sentiments of love* and whii^ 
contain no sexual element* or at most a very mail sexual 
element* ranging from the love of a man for his dog through 
the love of close friends* to that love of country which ## 
term patriotism#
I do not wish to deny or to minlmiBe in any way the 
influence of that sentiment of love which has a# one of it# 
integral oomponebt# the pairing instinct with its sexual 
excitement* but to attid.bute to it tîiat dominaticaa of all 
conduct/
m
elftlmoâ for it by Freud ia in my opinion utterly 
ftgeinst the weight of the evidence.
Interference with that cycle of activity which constitutes 
## working of the sexual instinct will certainly result in the 
prediiction of mental abnormalities which may* under appropriate
ci^umstances* manifest thmaselves in behaviour and fom the
»
systems of a neurosis, but this statement is equally true if 
applied to other instinctive activities. Because a statmaent 
is true it does not follow that the converse Is true, and it is 
cert aim that we cannot found all the neuroses on a sexual basis#
In the interpretation not only of the neuroses but also of the 
Wjority of the happenings of normal mental life there is one 
sentifeent which plays a much more important part. This is 
idsat IlcBougal has termed tlte * self-regarding sentJüaent** and what 
fansley^'Ws called the ’’ego complex”# This sentiment la in 
truth the very core of character, Primarily based entirely m  
the instincts of self-assertion and self-suWission, it becoiaee 
e####ly complex in development, and in the adult man embraces 
practically nil the forms of Instinctive activity# It is 
Cfissaitially the sentiment the existence of which enables man to 
appreciate the position of his empirical self in reference to other 
objecte of sensor perception or of abstract creation» The 
preponderance/ 7^ /îu^
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^fonâorftnçe of one or other of the two self regarding 
instlnota determine# to m very large extent oharaeter of 
tW individual * and this sentiment must he conceived as 
exercising a powerful influence in modifying the primitive 
mode# of instinctive reaction, and of altering both their 
cogh&tiv# and ©omtive aspect#* The simplest example of 
this is the influence of the self regarding sentiment in the 
Harking of the instinct of escape#
let us suppose the instinct of escape to he aroused in 
am animal hy some situation of danger which constitute# a key 
to the instinct* Tïm eonative aspect of # 1# instinct at onw 
erne# into play* and escape is attempted to the accm^penimeat of 
# 0  emotion of fear. The activity only cmae# to an end when 
security is reached* or when conation has been definitely and 
finally frustrated* This is a primitive reactIm* In e 
men* however* in whm the self regarding sentiment is developed* 
aadin whom the self assertive instinct is powerful* #i# 
proce## is modified, Hot only is the emotion of fear partially 
suppressed* but the whole course of cmatimi i# altered in order 
to bring it into harmony with that sense of superiority or 
elation which is the affective aspect of the self assertive 
instincts* Instances of this kind can be produced 
iMefinitely. For example* a person in whw the self 
assertive ̂  ^
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m m m m  Impulse is everpoweringiy strong is notoriously 
inoapablo of feeling admixNition and reverence#
Another eharacterlstie of this sentiment is that it 
besom## seeondarily extended to objects other than the self# 
the moat primitive example of this is the extension in the 
ease of a mother to her children# The children texui to beeom# 
identified with the self in the mother*# mind, and situatiOiMi 
idiieh prevoke reactions in the offspring* tend to provoke 
similar z^actiens in the parent. In the same way in civilised 
me» this . self regarding sentiment draw# into its scope t w  
teaily and possession# of the individual* his frierds* hi# pro- 
fessional brethrrni* and ultimately hi# nation* and in some case# 
the #ele of wmkind .
In his book «The Hew Psychology” Mr A.G.Tansley devote# 
i considerable amount of space to the discussion of the «herd 
ccmpiex”* and a similar description is given by other writer#» 
hut it is at least doubtful how far the sense of family 
cmmntnity# for instanoe* is ^ e  to the existence of the 
hetNi oo^lex» and how far to the extension of the ego 
## self regarding sentiment,
Pmm what I have said on this subject it will be seen ##% 
this exten&w of the self regard!:# sentiment is of vital
m*
inpcrtaacé là the determination of behaviour,
I have devoted tlàls space to the deeezdptien of the 
{màimente of love and self* beo&uee it seems to me that a 
(large structure of false belief has been erected on an inade#at# 
eederstsnding of the foz'mer* while the latter* forming as it 
tote the centre of character is of paramount Importance, Wm^ 
o^er sentiments are formed throughout life, it may be Âiiitsbty 
iftid that we form a more or less enduring sentiment with référé### 
to every object or situation which produces in us an emotional 
reaotioa, some of these sentiments are weakly organised* and 
can hardly be said to form part of our permanent mental structure* 
although it Is liaportant to realise that even the weakest 
sentiment probably persists as a source of potential activity 
for long after its existence has been forgotten, B^e 
sentiments on the other hand persist throughout life as sources 
of immense driving ]gK>wer, Sentiment s of fear* reverence* ##&
gratitude are example® which readily come to miW,
Important point to bear in mind is that tâie puz^sive 
activsty generated in all #ese sentiments is influenced and t# 
a laz^e extent controlled by the activity of the stotimont of
self regard.
m
4. .«&d Belief # .
H# W8t? now tum to the eonaldojpation of a mental prooo## 
i play# an oxtromely Important part In bohaviour* normal or 
fXital# This la the proooss of belief* and #%o method# by
belief# are eetabliehed. Belief in any proposition implie# 
# aaeeptanee with oonvictlon of the propositi^# In the 
rieteat sense of the word belief is always preceded by doubt, and 
r Important thing whieh we must consider just now is the pro#*## 
which doubt is converted into belief#
Belief and doubt are both motional states* and belong t# 
group of derived emotion## McDouf^l regard# belief a# 
confidence on the intellectual plane# and doubt as anxiety on 
intellectual plane# They are both emetions which arise 
#(ring the process of a eonative activity, as do all the de lived 
#wtien#, and dapend on an appreciation of the success or failure 
#f ccnatien# They are c mzditioned therefore by both cognition 
«W conation# UcDougal has described three method# by which 
tslief# may be established* perception* cmmunlcation# and by 
reasoning and judgment from previously held beliefs# From 
our p oint of view at present it is more convenient to consid#p 
two methods# reasoning and suggestion* All belief# established 
by ̂ reeption involve judgment# even although it b* only implicit# 
la the study of psyidiopathology# singestion is very great
Importance/
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«nfi wi»t W  4«*1$ i4 th In #«me de%*ll, and I tom
t w  mmmit to deal wtth tha qoeatlim of m o  eetatollataMWl*
of boMofa by reaaonlng and JudgBont.
m t i m i m  Is esaentlally the applloatlim of tho prooow of
total and error to a propoaitiwt to detarraiao methor or not
it fulfil# certain oondltlcsi# which we have laid donn, from
mi# it will he aeon that it lapUo# the exlatenoe of memwr»
aad Wolve# both cognition and wmatl@n, ® »  beat oam#.
of developed reasoning 1# the logical eylloglm, but this 1#
Merely a neat and omapact way of reducing to its essMxtlal#
a prooo## which goes on every time we exorolso ^gmeat.
for «Kssqtle, I may see a man coming to meet mo in a street#
Ï wowdter whether this may be my friend A# I am in a state of
doubt. As he approaoho# I notice that be walks with a 11^,
I know that A has a limp and my doubt is almost resolved end
my mental state approaches that of belief. He ecoae# nearer
still and I see he ha# a board. I know tt»t A ha# no beard.
fherefOM he t« net A, My dwibt is completely resolved, and
I have established by juflgaont the belief th%t this swm ia not
A# m e  prooo## could be represented by the two ayUoglw#*,
1, A. has a lis®, _. ®hi# mam ha# a liisp., • %ls man ggg be A.
83.
a, Ximmxio beard.® 3|,« man ha# a beard.
.'.Shlii man 1# not A.
All eatàbllïhment of bellefby reasoning imy be redttoed la 
ibi end to this form. How, It Is obvious that false belief* 
may be established in various way*. In the first plae* Ï may 
be mistaken in my major premise. 8y memory of A may be 
faultyi and he may have no limp, or he may have a beard. U  
the sooond place my perception may be at fault| I may have 
attributed to the stranger a limp whieh he really does net 
posse**, or I may have mistaken his muffler for a beard. In 
both these case# my belief is invalid. For our pwposo *t 
lisent errors in perception are tls# most 1 mportant way* 
in whieh false beliefs way be established, and it is 
a matter of every day experience that among the most fruitful 
eauses of such errors are antlclï»tlon and strong desire. Jf 
I am very desirous of seeing A, and still more if I expeet te 
•es him, I am liable to errors of perception and consequently 
to the establishment of a false belief. The question of 
desire is closely connected with that of volitiwi, and I 
•hall return to it again. At fciis point it will suffi** t* 
,say that desire is mpulse directed toward, remote objoe**, 
the tern remote being used to signify something not at the 
Biement present in sensory experience.
We/
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We tee then that reaeening towards a belief ecmslsts of 
estehlishing a hypothesis and applying the method of trial and 
MTor to test its validity. False beliefs may be estabUidied 
la various ways, but for us at present Ihe most important smy 
is by errors of pereeptioa, to Wileh we are readered very 
liable by the existence of any strong conative tendeney of 





T M m  la* mmthmv way in whleà WM#f» &m
taéafellahed whloh la of great Importan## in everyday life 
m â whieh aaawaea apeeiel Impertanee In t W  neweee#* %la 
ii anggeatlon* Bnggeatlen may be defined a# "a preeee# ef 
eWmnleatlon resulting In the aoeeptanee with eenvletlen ef
a préposition In the ahsenee of any logleally Mequabe grounds
0]its acceptanee#” A very brief oonslderatlon will show that
a large proportion of our everyday beliefs are aequlred by 
this method^ and are held quite apart from any prowss of 
reasoning. The fast that mai^ of these beliefs are true 
does not in any way negative the feet that they are held on 
logioally inadequate grounds^ although In the study of the 
neureséi# we ha we most f recently to deal with false beliefs 
established In this way* pm suggestion brings about belief 
is a very difficult problem* but the method would appear to 
consist essentially of two processes* firstly the presentatim 
to oonsoiousnessf in a more or less way of the
#yst«m of ideas embodying the belief* and secondly in the 
repwsslon or dissociation from the imwdiate field of 
cwarenese of any systems of ideas which would conflict wl#% 
the first# As an example let us consider the case of a
7 m m /
ÙJ hftHtKj** - a
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■pmm m i w  «ho le toM  ̂  hi. aothoJf th.t the fleot» 1. • 
heft iMn who will he seat for 4» ».® of mleWmvlour.
of chilâren ehows only too well how often «ïi* 
eaggeeted belief is flmly held hy the child, and how It 
is eiNidieBted with the uteoet dlfflealty. feotevs
iarolved In Its estahllshmeat would ossentlelly appow to he 
firstly the making of the statement by a perscai who to the 
tiilSd eypeara almoat {maiscleat, and secondly the want of 
Watenee of any facts of oxporlano# which would toad to 
emtahll# a contrary bellaf. ®ila may he ewialdered an 
example, hut that It I# not really so will hoc«se 
Ohvloue If we reflect for a m«aent on how ma^ things we 
believe to he true on no grounds other than that we have 
bMe told tliey are true, and that aoidilng has earn within 
our experience to contxedlct them. It will he aotlcM that 
la the foregoing example we have asswnod in the subject a 
^ Ttm  condition In idileh no previous sentiment with reference 
to the object of belief is present, and that therefore no 
r^^aelea or dlssoolatlœn is necessary before the belief 
is established. But many beliefs are established In the 
face of opposing beliefs for which we may even have logically 
adéquat* grounds. In such ease# the opposing beliefs ®i#t be
detached/
se.
detached tvm oar immediate mwareaeee# This pree«a« we 
guiil eenslder later 1« dealing with dlseoolatlon.
the auggeetlhlllty of any Individual depends on a 
smiber of factors idileb we mast now consider, Those may 
eoHventently he divided Into two groups, the subjective,
Vbloh iaoludsa those factors which are part of the Individual's 
m e n t a l  equipment, and the objective, which Includes the 
factors involved In the source of the suggestion. I shall
deal firstly wl«i -aie subjective factors.
1 have already referred In some detail to the existence
of the self-regarding sentiment, and It is necessary 
gmÿhaslee at this point the fact that this sentiment, Alch 
foms. the core of personality. Is organised In a more or 
less complex manner wlte reference to every object of 
experience. Its organisation, however, and Its potentialities 
for action vary greatly with reference to different situation* 
and under different conditions. A simple example will make 
thl* clear. hot us consider the position of a physician 
Who is keenly interested in medicine, but whose interest in 
art la rudimentary. ®s ̂ 7  describe this condltKm by 
stating that his self assertive impulse is easily aroused, 
and works freely in m a t t e r s  connected with medicine, *toUe la 
m a t t e r s  connected With art not only la the conative aspect 
Of this self submissive impulse relatively strong, hut throu#
S7.
mt lat©z»©«t* which is mvtmUiXf m cmmtlve activity* 
hi# perceptual crgaaisatim i# pcerly âevelcpea ia this 
éirectiea* aad he lack# that critical faculty whieh is 
pr##aeat ia his dealing with medical suhjects# la these 
eiremistaace# he will tead tc accept prepoaitiens regaràiag 
artistic subjects without applylag that process of trial 
error whieh we sew constituted reaamiing# In other 
word# he is suggestible as regards art# But even with 
regard to nodical subject# he may under certain circumstance# 
become relatively suggestible# m #  mental organisation 
way become impaired by illness or by fatigue* and the critical 
faculty may pass practically into abeyance. Proposition# 
may imder these circumstances be accepted which would be 
uhMaiMtingly rejected under condition# of health# Intei^st 
in an object is conditioned largely by a self assertive impulse 
With regard to it* well ori^nised and strong in both 
ecgnitivc and conative aspects* and where interest is non­
existent or in abeyance the power of criticism i# poor sad 
the power of suggestion is correspondingly high#
The other subjective factor of importance is eae# 
with whieh dissociation of opposing activities of thought 
may tsîÉ# place# It is obvious that the more easily 
di###eiatio:q/
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occur#* the more suggestible the subject will be.
We «hall now turn to the objective factor* in suggesti­
bility. The first factor making fop suggestibility is 
ppestige on the part of the iMividual making the suggestion.
|hi« is well illustrated by our previous example of suggestibility 
in the child. it will be noticed* however* that this is not 
an entifely objective factor* as the existence of prestige 
la the suggesting person implies the exercise* to a v&zying 
degree* #f the s#If-mbmissive impulse in the subject. An 
mwellent example of the part played by prestige in suggestion 
is the power which has been exercised through all ages by the 
priestly class of the cmrnmmity in dictating religious beliefs* 
beliefs which in great part have always been held indepeW^ntly 
of logical reasoning# Another example is the power that 
the cwmunity as a whole has of impressing its beliefs on the 
individual# There are comparatively few individuals who are 
capable of maintaining their own reasoned beliefs in opposition 
to the organised beliefs of, idieir fellow men.
dlosely associated with the prestige factor is the 
factor of repetition of the suggestion* mid this act# chiefly* 
although not entirely* when the suggestion emanates from # 
smrc# "Which already has prestige, This point is too obvious 
to require labouring. The effect of wide advertising is a
39,
good example,
A «îi»a faetop of gpoat ImpoPtonéa, i#iloh make,
aaoapteBce of any ppopoaltl#* eiMapapatlvoly easy l« thmt the
piqpoalkion ehouia not eonfllet with any moâs of thinking to
nhieh wo ape accustomed. if this be the case the need fop
pepposslon op dissociation of opposing aystema of ideas
is not present, and the ppopositlon tends to be more poadily 
accepted.
Suggestion is of the utmost impoptanee in moulding the
beliefs of everyday life, A very little consideration will
tàim that the ordinary man's ethical, cultural, and religious
beliefs are largely the result of a process in which authority
or prestige, mass suggestion, and repeated suggestion are
predominant elements* The vital importance of this lies not
in the fact that these beliefs are untrue, » many of them are
perfectly true, - but in the fact that they are built on an
unstable foundation which is liable to be destroyed by counter
suggestion, with resultant havoc in the mind of the individual.
Eie more the process of reasoning enters into an Individual's
Wliofs the more stable will be his mind, and the more
rational his conduct, more suggestion plays the predominant
part in the formation ctf the beliefs that are essential to
canBuaai life there will always be a possibility of aatagoniatie 
Wliof#/
# #
éellef# mrl&làg in  the mWâ# This eendlti^ heing 
iàôeapatihl© with normal memtsl aetivity* one belief met 
ÿiél# to the o th e r#  B u t i t  i s  important to rmmmher that 
althén# a b e l i e f  may be abandoned* yet its existeno# implies 
#' definite modification of mental struoture which has at 
least some d e g re e  of permenenee* end whose ©ffoots may 
persist long after th e  belief with zdiioh it was associated 





#  seen that ©haractsr çonsiat» of th# organised 
of ©osmtlve trend® of the Indlvldm&l* and volition
or eonelsts of the activity of any or #1% of thèse
twmûm at any partlomlar moment# This la a wide atatmment#
and it at onee heeomea obvions that at least two fairly
diatiaet types of prooeem are oomprlsed in it# There la 
firstly a eomparatlvely lowly form of volition vdilch 
eons is 18 merely of the ©xerols© of the oonatlve aotlvity of 
one of the inatlnOts, and this type of volition we lanat grant 
to animals as well as to men, Used In this sense volitl^ 
is prqotloalXy ayncmymoua with the tez% «libido” as used by 
im g  in  his «Analytloal Fsyohology”. It is the energy 
or nrg# to action produced by the stimulation of an instinct# 
Primitive though this form of volition is* it is of the 
utmost importance* for* as we shall see* the trains of action 
represented by it frequently cmm into conflict wit^ those 
of the higher type. The second and hlgMr type of volition 
is probably peculiar to man and Implies a high degree of 
organisation of mental structure* It consists of the setting 
in motion of eonative activity after reasoning and judgment 
with regard to the desired god of conation. The tern
Sim*/
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«will” as popularly used applies exclusively to the latter 
type# hut as it differs only in its greater cmaplexity from 
the femer# it seems advisable to include both imder the 
general term of volition*
It is easy to see how these two forms of volition may 
erne into conflict * hot us mippose that a traveller meets
suddenly a lion which obviously intends to attack him* The
instinct of flight is aroused# and fear is felt* Two
scurses of action are open# one of which will be taken* Either 
cur traveller will follow the line of least resistance# and 
take to flight# or he will prepare in the best way possible to 
meet the attack* The first course is the primitive instinctive 
course# the second is a course which involves the exezHSiee of 
reason and judgment* It is possible# of course# that reason 
may did tat® flight# but under these circumstances the flight 
is undemtaken in a very different way from mere instinctive 
reaction* How# it seems probable that every cognitive 
atimulua which results in volition and action arouses a tendeney 
to aetien of both the lower and the higher type* If mental
harmony is to continue# one type of action must result# 
and one only* It is also certain that# taken singly# our 
p#mitive Instinctive tendencies are much more powerful than 
the comparatively recently acquired tendency^ derived from
43,
aeawlmtW with m v athlaal and mVBX bsllefa. 
%# qmeatlom that at me® ar&wa la# how Is It that so 
the higher aowse of action is taken? #ia 
# # t l W  beomoos insistent when we thiz^# for ejtamplei of 
the martyrs who have throughout history east aside the mean# 
of escape and gone to the stake for the sake of a belief# 
to this instance some psychologists would answer that ithe fear 
w  the part of the martyrs of the hell fire which theyj 
believed would follow recantation was greater than th©\fear 
of the Btake^ and thus determined the course of action* I 
do not think this answer is true. to my opinion the ##stion 
has been answered already in our discussion of the self 
regmrding sentiment# iSvery course of action which is 
determined by reason and belief is influenced by the self 
regarding sentiment# fhie sentiment# which enable# us 
to be aware of our empirical selves# set# pp standard# #f 
ideal conduct# and gives an added urge in the direction of 
such ideals. The instinctive tendency may be stronger than 
the teWeney of a moral sentiment# but it is weaker in the 
aan of character than the tendency of a moral sentiment #f 
self regard# Volition of the highest type then# eoaslst# 
of action initiated in a sentiment regarding a situation# 
directed/
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diWoted by reason judgment tewerds a definite object of 
belief# and reinforced by the driving power derived fvem the 
sentiment of self re g a rd .
fhia a t  once raises th e  p ro b le m  of the freedom of the
will* This Is a question that la far too large to discuss in
detail here# b u t  one point may be emphasised* The psychological
deWrmimist who denies the freedom of the will bases his case 
almost entirely on the applicability to mental phenomena of 
the so c a l le d  mechanical laws# and particularly of the law of 
causation# But I must repeat here that even in the mechanical 
realm we have# and can have no proof of the universal validity 
of this law, and still less have we proof in the psychical 
Sphere# The will is undoubtedly conditioned by  many factors# 
such AS the strength of the instinctive activities# and the 
growth of the sentiments b u t there is no evidence worth 
OonsidmMng of its rigid determination#
46,
eonsclouBness Is a psychological state #iloh la 
mtrmely difficult to define. This difficulty has Wen 
greatly increased by the somewhat loos# v/ay in ̂ iloh the 
iarma conscious# subconscious and unconscious have been 
used# and in some psychological dchools there lias been# azid 
Still is# a strong tendency to use the word consciousness in 
the sense as the rather clt^sy term awareness. This
usage is essentially that of popular languagej m  talk, for 
instance# of being conscious of the presence of a person when 
we mean that we e,re aware of his presence# but this 
terminology rapidly leads us into difficulties.
1 propose to define eonsexousness as the total 
affective, feeling# or emotional content of the mind at 
■Spy particular moment of time. It will be seen that the 
term thus includes both the subconscious and the unconseieu» 
Of the psychoanalystic school. How all of these emotions 
are not at any given mcment aval lable to introspection# 
and to denote those which are so available# 1 propose to 
use the word, awareness.
There are now some points in connection with 
emrnimmesB which must be grasped before any underitanding
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ef its piece In beljeviow can be arrived at, Th® first ie 
tWt a# the emotions only arise during the activity of the 
conetibe part of an instinctive process, and as they vary 
with the course of that process, eonsciousness must be in a 
perpetual state of change* Secondly, consciousness, whether 
available to introspection or not with reference to any 
object or situation, implies she existence of conative activity 
directed towards that object or situation# This direction of 
activity we may conveniently call desire# From this It 
follows that the consciousness of an individual is not in 
itself an enduring entity. The only permanent representation# 
of it in the mind are the facts of mental structure, cognition 
and conatie^i which we either innately possess or which we have 
developed in the course of experience, and which predispoae ua 
to act in certain definite ways under appropriate circumetance#. 
Thus we see that it is not strictly accurate to talk of an 
Amotion which we have experienced being buried outside the 
^ o h  of introspection, but still existing in consciousness, 
m as the Freudian would say, in the unconscious mind* What 
actually happens is that the ©motion with reference to the 
#M;icular situation wMch excited it is no longer part of 
eonsclousneas, but that a modification of mental structure 
has taWn place owing to the experiencing of the emotion.
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toii iBOâifâeatlon la relatively «table, and will predlapose 
to the arouaing again of the emotion under olreimatanoea 
reambling those whioh initially caused it. This la Aot, 
however, equivalent to saying that the modlfioation of 
a wuBoiousne « s which we call an emotion is a momentary happening » 
Oî  of the chief cWracteristies of conative activity is its 
persistence towards its goal of desire, and so long as that 
aetivéÉy persists the emotion, varying probably in intensity, 
will persist also, whether or not it may intrude on our 
awareness. It is only when conation has ceased that the 
motion disappears from consciousness and leaves behind it 
only a change of mental structure# In this way we soe the 
absurdity of that theory of consciousness which describes it 
as a mosaic of ideas and sensations. Consciousness is 
CCeiposed of emotional ??oactions, and emotional reactions are 
not things, or entitles, but methods of experience. Implying 
the existence of something which experiences and something 
which is experienced. From the fact that consciou^ess is 
a process of experiencing and that such a process nécessitât## 
a subject who experiences, it follows that our own awarenes# 
of our consciousness Is t# us the final proof of the reality of 
our own unitary mental existence.
Whether/ /
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mether or not an maotlonal reaction which 1# for the 
ttmo being part of eonaeloueno## Intrude on our awarene»#, 
there can be no doubt that it modifies it in some degree, 
toe freudian would say that unconscious eomplexea modify 
conscious behaviour. If for a moment we liken the mind 
to a machine, part of which is working in darkness, this 
can be easily realised. Any change in the working of the 
machine in the dark chamber will be seen in its consequences 
on the part open to view. too machine works as a whole. 
Similarly, conative trends and emotions of which we are mot 
introspectively aware influence, often profoundly, behaviour 
ani awareness. This point can be illuctx̂ ated not inade­
quately by a very brief consideration of the composition Of 
a sOeOmdary emotion. We may feel reverence for a man, W t  
we are not aware until we apply introspection very closely, 
and in a manner which may be impossible to the untrained 
mind, that the feeling of reverence is really a very complex 
emotion arising from a combination of the emotions of wonder, 
fear, negative self feeling and tender emotion. In this way, 
emotions of which we are not aware may modify profoundly the 
total consciousness, and sentiments of whose existence we hav# 




ôttP awareness at any particular Boment includes • 
ecmparatlvely amall area of the field of consciousness, tout 
toy voluntary effort It may toe directed and ear range of 
introspection greatly Increased. tJnder special conditions, 
such as hypnosis the area of awarwaess may toe eKtended, tout 
we must accept the fact that many vital processes take place 
la our minds Involving cognition, conation and affection Of 
Vhlch wo have no direct knowledge toy Introspection, 
Consciousness may toe likened then to a stream 
flowing through time. The surface of the etresm Is that 
pert of Aich we are aware, tout toelow this flow masses of 
which we have no immediate knowledge. ®»e molecules of 
water are over changing their position, howstoer, and surface 
molecules sink into the depths while deep ones rise into 
awareness as they flow. In making this analogy there Is 
one point to notice. We have assumed that the stream has 
toanke, and does not mingle Its waters Indiscriminately 
with thgt of other streams in the neighbourhood. This Is 
equivalent to postulating the Individual unity of 
eonsolottsness. I do not propose to Justify this further hw# 
except toy saying that sueh a hypothesis seems essential at 
pree«it for the Interpretation of mental phenomsma. The
eomà®/
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Péeervolr theory of William Jam## and othav aimilav 
thaania# p3*e#@nt diffiGnltiaa whan appliad %o bahavlauz* whioh 
IM #0 gr#at &a t# b# praotioally nnanrmwmtabl# in the llgh^
®f ree## payaholagldftl amaeareh*
m #  prablem of the relation of oonsolottsneea toth# 
ÿ^aieal wganiam need not detain us long* Whatever 
Üicoverie» the future may hold, at present we are only 
immediately aware of eonsciousness as It manifest* itself in 
*s#oei&tion with the physical brain# Xn the beginning of 
this paper I assumed psyeho-physical interaction, mû the stu^ 
of the neuz#se* will ©how how intlBiate the conneetion may he* 
For our purpose at present the^ is no need to consider 
what the state of consoiousness may he if separated freia
—oOo—•
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a* m sm a^
In the older psyehoXogical schools memory ïfas i*egmrd#d 
as a special faculty# but In the light of more récent 
this view is no longer tenable. The first thing about 
memory which we must grasp is that it is a procees of the 
mind# involving someone who rmembers and sm#thing tîmt 
is remembered# As far as definition Is possible it may be 
termed that process by which the experience of the past is 
brou^t to bear on ühe present# In this sense memory must 
be granted to ell living organisms, but It is only in mSA 
that this reference to the past appears to become definite 
and explicit# The second point of importance is that memcry 
involves cognition, conation and affection. Cognition is 
involved because in oMer that an event imy be remembered It 
must first be perceived, and when it is again revived in 
the mind It raust be recognised# Conation is involved in 
the act of remembering, and probably every act of reinemboring 
1» determined by conation or vd.ll, whether or not the act of 
will is present to our awareness# Emotion is involved, élnee
the recollection of any situation Is accompanied tb some : 
degree by the emotion attached to the oz'iginal experienoe#
Memories, then, are not substantive things, stored as such
 ̂ \\in the mind# The permanent factor in memory la the |
ohange/ 1
I
{#3## #  mental itoleh Imrariably follows the cognition
fcho original event# 
jHemembering la essentially a branch of the process which wo
lifer to under the general tern of im a g in in g ,  and Imagining may
i definod os the thinking of objects or situations not present
10 the senses# The most primitive form of imagining is probably
1 inllcipstlon, where the mental a c t i v i t y  I s  directed to the
ifstnre# and imagining directed to the past seems to be #
##pAratively late development i n  evolution. I n  children
mû in savages memory has n o t re a ch e d  a h ig h  degree of .
dsvclopment, and in many cases a child appears to have diffiéùlty
in distinguishing the recollection of past events from the
fsWications of his day dreams# This may partly explain the
whelesale m a n u fa c tu re  o f  l ie s  b y  some children, statements, which
lh m«my ceses at least, are uttered in good, faith.
The power o f  recollecting a past event Is dependent on a# 
least three factors# Firstly, there is original «̂ memorising* 
cf the event# S e c o n d ly , th e re  Ic th e  p o t e n t i a l i t y  for 
reproduction i n  Imagination, a s s o c ia te d  w i th  th e  modifications 
of mental structure produced by the c o g n it io n #  Thirdly there i# 
the capacity of reproduction. The importance of the first 
factors may be readily recognised when we c o n s id e r  how, 
generally speeking, events which make a strong impression on
the/ ;
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m  ml«a mre easily psatenbemd. the tofluen» of the Wli* 
faetey, W#e?er, ia maeh mere emplex, and It Is one of the 
fundamentally Important proeesees in psyohopatbelo^. The 
effort to reprodnoe in imagination a previous happening ia a 
eenative activity directed towards the paat̂  and other thing# 
toeing e#al, the exerolae of this activity will determine 
ear rmnembering. Reproduction in Imagination is than the 
result of a purposive effort. But there seems to be no doubt 
that forgetting may also result from the exorcise of purposive 
effort, and this point is of very great importance, Aooordlng 
to the Freudian school all forgetting is purposive, but this 
statemnt seems to be unduly wide. I think that we must 
assisse that certain events are forgotten simply because they 
have wt Buffieiently strmgly impressed the cognitive 
side of mind to produce the neoessax̂  stzuetural changes 
to facilitate their reproduction. But grantîî  this, 
there are undoubtedly many events vdiloh are remembered or 
forgotten according to the strength of the conative activity 
exertW to produce their revival. It is also an undoubted 
fbct «lat this conative activity is lax%ely exercised outside 
the field of our awareness. How it is a well observed fact
jaffytded the lsfeiil l^eesicp has not been too intense. 
•ventV
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iveata mioh oat»* mental fain tend to be fespgotton, wbilo 
ploéanrable bappenlngs are uanally oaally rooalled, and, 
a*tho%#i we have rejected the doctrine of paychologioal 
hédentem, we have seen that pleamxre twJds to sustain 
sonatiW, and pain to hinder it. Wo would #a»fore sem 
to be Justified in oming to the conclusion that the 
reeoHection of many events is largely conditioned by the 
pli*mre or pain caused %r the original happening.
Rwcmbrance of an event implies awareness of tW 
happening of the event in the past, but it does not 
neeesMirily mean that we have been ware of tW event at 
the time of its happening. It is certain that maxv eveixbs 
occur #.ioh produce effects on cognition, and so modify 
our mental structure without our being aware of them or 
with our awareness only being affected in a very vague way, 
gnder suitable olroumstances such evmits may be revived in 
consciousness ami may exercise a profound influence on our 
belmsvtonr. mis Is a cardinal point in psyawlogy. But 
only vdwn su# revival affects our awareness can we be truly
said to rwrnmber.
At the risk stf repetition I # « #  once more to mphasie#
m.
tmet t M %  #he 1# a @ # a a # v #
*#4vl#y #hlW& #r imr m#% haw l%#
$# awaz*###©, Bm® ®%umpl0$ of 2»6eall©oti»g ar# W em M W l 
im%mmn ef the paralataaa# of aatlvi$y #w.ah m
hofomt Bverybady ham oxprnHomoé %h# «mnoying 
i i f in Tooétloeting $he mm® ©f a f^ienâ on aa 
làpâ taat oegamlaa, mW ©vezybWy ham aim© ©xparimaamâ th# 
imt that loag after we have apparently abamemw# the effert 
the mm® will suddenly leap Into the field of #ur awareneam. 
toft eause of failure of the original effort to reoolleet 
say present diffiimltiei in ftssplanation, hut the eventual 
reeelleetion is an instanoe of the persistenee of the effort 
to rememher detemining the eventual roeollftotien#
Our recolleetioii of an event# then# is depenient on 
oar power of direoting attention towards it# and this power 
tariea greatly* toim is equivalent to saying that our 
oepaeity for reoolleotion is conditioned hy the strength of 
mm will or volition to rftoolleot# prmiûmû we rememher 
that volition is in turn omaditioned to a large mctent 
hy faotors whioh are not always present in our awaremiss*
How prftftisely in maohanioal terns remWbering and 
forgfttting ooeur it is impoaslhle to say# just as it is 
impoasihle to explain any other mental prooe## in terns 
Of/
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el wtehanies except by the use of very quostieaiahlo aneiogio»*
ItiBf ettmpte have been mad#, frm the *p«yehl# tension**
##ery::Of'ms#t to Freud»s conception of a M M  of anthro- 
IMOiphie censor between the conscious and the unconscious* 
toes# conceptions %my serve a useful purpose, hut we should 
carefully remember that they explain nothing in any real sens# 
of the word# to# Freudian censorship indeed is hardly worth 
digntfting by calling it a hypothesis# We must then, he 
content to leave this prdhlem as a mystery for the present, and 
direct Our attention to the much more profitable task of examining 
the conditions which influence that imginative reproduction 
of the past which we term meimry* We have alr^y seen that all 
conation ia influenced by the presence of pleasure and pain# 
ftsd that the conative activity of remmzWring is no exception 
to this rule# Events that are painful then will tend to be 
forgotten, while pleasurable happenings will be easily 
r##W#red, A second factwp in wsaory is interest# Interest 
in an Object implies some degree of development of both co^aitiv# 
mad 0#aativ# structure wi#% regard to it, ai^ remembrance is 
thereby facilitated# It is a matter of everyday expeMmm# 
tmt it is much easier to direct and sustain attention with
m .
regard to a matter of intereat, thma it is to d# #o about 
m  indifferent object# A #ii# faetor it meaning# Mmmimg 
|« too large a quest!» to dieeua# Wre in detail, %mt it 
eWuld be fairly clear to anyone that what our minde react 
to in any situation is more than the mere sense forcepti» 
tAloh constitutea primitive cognition# We may r#tt quit# 
differently to the same perceptual stWilu# according to the 
variation of meaning in the situation which is formed in the 
«ogsltolve side of our mind. HOW situ«tlcn#whl<dt ;̂ rv« for uo 
* elowr and ooheront meaning are eomparatolweiy eaijilly 
rememtoared. An exeelXent illaetratlon of this 14 the meh 
greater ease with udiieh we sen reeolleet a verse ̂  poetry 
then an equ< I numtoer of nonsense eyllablee. 55ie| poetry has a 
eaherent meaning for ne. « string of nonsense syllables 
has not.
Fatigue or lllhealth either at the time of the original 
event or at the time of attempted reoohleetloa Interferes 
seriously with memory. In the fowaer case hy le#alring the 
power of accurate perception, in the latter by iajwding 
ocmatlon.
The Freudian school lays greet iUapertanoe on the revival 
of forgotten events by their aseoelatlona with other events, 
the memory of whioh may be brought to our awareness, and 
regards much forgetting as being due to a break in the 
functional/
m #
eontluuity of to&% %WL# ###%^
ô̂Ktâluii auch tzutfe mu#%, I think# b# «Wml##, W t  It*
ÀOOôptAuôf Blmpllfl## the pyqblw ef r#eelle#tle# et 
hi osspm»® of aecWAny. fhepe cam W  m  deubt that the 
ollettlem of part of am experience tend# to bring In#
|8# awerenea# the #iole experience, but thi# la not to «ay that 
the farta of the experience are merely bou# together In virtue 
#  tei#oral contiguity, and thla would aeem to be the Freudian 
ammimalon# The binding together of the various pa%%# of an 
##erlenc# is much more complex than this# Temporal contl#lty 
##tie#a play# an Important part, but association by the 
meaning which the whole experience cornmys to the mind, a meaning 
different and richer than the meanings which can be attributed 
tc the separate part#, is of at least equal importance. Further, 
the various part# of an experience are bound together In the 
mind in virtue of the memory of the continuity of #»atlve 
^ort torolved in their appreciation#
We other factor Wilch aids recollection must be mentioned# 
tots is suggestion* The best osmmpl® of tlii# 1# to be found 
to the phenomena of hyp»sl«# %pno»ls may be regarded as a 
•tat# of extreme suggestibility, and in It many events may W  
ressll# in a manner Impossible in the normal existence#
This/
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wmiia seera to tm âuo to the etOEpasratliw #*## hy «high 
the (ÿei'&tep oea eoatpol atiâ ëlæot by eaggeetSoB the
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: with the qaesti» of oonaoious^Ass' ## #**
ne#e##ary t& a#mme that the ln#vid^l 
##Wi##amse i# # imity, ##% :%* that it ia pe^^iar t# 
t# W W d m l ,  and ia not a o m m »  #oa$#aai#n, i \## mual
h \mWf lUqr atmae on another fact# This la that thè Mnd in 
WtiC# works as a whole tinier normal eireuimtamea^ \ Bvery 
aftfcwi, in other words, ia the resultant of all #t# \t 
aativitie# which are repreaanted in oonsolouaneaa at the 
p m t m l m p  whether these aetivitiea are preçe# a#
meh in our swareneas or not# This statement seem# t#i
emphasis, beoauee much reseat writing s# tri»i
suhjeot of the eonssloaa and the uneonseioua would ai^ t# 
l#ly mat that part of oonselousnes# of which we ar# not ̂ t 
the mwmmt aware constitutes a kind of separate pers<inali# 
inde#ndent of our awareness# tois is only true in '|i very \ 
limited sense# We have seen that m# memories s M  â preoia&ione1 A
odT a«M e3̂ rl#noe« are eonstantoly oinking halow the jlevel ot\
/' V«mrenees, while others are «ndergolng the revere* P#eeee, \
It la tm* that seme mental preeeaoee never ae«B to (rjleo
ah## a oertala level, hut It eeeme probable that thote eonftaatly
affeot iur obviouB behaviour, and may be reaehed by! iritroopeotl##
under suitable eondltlons and by means of epeelal tfeol̂ que*
I i  'Al#@%#i,/ I
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Although, however, we mmt reeegol&e the eeeemtlal %m|ty 
ff ceimeieusnee» there are ur^euhtedly eertelm feW# ot memtel
## $ # #  which pursue their course affected ih 4 mialmal
■ 1̂ ,
%  our personal awareness, and under ger'tiftin eirmmstanoe# 
attitities of which we are normally alTOys aware may p m m o  
»m# a course# The activity is split off as it were timâ  
repFesemtation in the field of awareness* Such a splitting is, 
by FreW, temed repression from consciousness# word
U"i4.'Âu4 A/*
repression is lihr rnniî1-ir-tr an active process, but i$ has 
dlsadvsaitftge®, and I prefer at present to refer to the pros### 
as dissociation frmi awareness*
Wow it is obvious tiist everybody is to seme extent 
die&ociated# When we take a walk the movements of our leg 
austles, and the conative activity which directs thm are not 
cbtmded on our awareness# Still less are we nomally aware 
of the movements o f  o u r respiratory muscles or o f  th# beating 
of the heart# In the latter case the action is, in most 
people at any rate, completely beyond voluntary control. it 
i# also a comparatively common experience for a perscn to 
walia# suddenly that he has been engaged in an actlCn of wĥ ich 
W  was unaware when it was being carried out# It $s an \ 
#tremely difficult thing to say when dissociation ̂ o u M  be \ 
definitely/ i
aefWWly regmnW *# patlwlegiwl, «nâ It m#y
«1 % W W L  ts aemei'lW m t m  ty## ®f em##e la mieh
t« Mnôettbteâîy autsld. @i# ï*ie3â of mif
|«e*ai»le awmpemmB, Saoh astivlty wo«M m m  to be oa 
♦swBtlal faefcoa? ia the proauotlmi of woa^e of gealae, bwt thle 
4i »l piece for tw comlgoratlmi of this subjeet* ®o taiei 
also pose tira vKKOâ ̂ estiea of tolepatl̂ , irtiloh. If # foot, 
■•MM to tavolo® actlvl# of this kind.
On* of the best eju^los of sueh aotlvlty le to ho fcwMd 
I»:: the porformeaooe of eom arl#metl^l prodlgloe, ladlvidaels» 
#• ere Ohio to eelvo easfepomoly oM#lleatod prohlMme la • 
htlef epaee of time, without being ehlo snhs«#œtly to 
1̂  fteeooat of Jaw they errlvod at their roeulte. The mere 
or lees aseaimt® falfltoent of a reeelro made ereral#t to 
w«Wn at a oerfcala time Is another, and oOBWMWr example, 
RMAaWy the most striking raseaplas are to be fauna la the 
{Meeenena of post hyptotlo eaggestlon. In ̂ e«e eases « 
perso» Is tnsstrueted, shlle la igup»»i»» h® porfeim e eertela 
set at a certain time in «» future, to being sroueed frMs the 
by^tie state all awareness of tJM suegestWi has dliappeared, 
hut preserlbed act Is nevertheless carried out at the 
appointed time, oaior ewm#es are to be Anmd ia #e 
•pparoatly/
o f bcdily bqr
nittâ wfalélx i« fmmd w#»)^ ecrtiii» clvmmcWac### U m t ©#««
0l type toll into #e m#lm of p«yohopo##o#y, W% *o 
0# ®3̂ x#p%o w© msy ùotio# bbo outbontiofttod ftocô mto of #### 
mWWovol sa in t#  who, a fte r  prolonged brooding over tta i 
m bjoo t, prodmoed vasoulor Rem m ena which s lm la tM  wmmd#* 
th if  mnw n o t, o f course, aware o f the proeess by whlOh # #  
ffliylfii tfore produced and a ttr ib u te d  to M lree les* ,
O m  point in thla cozmeotlon #iould be noted# In laeny, 
ttott̂hi not all, oasO'S Of dlaaoolated aotlvlty, the original , 
volition is present In awareness, although the aotlvlty Itself 
is hot# The arlthmetloel prodigy makes up hi# mind to mVfo 
hla probi», and the person who determine# to m & k m at en early 
boor 1# aware of his dstemlnetl» when he make# it#
Mssoelsted activities are of three main types# Firstly 
the##' are activities %d%lch ui^er normal clrcwstanoea love 
so affeetive ocfô̂ relat# In ewareness# The great majority of 
Internal bodily movemnts, such as the heart beat, fall into 
this elASs, and we must proWbly Include here ^  working Of 
aertaln Instlnots which w y  he feebly developed In »y 
psrtlOiilar individual# sec»dly, there «re oaeee In which 
a i«#ip#3?atlvety limited mmber of donative impulses, normally 
present in awarsneee, are split off# An ensmple of this is 
the less of control of the mevements of a lit## or the loss of
m /
M i
of a p p v m U t i m vMoh ohamotorW# eeartaitt 
«•am of hyotoHa. fhlrfily t W  o««w> whoa» »#
iway flumative aotlvitios o m  dtosoolatoâ, that ia tho 
#%r#goto, with thelP «agnitivo «nâ affective corpelat###
a^aaeatly lead to the ppoduetloa of a new or e e a W W y
^raeneUty*
It will he aotieed that the dtffeyeme hetsaea the eeeend 
end m m  eloee is mepely oms of degree and not of fctod.
^ p e  ia no amiogy at oar diapoaal to eaahle uo to 
In jaechaidcal terma how this diaaociatimi takoe 
pleoo, and «11 w® can do ia to detoKaiJiio me far a# poaathle 
idtat oondttiowiof mind conduce to its production, and gewrally 
we find that #e eoadltlana are atoliar to thoae whl«i
datmmine forgetting, althou# they may woa* in « ve*r
wum oa^lex way.
It «ill save Biuoh offlifueion if it is olamrly graepod at
tljia poiBt that dissociated proooeses are lasrely split off
fron w»r personal awarene»», and wder no clrcamstaacee of
«hi# we have any knowledge is any procees with its affeetive
Mcmpsniment divorced completely from the total consciouenees. 
I# we oleerly understand this point, ivhlch really is «
reaffimation of the unity of eonaelousneee, «e shall be
•evad from the mbewrdity ooneiderW the h#av*our of
stray •pieces of coneeiousness" apparently ««Bering In space
«i#euV
06|
#m#3P* toft# $hl« ia ne###g##y # v#%y
W # f  gMuôft at aama m m m  p#y#©l#gioAl m m k ®  will ®h# .
It is obvious that suoh a àissooiati» may bo rogaNod tu 
##: #»## lat us tako #s an e x m p i o  tho caso in whioh %hm 
•Otivity involvoa in the movomont of an am is dissooiatM f w m  
wm mmomw W@ may r o # M  this as being û m  to the aotive 
m Ê M o i m  OF repression of the aetivity from the f i e M  of 
mmrm###, or we may regard it a# being due to a dimizmtlon or 
loss of the power of attention# or Wh ether words# to a 
##W#tion of the field of awareness# %e shall see that W #  
tr##sses may enter into the produotion of t w  situation.
Considerable insist into the #wzwmem of dissoeiation may 
fee #taim$d from a study of the charges of personality which may 
be W n e W  by hypnosis# Without entering into a detailed
Üüussion about the nature of this condition, m  may say
tost it is an abnomal mental condition, induced by suggestion# 
tad, eharsctensed by two usual phezwwna* Firstly, the subject 
ii extrmmly suggestible# and «secoiidly# when the subject regains 
hit norml condition he is unable to recall any of the events 
*bi^ have occurred vftiile he was in the hypnotised cmdition# 
tosthtr the latter ^enommon is essential and imrariabl# we 
«hall discus# later# j%motie states vary in do### and
th is  subeequent amnesia is  foimd the s ta te  is  usually tem wd 
awm^ism#/
sa*
It i# with thl# w m m W L l m # #  »tat# w# have 
sst te deal# It is cuetmmry Im talking #f a hypiétie e#j#et 
te refer to the trance and waking state», and this is a 
$#venient nomenclature provided we rem«ber that the liypiotie 
tfanee is not a state of sleep#
toe most striking feature the tmnee peraenality i$ 
its fuggestihllity# Mew beliefs, false or true, e »  within 
fairly wide limits be suggested, and are aeeepted, end toe 
Wheviour of tli© subject is modified aecordingly# For 
esai^le, in some oases the sub Jest may be told that he 1» 
made of glass# If this belief is aoeepted, as it Often is, 
he will exorcise précautions to avoid breaking himself*
But iû 5gestloh may also relnforoo idie subject»» ccaiative 
ütivity in mny directions, n̂d of of the most
important is in the direction of r w m m r W  memories which are 
act available to the subject»s normal awarwess. Mental 
proceases and memories of which toe subject is not normal^ 
cotisant may therefore be present in th# field of aware»»»
»f the hypnotic personality* The hypnotic, persooality is, ; 
thus, the normal personality of the eubjeot plus an exttosion 
of the field of awarmess* Sow the normal or waking 
■ %ww#c»llty has no mewories of the expeẑ icnce# of toe hypaotie 
psrsonality, but the ImWtie peraomlity includes tlm 
wmal# and has at its disposal all toe momories of the
nomal*/
mmMrn: It is, as TO may may, I m #  # #
%®m it is smrotimW by usage, alto##
in  my oo-aw»TO^s a b e tte r term# In  smo eases
## %#netie persomlity appears to know to# waking persomlity 
as a different individusl of whose thoughts he is Immdiately 
mmm^
:##w, on waking, all m»ory of the hygmotie state is lost, 
bat o#native activities set in motion by suggestion in twt 
state ; are still carried on outsMe the fieM of awareness#
This #  the oxplanatiTO of the pheimrnna of fost-hyptotie 
su#e$tion to whioh we have alremdy referred# in these 
iamis the artifioially induced oo-eonsoious peTOmwllty may 
be TOgmrded as existing and ftoetionlng outsl̂  ̂the field of 
normal mwmrenes# even when the suhjeot is in toe waking
state#
## personality of the transe state usually bears a close 
TOae^lunce to the normal except in so far as it is modifiTO 
by the establishment by suggestion of new beliefs md oonativ# 
trends# toe extent to whioh new beliefs can be estoblltoed 
v#ies considerably, but has, in all eases, definite limits# 
toq gross Enti-ethioal oonduet of the hypnotie personality is 
largeiy a ereation of the ignorant novelist, and has little 
fmm#tion in aetual .faot# #%en m subjeet is hypiotised: 
t m  to# first time toe seeondary or tranoe personality ia 
dually very passive# Aotions are only undertaken in . 
toTOequenee/
««nee##:»* of définit# migg#«tlm» and *hol# oognltlv# 
•id# of mind aeams dnUed. After repeated tgrpneelm, 
tffimver* the secondary personality becomes organised and 
«dtlblts smch more spontaneity of action, and may b#ave In 
a perfectly ratioiwl way. It la Important to note that the 
mdsorles of one hypnotic trance are present In the awareness 
of the next,
By repeated hy#aels, them, we can create, la a sense, 
a new personality which will alternate with the normal In 
tW control of tW bodily ov^Koim, wad as time goes on and 
eâ porloaee Is aegnlred by the hypnotic personallsy, #e two 
may come to differ considerably In mental cmatent and la 
Wmraeter, we mnst rme#er, hcwewer, that the essential 
difference between the two Is In ti» e*te^ of mes»ry and 
«r the field of awarenose. 53» total experience whl# 
mastltntes the total consciousness of the Individual Is 
,ecwm# to both*
type of secondary personality occasionally met with 
can be readily understood by a cMtsideratlmi of the foregoing 
fsats* «Ils le ta» type usually referred to as the "eo- 
eoaselotts”, m  this type under conditions «hleh we shall 
hm* to cffioslder later, the floM WT awawmecs of the 
subject la narrowed and wrtala eonatlve troods with tAolr 
sffeotlwc/
«a.
affective correlate* and meaorles are dlcaeelated or reproaaed, 
Re Wiaviour of % » subject la relation to hla eavlronaeat 
la nos conditioned by this limited field of awarenose to 
a conaldemble extent, and may differ in a mai^d degree 
from tlM» normal. Sow a slight degree of W.s is m-obably 
fairly common, and where the dissociated part of the field 
of asmreness la not great, and behaviour only undergoes slight 
tbmga, the «x^ltlon may not be noticed, or* all that may be 
Msautied may be acme alight b ut rather ununderstandable 
abemntleaa of conduct, and acme slight l#alr^nt of memory.
But in amse cases the constriction of awermese la so great 
that Hie new c*mdltlon can only be described by saying that 
tbere has been a change of persœuality. Hie seewidary person» 
ali% being the new cm with the eonatrloHm field of awareness. 
Qbder certain circumstance# the dlssoclatiom may be IntermltteiH!, 
in vhWh case we will find the nermal and eeemidary 
personality alternating In control of the orgsnima. When 
this is so we find that the noamal personality Is aware of the 
wtmorioB of the eeetHidary perecnallty, but H» seotmdary 
IMmeonallty is esmoeic/to the nonml. 53» resemblance to 
the trpnotlo condition is «hvious if we correlate the hypnotio 
PWfOaality wlHi the normal of the dissociated subject#
*nd the noxnal condition of the hypnotio subject with H» 
CQBStrteted condition of the dissociated subject. An 
attc^/
attwgtt ts made to reproiMmt thla dlagMumoti##liy in 
PiflMgQ I. %o reaoa&lamee to the hypnotio state is 
ineiwased when we find that in oo-eoneoioue dissociation the 
SMories of the normal condition may he reecvered by hypnotising 
the secondary personality* In some few recorded eases the 
secmdary personality seems to have been femad not by a 
eoDstrietiWB of the field of awareness, but, as in hypnosis, 
by an extension. In general Hien, we may express the 
msmsry relation in co-owseimms dissociaticm ai» in hypaioais 
as follows. If A be the ceWition of Hte indiwiAml wWn  
his awareness is extwded and B the condition Hien it is 
igatriated, then A knows B, but B does not knew A.
Wow mmo^, or tï» power of recollecting past ev«»te, is 
essential for a person’s appreciation of himself as a 
ewAlnuously existing being, men then, the constrlotlon 
«r tl» field of awarenoes is very great, the new persmoallty 
may lose all sense of personal Identity and may poetically 
have to begin life afrcA. Re fact that his eharaoter warlea 
little from that of hie normal self until inf mewed by 
elrcumstanee# eubse#ent to the dissoeiaticn, la, however, 
an additional proof, if «ne were needed, that the total 
content of oonsclowness and the mental strueture built up 




Hw AMM, within the reetangl# pepMwnt# the tetel extMA
fhe naiOiftdad portion rapreaente the field of ««enmeee} the 
itiidad portion that pert of oonseiousneso outaide the field of 
wareaees.
the line represente the noxml honaWy a£ #e field of 
eaermeea#
It vepreeenta the norml atsto.
it repreaents the state of tâte trente in tqrpno#*#
it repreecmts the state in "oe»e«mtiooa* dlMoeietlm*
%pae#ie 1 , and 9, altetmet#. In ee»emeeiww dieaeeietion
It koA St eltexnetet ' -
She other type of diesaeietiOB leading to the formation 
Of Beeœdaiy peraonalittoe» is uenelly known ## tko altenmtiag 
type# la this type two (or mow) peraonalitiee may alternate 
a# in the co-oonscloua type, hut with this difference that 
there la mutual amneeia, Heitîîer personality km»ws the 
«âuir. In such a ease it would seem that there la, a# 
before a narrowing or oonatrletion of the field of awarenoea*
A aeeoadary personality is thus formed with the help of the 
eomtiwe processes having ttielr affective correlates in «as 
rssidiM of the field of awareness. But the dissociated 
setivitlos with their affeetive correlates may be sufficiently 
CoaplMt to oonetitute a field of awareness, oonstrleted, but 
independent of the first, 'fhese two pox̂ oiuilitiea may 
sltermate and dominate ttie organim in turn. yr
is an attempt to represent this state of affairs.
It will be noted that In this ease the two personalities are 
both seoondary, together they constitute the nonaal.
She majority of cases of fugue and most of the oases of 
t awory reported in the newspapers probably belong to 
iftila type of alternating persmality,
In both eo.oonseimw «md alternating types of perewaltty 
the state of affairs may be much more complicated tMn I have 
^sexdbed, a single individual may present as m»ny as 
four cr five perseimlitles, some of which may be 






Shaôeâ and imahaded parts and line A-B as in Figure l#
1* represents the nermal state»
represents the state after narrowing of field of awareneee 
and the formation <f the first secondary personalit̂ r*
8f repreBante the seeond seeondar# personality formed hy the 
dissociated part of the field of awaremss#
may IndepezWWmtly #  the mm tim^ mm  fw  
hy eoatrolling the voiee$ m m  the ether %gr writing#
M«my of the case* of automatic ws?itiag io oftmi reports^ in 
swccticn with psychical reaearch are inatamces of this# and 
may of the phe%%om#a# of trance mûimamiXp are to he e%plainW 
m  these grcunds#
For a further discussion on these questions and for detailed 
descriptions of secondary peraonalitiee X must refer the reader 
te the literature of the suhjeot# which la ̂ tensive# Our 
ehject here is to consider how such dissociation* j^y throw 
Ii#t on the minor dissociations which produce so many of the 
# # # *  of functional nerrou* disease#
how# precisely# dissociaticm taW# place i#, a# I have 
WLrcady said# an unselred prohlem# Wiich is closely hound up 
WL# tW question of the unity af consciousness» ■ l^r after 
tUi the question of the disin##*atim of conscieusneas is 
mmiPt difficult than the more fundmenW, one of sAat M l #  
cc^ciousnes* together at all# %is px^ahl^ hrings us at cmc# 
into the region of, metaphysics# and it* soluticm is net 
essential to us at present# In some case* of dissociation# 
Wtioularly those which result in the formation of #M»condary 
rmimalitie* with reciprocal amesia# it would com almost 
tsrtain that there Is# as well a# a psj^hical dissociation#
V
» dlsBOOiattoa ia th« ÿby«io«l m h » m r w
aiaft* m  a*M@ of Ifeho oo-oonsoloa# tjrpo thla 1# not alwoy»
' ... •■ ' -W  obrloui.
1 b«vo already eald that Moryw# ta la a eortaia s«iu»«
•Bd to a oeatata dogroa dlaaoelatod, mt wa flBd ail dagwa# 
if itaaootatioa ooB^amtlTaly trivial and temporary
of memory to those oases whieh wo have Juot oeoaldered 
to OhHto a ooî leto change In the apparent personality 
d̂ces place* Nw It semss prohahlo that many* If not all*
Of nourisla are ultimately dependent to some way m  the 
i»toalon from awareness of a conative tendaney. or of a group 
of amative tendencies, and we »at turn now to the eonslderâ  
tttm ̂  the emdltioas under which this m y  meur,
m  dealing with «»e problems of memory I onplMieiwd the 
faet that both I'omWaertog and foj^tttog are eonatlve 
«ttvltles and like all other eonatlve aotlvltloo are tofluemoed 
^the mental states of pleasure and pain* We m y  now »» 
further than thla. A pleasurable affective state appears to 
be easentlal for the smooth functioning of that integrated 
syate» of eonatlve tendencies which we have called character, 
and Of which consciousness to the affective correlate. Any 
ebstructlon of, or dlsha«ony to. the wo*«ctog of thew, eonatlve 
toadmcles will be at once represented to ecmsolousness as 
psln, md If this 1. of sufficient Intensity It will rise above 
to. thretoold Of awareness . S«r the commonest cause of mental
palV
1
püa Is the sinailtsnsoas Itaetlonlng of two groups of ooamtlv* 
Wdmolos towards Inoompatlhlo ends. Such « state of affairs 
ts stvlouely laoonslstaat with the effective working of 
ttojSMiter as a tooie* sal if mental life is to prooeed aneetoly 
wsio solution of the difficulty must he found* Sjo usual 
elreumataaoes under which such a cœtfllct occurs are when a stro% 
Sfitw# of desire oasMmeeeswwhww—
based upon primitive Instinctive tendencies rises in opposition 
to the ethical and social lines of behaviour developed la 
ocnnestlon with our moral a M  self regarding sentiments, 
fraud states that analysis shows that all toeae opposing systems 
*f desire are formulated In childhood, and are derived from the 
isaual Instinct* It Is Impossible to deny that many disadvantage 
««• systms of desliw are formed in «Alldhood, and It wouM be 
foolish to repudiate »-,o fact that t W  working; of the 
iasttiwt say run counter to our ethical and aoi«l codes, tout 
to slate that all mental conflict involves the reviving of 
Wantiie sexual tendencies is a generallsatlw toleh I do not 
«ïlsk is warranted toy toe observable facts, and this — rims 
Pooltlto has been given up evm toy men who have accepted aai^
Of the broad principles of toe psyohoanalytic psyehelcgy,
'̂tong. Wo shall see later that many Instlrmt#
of S05Ê mmy W  Imrolvod* 
fho mmtml eoaafjiot may t o W W t o  In woyi# îa
IM flret plmoe wo may got the idoal solution* in thi* o@## 
th« ware mind awBognlae* the conflict for whmt It ia# applio# 
%*###% and jW#mnt to the citn&tloa# ostablisli©* a b&itf that 
the othloal line of condmct 1# right# follows it# and divort* 
# @  ««ea?gy of the opposing line ^  action into other ehannel». 
In enoh a case the peraonallty la left the richer by th# 
conflict by tfm increased knowledge o f its tendencies and it* 
W m a a e d  power in dealing with them# Thie û iv^m lo n of the 
opposing tendency w y  be termed md^limction# In the moeond 
place reason and judgment may be applied to the situation m  
it la conceived# but owing to errors as to the premleee# or 
by false logic, or by the aid of suggestion# a false belief may 
be emtablished that the two courses of action are m t  
iucempatiblo# In auch a case the individual may pursi» hi* 
two mad* alternately# This is the position of the man who i*
* pillar of the *hurch on Sunday and an unscrupulou# men during 
tW ##st #  the week* It is to be noticed that such a person 
i* not In the real sense of the v&m a hypocrite# Be believes 
W  t W  righteousness of both his aims#
r / l&is process may be temed ratlonalisatiim# 
thirdly we may have the case in which both subliwtion 
wnd rationalisation fail# but in which the prchls# to b# 
solved is still recognised# to a case of this kina conduct
m .
etoteet eill W  tndalamtn&le »&â th« inâiirlitoil
fin vaielllato between hla two opposing lines of eetlon wad 
(dll have pleasure In neither*
Pwirtkly we find tJie case in vdilch neither aubllmetioa 
i»r rettonellsatlon can tofce plaoe* but In whloh the oonAiet 
produoea so aiuch pain that the eonatlve foroe of the wind ia 
«ttlised to ewlMe the opposing prweas from awmreneaa.
But, as we have seen, conative processes omoe initiated are 
persistently directed to an end. She opposing teivieaey 
therefore pursues its course outside the field of awarwuesa, 
influencing and laodlfyijn® oonduot, udille the ooi»tivo force 
involved in the act of forgetting persists in its effort to 
keep the process outside t w  cegnlsonee of the indlvitoal, 
mis is the. process of dissociation, e#rme imst*™»# 
of toieh result in the formation of secondary pers^lltiee, 
lastly there 1» the case where in spite of reason anfi- 
Judsaent showing the right path of eordnot, the opposing path 
is chosen for reasons which sows adequate to the Individual, 
This ease need not delay us here.
It will be obvious that in all oases except the first 
result Of the conflict is to leave the wind funeticming in m  
stnomal way, by which a rnsximm of efficiency can never 
he/
to# «ftotalaed, and la t W  l^lly wind #11 ooafllet#
«wûâ toe reselveA toy logtoally eda^tw reeseoiiag fra» eerreeto 
prwleee, Saeb a mind does not exist, «sd in every iadlvidnsl 
toe other mrntoods of #<autien ere frequently adopted* %  toie 
etoemt then every mi»} is stoaemel. It is only when hie 
eeaduet deviates oonsidwetoly from that, not of the noemml 
person, for no such pereœi exists, tout from that of e 
hypotoetloal avwage person, that an individual eon toe said to 
toe toe ontojest of a neurosis.
In the very mature of things then, toere m n  toe no toarp 
dividimg Une toetooen iworeais and mental health.
She fundamental faotor, th«i,in the production of a neurosis 
is mental conflict toetwwm inccmqmtitole tendencies to seticffi, 
tendencies either pjiaitive and innate, or K#ired in 
development. To this extent we may agree wito the ps#»- 
*a*lf61è school, however aweh we may differ wito regard to 
the preolse method# of lœoduotlon of the ecmfliet, Tto 
ne#POtie symptoms or grtm# of ays#tcms toother it toe an 
anxiety state, a hyatoHeal fit or a motor or sensory 
paralysis, is the senastienal indioation of toe mettod toy 
toito eolutito of the conflict has been attoapted, wito *r 
aitheut sees degree of sueoess*
'semtoesea
10# Dvemw and Fmotamr#
I Wv# to aeeWLW t W  om àttÈm m  vmâm» # 1 #
of oeoativo tm nûn «my bo âiaooeiotod or roproooW 
# w  «warmooo* #md I hove loia »om otrooc on th# foot tWt 
omotlvo aotivlty# oaace orouoea# tend* to proooml to It# 
looiroa «wadi by m m a whieh va^ oooordlng to oiroumotono#*»
%  #m#t now eonsiaor briefly 0m  importent monifeet#ti«m of thi# 
poreioteno# of oomtion# the areem or fanteoy# 9̂ e nature of 
#### #ith whloh thie aiibjeet is closely elliod, I do m %
pr##ee to dleones here# It i# enon0% to say timt it is #
seMition apparmtly essential for both #Kysiologioal and 
psyWhelogieal ĵ st# in iehi«di onr %myer@ of sensory perception 
are reaaced to a miniimaa# and in which aware control of oonativo 
activity# including reason and jud^ent# is lmr#ly in aWyanoo# 
Aoeording to the Freudian theory the droam is the manifos» 
tati#» in m m m m m  of a oonativo %ûnémmf whi# ha# either 
mver boon present in awaream»## or which M s  boon reprossod 
to its inosmpatibtlity with nomal mental life# 
twitt® to the woaknoss ' of the eonatlve fores involved In 
fb##tting the tondmey makes its way into the field of swarm### 
and #«âiiov#« its end in imagination# A dream is then 
i)«#imry gratification of a repressed wi## As# however#
origimV
srig im l cause the mpmmim h&m been the sm èal
p#W #%leh W0UÎ4 be involwd by its  mppeaẑ anee in  swsrems##
#md is the revival of this I» sleep would at o w e  swsMft the 
wbjeet the essisoious oorreimtes of the aetivity appear ia 
issrsness in a disguised or symbolio form, â dream therefmp# 
s##i«ts of two parts, the manifest eonteat which is the 
dream as remembered by the dreamer# and the latent oontmot which 
is the v m l  slgnifieaao## and which is only as a rule diseoverW 
elaborate analysis, mow# there can# Z think# be little'. 
doubt t M t  this theory is true with regard to laany di^ame# and 
partiWLarly with regard to those d r a m s  form s u #  a
p r m i n m t  feature in certain types of neuroses# i do not 
think# however, that it can be maintained that all d r e m #  fall 
into this class, and it is at least very doubtful if repression 
tf a eomtive trend is a neoessary antecedent to Its manifeste## 
t i m  ̂  dream f e w *  without admitting# however# the ameewmi^ 
valid^ of the Freudian theory# there are many dream; whi#i • 
cmform to this type* &Qd as they are the manifestations 
repressed or dissociated opmtive activity# their importane# to 
psychotherapist is a é % m  to the nature of these dissociated 
proeeaw# is obvious.
Fantasy is day dreamii^. Like desire# it is conative 
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âstlvlty with referemce to a remote object# with this dlfferexwe# 
that while In desire the object le one of belief# mâ which may 
ocncelvnbly be attained, In fantasy there Is no real belief 
In Its attainability. How fantasy Is so universal that it 
Bïtist be regarded as a normal process of the human mind. At 
times the grpat majority of men shut their minds to the realities 
Of this worfc and wmjMe new worlds in fantasy* It ia 
perhaps commonest in youth, but the tendency never wholly 
disappears, Ihe cause of Its almost universal persistence is I
obvious, for It serves the purpose of enabling the individu*! ] 
to escape temporarily from the realities of life, and to find 
rest and refreshment. It Is only when the tendency become# 
so strong that the individual is dominated by it, and live# in 
fantasy, refusing to return to face the facts of life# thnt it 
can be culled pathological,
Fantasy plays an important part in life# ■ and In the 
. definitely pathological aspect it may play an important part 
in preparing the way for neurotic manifestation# by unfitting 
the individual for omitaet with reality, MM b many habit## 
it is a good servant# but a bad master,
••.-«•..«♦••••.•III»»
iatowatlmi*
I have a i r w a y  «tatas ttot In ay opinion ell bohavlou»/
it w* k w w  it' 1@ dependent on the interaction of mind an#
With th# eyoeptiw of pure reflozoa which do not constitot# & 
bW%iVl#ir in the real sense ## h&v# no direct knowledge of tliit 
behiVienr' of the body or the mind independently of #ne anotW^^, 
Whltlon and emmtion ere primitivaly seneory and motor ; ! \  
and are dependent on the relative integrity of thê  kj 
bodily organism, and they remain m  whenever with th#
o##We world is required. At some point in the neural pro4ei^ 
n^ieh is concerned in activity# however, the psychic |wer io i ■ 
brought into action in a way which modifies and controls beMylo## 
A| etist anatomical point in the nervous system this occurs wl I ■ 
I* not know# and it is not at present necessary to speculate# • | ;
the important fact Which we have to note in this eonnectim 1 V
4i that behaviour is conditioned by both mental and pliqrsical i ^
factors# Variations in our hypothetical mental structure will 
acdifV it# but BO also will changes in the physical brain,
&  Maling with disease w#lch manifests itself wholly or in 
in aberratiOQ^of behaviour we must therefore espeet to 
ffcïd # m t  sometime# the primary cause is in the mental sphere# 
bhile at Other times the physical brain is the seat of the 
^bnommiity, % i a  is found in act%wl practice#
l^«»J^t«hiie of this fact# ^ i c h  ia often strangely
«wiaooteea, will bs«««»ae vary Obvious toon w  eoneldœp too ; 
fnmtion or t p m t m s H t  for to treat « leslws of the ÿbysio#^ 
twin toy œetîiods of psyohottoorapy or vloo voreo, is to 
totot almost irretriotoble disaster.
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1' The Theories of Babtogfel and Janet*
miring the past generation the neuroses have been olaesifled 
and reoiassified. and described from so many points of view that 
it has became extr^ely difficult to find any satisfactory starting 
point from which to commence their study* The main difficulty in 
the way of classification has always been the strong divergence 
tim among psychologists with regard to their etiology, and until 
this important point has been settled, no classification can hope 
to be permanent*
When bringing forward any new theories with regard to the 
production of abnormal conduct it is necessary first to survey the 
work which has already been done, and this I propose to do very 
briefly in this section* I shall first of all mention the work of 
the French School as represented by Janet and Babinski; and I shall 
then deal at rather greater length with the theories of Professor 
Freud# which have such an enormous vogue at the present time*
Having done this we shall be in a position to discuss whether or 
Mt it is possible to construct a theory of the neuroses which will 
be consistent with the theory of behaviour which I have stated in 
the previous section*
Sver since functional nervous disease has been recognised as 
a special branch of study, there has been a strong tendency to 
divide it into two great groups of conditions. Hysteria and 
Hèurasthenla* As we shall see later this division has certain 
Writs/
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merits, and is probably necessary, but in the past its usefulness 
has been greatly impaired by the inadequate definition of its
i
%$vme* It-Me a classification ostensibly based on etiology, but
in actual practice resting on sympt(matology. Hysteria was con-*
oelved as a condition without any organic basis, and characterised
by th e  o c c u rre n c e  o f  c o n v u ls iv e  a t ta c k s  o r  * f i t s , *  p a ra ly s e s ,
anaesthesias, and by attacks of amnesia whlcSh might or might not
be a s s o c ia te d  w ith  any o r  a l l  o f  th e s e  symptoms, and w h ich  m ig h t
result in the production of changes of personality* Neurasthenia
tas o r ig i n a l l y  c o n ce ive d  as a s ta te  o f  ne rvou s  e x h a u s t io n , p h y s ic a l
or m enta l i n  o r ig in ,  b u t  i t  r a p id ly  became used as an in c lu s iv e
term d e s c r ib in g  a l l  f u n c t io n a l  c o n d it io n s  w h ich  c o u ld  n o t a t  f i r s t
e lgb t be c la s s e d  as h y s t e r i c a l ,
The f a c t  th a t  th e  g re a t m a jo r i t y  o f  th e  symptoms w h ich
(C a ra c té r is é  h y s te r ia  can be f a i t h f u l l y  re p ro d u ce d  by s u g g e s tio n
ih  th e  h y p n o t ic  t r a n c e ,  and can be s im i la r ly  rem oved, was ob se rved
by Bab in ski. From this observation he was drawn to the conclusion
that the two states were identical, and that hypnosis was merely
A r t i f i c i a l l y  Ind uce d  h y s te r ia  in  an a lre a d y  s u s c e p t ib le  s u b je c t#
Irtaa this he concluded that hysteria was a special psychical state,
the nature of whidh remained a mystery, with symptoms which were
entirely dependent on suggestion# This theory has two radical
(defects# In  th e  f i r s t  p la c e  we a re  l e f t  w ith o u t  any adequate
®%planation o f  th e  s p e c ia l p s y c h ic a l s ta te  w h ich  r e a l l y  c o n s t i tu te s
the disease of which the fits and paralyses are merely the symptoms# 
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In the second place It was claimed by Liebeault and Bernheim of 
the Nancy School that ninety per cent# of normal persons are 
hypnotisable, and this has been confirmed by many other observers. 
UoW| within certain limits the more hysterical an individual Is 
the more easily can he be hypnotised, but this statement is not 
universally true, and in any case, in no useful sense of the word 
oan ninety per cent# of the human race be said to be hysterical#
It may also be added that certain conditions #iich, although they 
would not fall within Babinski*s definition of hysteria, are of 
essentially similar etiology, are certainly not produced by 
suggestion, and cannot be cured by it*
The first great advance towards a tfational view of the 
neuroses was made by Pierre Janet* Dike Bab in ski Janet regarded 
suggestion as a factor of prime importance, but he first laid 
emphasis on the factors of dissociation and amnesia* He regarded 
the mind as a system of functions held together to form a unity 
by an inherent p̂sychic tension** Functional nervous disease was 
produced by the relaxation of this psychic tension with the result 
that certain functions dropped out of the unity of consciousness 
and proceeded to pursue a quasi-independent existence outwith the 
control of the normal personality* This teasion might be relaxed 
in two ways* There might be a general relaxation resulting in 
the loosening of the mental synthesis, with impairment of the 
higher functions which governed the relations of the individual 
to his environments# This condition was termed Psyobasthenia,
8hd was characterised by a general mal-adjustment to life, with 
Anxieties/
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anxieties, phobias and a tendenoy to dominant ideas and impulsive 
acts as its chief symptoms* The unity of the mind was* however, 
preserved to such a degree that the patient was usually able to 
recognise the irrational natufe of his tendencies, and to some 
extent, to combat them* There was no gross dissociation of 
individual and specific functions*
When such gross dissociation took place the condition was 
termed Hysteria. The tension was relaxed to such a degree that 
certain specific ideas or memories were definitely dropped out of 
the synthesis, and being beyond control tended to develop to excess* 
With this development to excess came a tendency to dominate the 
field of awareness, and according to the extent and nature of the 
dissociated part of the mind, hysterical symptoms were produced 
trying from a paralysis of a limb or hysterical fits to complete 
alterations of personality*
Janet’s theory of mind is intellectualistic* He bases hie 
theory of psychic tension on the cognitive side of mind, and the 
ooherent synthesis of the processes which constitute awareness is 
d^endent on their appreciation by the personality* The loosening 
of the synthesis which results in pspchasthenia or hysteria is 
caused by defective appreciation of psychological processes with 
Consequent failure to assimilate them to the aware personality*
The process must then be regarded as analogous to. if not identical 
îth. fatigue of the cognitive side of mind# The part played in 
the production of the neuroses by the motiohal and conative 




rwemberlng and forgetting are essentially eonatlve aotivltiea 
thie Is a very serious oritiolsi» of the whole theory* To Janet 
alee oel at ion is a passive proeess acquiesced in by an enfeebled 
lihd* This is certainly at variance with the theories I put 
forward in Part I, and I think is completely refuted by the study 
of the neuroses themselves*
There are, however, other criticisms which must be advanced.
^Is theory leaves largely unaccounted for the nature of the 
hysterical symptoms in any given case# In the Freudian theory the 
symptoms have a definite purposive meaning, but in Janet’s theory 
lihls idea of purposiveness is excluded by hie conception of their 
origin* Why then should a paralysis of a leg appear rather than m  
anaesthesia of an armt This question has never been answered satis­
factorily, and in my opinion cannot be answered without assuming that 
these symptoms are purposive and represent aberrations of conative 
activity*
Although we cannot accept Janet’s theory of the cause of 
dicBOClàtion in hysteria, to him largely belongs the credit of its 
ÂCoĝ ition. The dissociation of Janet and the repression of Freud 
ATS similar conceptions thou#i the Investigatlcai of their causes 
tas le|d to widely divergent results.
ooo— —
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S. The PsyohQana|ytlc Conception*
It Is to Freud that we owe to a very large extent the diecovery 
of the causation of neurotic symptoms by factors working outside the 
field of awareness. I disagree entirely with many of his theories, 
but the fact that many neuroses have been cured by the application 
of these theories in psychotherapy is strong evidence that there 
Is in them a large substratum of truth* We must therefore consid# 
What precisely is the Freudian point of view, and subsequently 
decide what of it we propose to accept and what to reject# In 
this connection I propose to adopt tot the moment the Freudian 
Dommclature.
What I have termed the total consciousness of the individual 
Freud divides into three parts* There Is first of all the * cons clou# 
Which includes all the happenings of which the individual is at the 
morn%)t aware* There is secondly, the opreconscious* which includes 
all the memories which can normally be recalled by the individual*
And there is thirdly, the ®unconscious** which includes the affective 
correlates of those activities whidh under no normal circumstances 
can enter consciousness in the adult at any rate# Between the 
precons ci ou 8 and the unconscious there is a barrier termed thé 
censor, which may be conceived as a repressive conative activity 
*hose function is to keep in the unconscious any of the tendencies 
of that part of the mind which may attempt to reaĉ i consciousness# 
Another censor with an analogous function is postulated as existing 
the preoonscious and the conscious#
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Freud recognises the existence of Instinctive activity ae
basis of behaviour, and he divides the Instincts Into two
groups. The first of these ccmprlses the "ego" tendencies which
serve man in his relations with the world, and to which FreUd
does not seem to have directed a great deal of attention. The
second ccsaprises the "sex" tendencies. Much controversy has
«risen over the use of the word sex, but It is sufficient to
state here that Freud classes as sexual all those tendencies
Which, If they were exercised in the adult person, would bo
recognised as either normal or perverted sexual manifestations,
together with some other tendencies whose inclusion in this group
is of more doubtful validity, such as narcissism or self»admiratlMj.
îho psychic energy concentrated in these tendencies he terms the 
•libido."
Freud conceives the mind as something analogous to a system
of reflex arcs with sensory or perceptual and motor ends. The
«toitatlon of such an are results In an appropriate reaction and
ifi the production of emotion or affect. It will be noticed that
«hctlon is regarded as an energy or at least a source of energy,
« CMîoeptlon radically different .from that which I formulated in
rwpt I, Where I stated that emotlcsi was a mode of experience. This
of emotion, however, Is capable of being displaced and
into Channels other than that in which it was originally
• In this scheme of things then it would seem that
®®8altlon acts by producing enotion, and motion in turn Initiates 
and/
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#33̂ ©ustfSiDs conSiirlot}* 3̂ils ©id ot; ion all y ool ouyod oonat Iv#
Is what freucl has called a **wlsh,̂
In the ante-̂ natal state a child may be regarded as having
00 wishes, or only wishes for comfort and nourishment which are
satisfied at once* Whenever it begins existence as a separate
Individual, however, this state of affairs is altered, and a
certain amount of activity is required for the gratification of
any wish* We shall suppose now that the food seeking impulse is
aroused* According to Freud, if this is not at once satisfied,
the ̂ citation travels backward to the sensory end of the arc and
r̂atification is obtained in imagination with hallucinatory vivid̂
D0SB* For a brief interval this satisfies the child, and this
process is termed r̂egression#" . In a longer or shorter time,
however, the increasing need for nutriment is felt and the excitât̂
ion travels back to the motor end producing those movements of the
muBdes of limbs and vocal cords with which we are familiar* mot
tintil the appetite is satisfied do these movements cease, and
regards their cessation as due to the attainment of pleasure
ftnd concludes that the pursuit of pleasure is the causal factor
B̂derlying the whole process* All infantile activities may be
begirded as being determined in the same manner and this method
of action Freud has described as conforming to the "Pleasure
Principle*" It will be noticed that at this stage all these
#tivitles are fully represented in consciousness* how %eud
f#gards the instincts whlcfii he terms sexual as being the most
important constituents of this infsmtile mind# Even the desire 
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t0 suGk at the "breast he regards as a sexual manifestation# In 
the course of development sentiments or complexes are built on 
these instincts, highly charged with emotion, and two of these 
he regards as of supreme importance# One is what he terms the 
Ôedipus complex" which is a sentiment of sexual love for the 
mother on the part of a son with corresponding jealousy of the 
father# the other is the "Eleotra complex" which , produces an 
analogous relationship between daughter and father# Other so* 
eailed auto*©rdtogenous complexes may be formed in relation to 
the individual*s own person, such as the Narcissistic complex#
SOW the wishes embodied in the activities of these various com* 
pi exes are surcharged with emotion and demand fulfilment whldb is 
Obviously incompatible with the relations of the individual to 
Boclety as a whole* To deal with this problem Freud has assumed 
the development of a secondary system of mental activity governed 
by What he calls the "Heality Principle," The function of this 
syst̂ D is to adjust behaviour so that it will be in accordance 
with the Individual's environment# To do this it must fulfil 
certain conditions* We have seen that the primary system is 
governed wholly by the pursuit of pleasure# But the secondary 
system roust face pain even if it be only to acquire the experience 
to enable it to avoid it on future occasions* It must also be 
able to inhibit the activity of the primary system in so far as 
it manifests itself in behaviour* This inhibition is what is termed 
by the psychoanalist "repression" and the conative activity by 
Which the repression is maintained is what is meant by the censor# 
The/
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fhe secondary system, becoming organised in its turn, eventually 
constitutes the conscious and preconscious mind, The primary 
System forms the true "unconscious,"
But;though banished from unconsciousness the primary tendencies i 
are not inactive* They are continually trying to evade censorship, i
and under suitable circumstances their emotional energy may be
diverted to the service of activities which f02?m part of the 
BôQondary or conscious system. In this way they may still help 
to determine conscious action, without themselves obtruding on 
consciousness, ' ' ' ' !we must now examine one or two characteristics of the Freudian i
unconscious. This must be regarded as a quasi*independent mind
functioning outside the field of awareness. Its content to conmaence 
with is composed of the primitive instinctive trends whose appearand# 
in adult consciousness would be disastrous to the subject in his
relatlODiwith his fellow-men, and particularly of those trends
[ . :I "hioh have been grouped as sexual. These trends are constantly
seeking their goals of activity and are completely uninfluenced
by thé development of moral or ethical sentimente. The unconscious
is a*morai and non-ethical, and its only activity is "wishing,"
In Part I we saw that association by meaning of a total
#perience played an Important part in remembering the constituent 
^  ̂ (1 )parts of an experience. This process must be regarded as 
proceeding to the unconscious, but owing to the fact (which Preud 
asserts) that the unconscious is devoid of all power of reasoning 
judgment the associations formed are often of the flimsiest
mi L  ______________  :
See Part I, pages $7 and 88,
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and most superficial character* It is a little doubtful to
#̂&t extent Freud regards remembering by association as being due
%to the meaning of a total experience and to what extent bgr siml* 
jar it y and temporal contiguity*
The process of association, then, results in the formation in 
IhO unconscious of complexes of eaotional tendencies, capable of 
bringing within their scope any other tendencies which bear even 
the remotest superficial resemblance to those constituting the 
Qoaplex, and the emotional energy pertaining to the individual 
tendencies now becomes a common possession of the complex# When 
w# remember that these unconscious tendencies are ever trying to 
force their way into consciousness by reason of the emotion with 
Which they are charged, it becomes obvious that their organisation 
W o  groups or complexes with a common emotional content will be* 
eome a powerful aid to their attack on the censor*
fo understand the further content of the unconscious we 
met grasp the fact that Freud regards all forgetting as due to 
repressions by the censor of activities charged with painful 
Motion# Under certain cir cum stances the memory of painful 
%P$riences are repressed and appear in the unconscious# But 
Again, though repressed̂  these emotionally charged activities do 
rot cease but continue functioning, and attempting to force their 
Way back into consciousness# But we have seen that conative 
trends in the unconscious tend to cohere into complexes bound 
together by very superficial associations, and so these recently 
repressed activities become incorporated into the existing
98.
eoiBplexes composed of sexual activities, and receiving additional 
anergy derived from these sexual sources they renew with increased 
vigour their struggle with the censor# But the revival in con­
sciousness of these newly repressed activities would now, in 
virtue of newly formed associations revive the Intolerable 
primitive sexual tendencies as well, and this provides an addition* 
al reason for strong censorship*
The more strongly toned with emotion a repressed complex is, 
the more difficult is the work of the censor, and in comparatively 
few cases is it completely successful* In order, however, to be 
tolerable to consciousness the activities which evade the censor 
mst appear in a disguised form, and this process of disguising 
is regarded as one of the functions of the censorship* An instance 
of this from normal life is the fact that the sexual tendency 
teohnically known as exhibitionism may appear in consciousness 
Ae % tendency to self display &r love of fine clothes* Our concern 
At present, however, is with the definitely abnormal*
The sexual tendencies, reinforced by thejmotion derived from 
ïîôWly repressed activities strive to enter consciousness# The 
fulfilment of conation is prevailed by the censorship and régressif
takes place, producing a revival in unconscious fantasy of acts 
Aaeociated with the infantile working of these tendencies# These 
Âhtasles may represent actual occurrences in childhood ;Or the 
occurrences may only have existed in imagination* now the censor 
"ill not allow these fantasies to appear in consciousness, and a 
struggle ensues between the two forces, that of the primitive 
©̂xuai tendency on the one hand, and that of the censor &  guardian
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Of oon S cl OU sues s on the other# fhie struggle, according to 
ypfud, is the basis of the neuroses, and on the way in which 
it terminates Freud bases his classification#
Freud divides the neuroses into two broad classes, the 
• pay cho-n euros es," whose origin is entirely in the mental sphere, 
and the 'actual neuroses" whose origin is in the physical sphere* 
W© shall deal firstly with the psycho—neuroses#
ihe psycho-neuroses include three types of mental abnor— 
ioality# The first, known as Conversion Hysteria, consists of 
the oases where the condition is manifested in physical symptoms 
suoh as paralyses and anaesthesias and paroxysmal attacks or fits. 
?he second and third, known respectively as Anxiety Hysteria and 
Compulsion Neurosis, present symptoms which are largely mental 
And subjective, although they may be associated with certain 
physical signs, and correspond together more or less to the 
Psyohastheoia of Janet*
In CONVERSION HYSTERIA the struggle is brought to an end 
A compromise in which both tendencies achieve a partial satis­
faction. The emotional energy associated with the repressed 
P becomes displaced and transferred to the reinforcement 
conative tendency already in consciousness, while the cm̂ sor 
dlreets the transfer of energy that the resultant activity in 
ciousness manifests itself in behaviour which expresses 
lioaliy the disapproval of the conscious personality of 
repressed fantasy# This behaviour constitutes the hysterical
®yiIlptC®t« T+ 4 r , ̂ exceedingly difficult to understand the precise
 ̂ î̂ Any cases between a particular type of unconscious
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fantasy and its corresponding physical symptom, hut this will 
técoD© clearer when we study in rather more detail than we have 
done the Freudian theory of dreams* In the meantime we may 
notice that the manifest content of a dream bears to the latent 
0WtOnt exactly the same relation that the hysterical symptoms 
tear to the repressed infantile sexual tendency*
Another point of great Importance emerges here* It will 
to noticed that the actual cause of the neurosis is the repressed 
sexual tendency. The repression from consciousness of any subs©* 
luent painful trend only acts as an exciting cause by placing 
additional energy at the disposal of the sexual complex*
In ANXIETY HYSTERIA the origin of the neurosis is essentially 
the same as in conversion hysteria, but for some reason the 
sywptCffiiB remain subjective, instead of being converted into 
Objective physical signs* The physical signs which do occur in 
anxiety hysteria, such as tuwar and tachycardia, are not, as in 
conversion hysteria, symbolical of the repressed fantasy and the 
repressing force, but are merely the physical correlates of the 
ïQCntaî condition of anxiety* The typical symptom of anxiety 
bysteria is the phobia. The subject develops a specific fear 
Certain objects or situations* Examples frequently met with 
agoraphobia, the fear of open spaces, and claustrophobia, the 
ĉar of closed spaces* Tli© intense fear of being buried alive is 
Another example* As in conversion hysteria the symptom is regarded
AS a Compromise formation* I have already emphasised the fact that 
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the unconsoio'us mind is capable of forming extremely flimsy and 
superfioial associations, and the painful emotion which would be 
aroused by. the appearance of the repressed sexual tendency in 
OOBsoiousneBs is displaced to some apparently associated object 
in consciousness which comes in a way to symbolise the repressed 
fantasy# Although the subject's ethical and moral senses are not 
disturbed by the appearance of the substitute for the fantasy, yet 
the painful affect associated with it is sufficient to produce 
Aout© anxiety which becomes more intense if the subject is am* 
palled to face his phobia.
In GOieULSION Nmsosis the solution of the oonfllot, as in 
ahxiety hysteria, feiws in the mental sphere, but the end product 
ie a reaction rather than a compromise. The characteristic 
synptcffijB in this class are doubts and obsessions and impulses to 
Action» The subject is easily thrown into a state of doubt, 
between alternative courses of action under circumstances in 
Which a choice is of no importance, H© experiences powerful 
impulses, which may be restrained only with great difficulty, 
tow^^B the performance of trivial acts, occasionally the 
impulses are towards antî social acts frm which his conscious 
mind revolts and the contemplation of which fills him with 
horror. The difference between a compulsion neurosis and an 
iosanity lies in the fact that in the former the subject retains 
the power of recognising the nature of the act towards whidi 
he is Impelled, and retains, though with difficulty, some 
Control over his actions.
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the root cause of the c<XDpulsion neurosis is the state of 
doubt into which the mind of the subject is thrown by the 
opposing tendencies in his unconscious. As in the previous 
oases this emotion is displaced and transferred to situations 
In consciousness. His obsessions and impulses are over-ccmpen- 
eations for his doubts, manifesting in a similar way.
The foregoing three conditions form the group of "psycho- 
neuroses." In them the symptoms are of mental origin and 
symbolise trends of unconscious mental activity* In the remain­
ing group, the "actual neuroses," the symptoms are not explicitly 
symbolical of any particular mental trend, and they further differ 
from those of the psych on euros es in having their origin in the 
present rather than in the past. The actual neuroses are,
Anxiety Neurosis, Neurasthenia, and Hypochondria.
ANXIETY NEÜEOSIS is conceived as a condition in which thefe 
is over-excitation of the sexual instincts with inadequate outlet 
for the emotion which is generated. Prolonged and passionate 
love making in the absence of sexual intercourse may be cited as 
an example. Regression of the libido takes place with unconscious 
fantasy formation, anxiety is produced which is displaced and 
transferred to situations in consciousness, and a constant feeling 
of apprehension is produced with all the physical accompaniments 
of the emotion of fear. Specific phobias are not, however, present 
mi ess a revival of infantile sexual tendencies has occurred, in 
"hioh case the condition merges into one of anxiety hysteria*
In/
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In oommon with most other writers Freud regards NEURASTHENIA 
a© a condition manifested by lassitude, inability to concentrate 
the attention, general weakness, dyspepsia, constipation, and 
various subjective symptoms such as vague pains and headaches, 
and due to exhaustion of the psychophysical organism# He regards 
this exhaustion, however, as being primarily and essentially due 
to the presence of excessive discharge of energy associated with 
the sexual system, in the absence of adequate stimuli, the process 
being associated with intense, though unconscious moral conflict# 
Onanistic practices are regarded as being the essential cause*
He admits that debilitating physical disease may play a part, 
but regards the onanistic factor as essential#
HYPOCHONDRIA is a condition of undue solicitude about the 
functioning of the internal organs, and would appear to be due 
to abnormal sensitiveness of these organs, making their working 
unduly prominent in consciousness# Here again Freud finds that 
Investigation shows that such abnormal sensitiveness is .due to 
the reinforcement of afferent,stimuli from these organs by 
Energy derived from a highly charged sexual system, the dis­
placement of emotional energy being due, as before, to the super­
ficial associations so easily and ifenconveniently formed in the 
unconscious mind# j
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5* ThQ Pgyc^oanalytlc Theory o f Dreams.
In order to complete our very brief survey of the Freudian 
theory of the causation of the neuroses it is now necessary to 
amplify what has already been said in Part I with regard to the 
oausation of dreams, for it is on the interpretation of dreams 
that Freud largely bases his therapeutic system.
According to Freud the process of production of a dream is 
Identical with that of a hysterical symptom. The manifest content 
of the dream, that is, the dream as remembered by the subject, 
represents the gratification of an unconscious wish derived from 
the primitive sexual tendencies. During sleep the activity of 
the censor is somewhat relaxed, and exactly the same processes 
whi<â3 we saw at work in considering the production of the hysterical 
symptom are gone through* Activity of the sexual impulse, regression 
fantasy formation, and transformation of the fantasy into some 
%ctimal-oonative trend which is not repugnant to consciousneee 
are the essential features.
fhe manifest content of a dream has certain characteristics# 
lu the first place it is always to a certain extent made up of 
recollections from the occurrences of the day preceding the dream# 
secondly, by means of a process of dramatisation and rationalis­
ation a general effect of continuity of action and coher^ce is 
obtained. Thirdly, by what is termed condensation, several 
repressed wishes may be represented in the one manifest content#
More important, however, than these are the phenomena of
d̂isplacement and symbolism. Displacement is the term applied to 
the/
the transfer of emotional tone from an object closely related to 
the latent content to an object which is more or less indifferent# 
îhe purpose served by this is, of course, the more efficient 
disguise of the repressed tendency# For example, in a dream 
based, on the activity of the Oedipus complex the incestuous love 
of a son for his mother may be transferred from that part of the 
manifest content representing his mother to some other person or 
object in the dream, love of which would not be regarded by the 
dreamer as offending his ethical sense# The ease by whldb this 
takes place is explained by the facility with which emotional 
mergy may be exchanged between activities bearing the most 
auperficiai resemblance to one another# This phenomenon of dis­
placement is of the utmost importance not merely in dream synthesis, 
but in the production of hysterical symptoms# The functional 
paralysis of a limb may be due, for instance, to the displacement 
of emotional energy associated with the Inhibiting tendencies of 
the censorship, the displacement to the particular function bedng 
ieterrained by superficial associations between that function and 
the repressed wish which has brought the censorship into action#
Iq anxiety hysteria the phobias so frequently mi countered are of 
similar origin#
Symbolism is the representation in the manifest content of 
«A dream of repressed activities by certain appearances or situations 
"bldh have no apparent connection with the activity# Symbols are 
Ĝgarded as being more or less constant for the individual, and
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évidence has been adduced that many symbols ape constant for ' 
the whole human race. Hats and gloves are often regarded as 
being symbolic of sexual activities, and su Oh dream acts as 
talking up stairs are sometimes similarly interpreted.
fhe importance of the dream in the psycho-analytic theory 
lies in its resemblance to the hystericl sympt ms. If the 
Freudian theory of the production of such symptoms is true, and 
if ©very symptom is indicative of the attempt to attain ccnscious— 
ness in the part of a repressed tendency, then it is not too much 
to suppose that during sleep, when the censorship is relaxed, this 
tendency will manifest in dream form. The dreams of a patient 
wip then provide a fresh avenue of approach to the determination 
df the nature of the tendencies which are dominating the patient's 
fAklng behaviour.
4" The Paydboanalytio Method.
I think that the foregoing is a fair, and as far as possible,
80 tajprejudioed stataaent of the fundamaitals of the Pfeudlan 
theory of the neuroses. In order, however, to be in a position 
to offer any adequate oritioism of the conception, it is necessary 
DOW to consider the facts on which it has been built, that is to 
sty the process of psychoanalysis as distinct from psychoanalysis 
&s a psychological doctrine*
Psychoanalysis is the process by which the primitive instinct- 
ivi factors which underlie behaviour# normal or abnormal# are traced̂jç̂ 
out# We have seen that an immense amount# if not all of mental 
activity has determinants which lie outside the field of personal 
Awareness, or as Freud would say, which lie in the unconscious*
Sy uo ordinary means are we able to discover by introspection 
those trends to action which constitute such determinants* We 
Jjave seen that by the aid of hypnosis the field of awareness may 
bo mtmded, and 4ost memories may be recovered# but for various 
Hmmu this method is limited in its applicability# and the 
PsyAhoanalytio method was devised to overcome the difficulties 
"blch hypnosis could not deal with.
lu considering the psychoanalytic theory of the origin of 
the neuroses we saw that the primitive activity which’is conceived 
As underlying all neurotic manifestations takes place in the 
9p@Udian unconscious# and the neurotic symptom itself, whether it 
A Physioai or mental, is caused by the transfer of motional 
®̂ 6rgy from the primitive system to conative trends already in
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0(?î0Ciousn©ss, this transfer being largely determined by resemblan- 
or aBsociatioDB, often very superficial, between the unconscious 
conscious trends# Further, the repression or dissociation of 
aay activity normally conscious leads by the use of similar assoc­
iations to the reinforcement of the emotional energy of the tend- 
’poles of the primitive system# Thirdly,we have seen the close • 
yesmblance of the hysterical symptom to the dream# Taking as its 
irtirrlfnc point memories which are present in consciousness, psycho­
analysis uses the existence of those superficial associations to 
trace out the connection between the conscious and the uncmscious 
activities# A very brief and simple example will illustrate the 
nature of the process# Let us suppose that the repressed activity 
Is connected with the taking of medicine, but that the represent­
ation of this in consciousness takes the form of beliefs with 
regard to, say, a bible* We can Imagine the associations proceed­
ing as follows:- Bible - book, book-caso, - case, - patient - 
ioetor - medicine* It seems at first sight a far cry fro# bible 
# medicine, and it will be noticed that the chain of associâtims 
la dependent for its integrity on the double meaning of the word 
'©ase*" This is a very simple example, but it may be taken as 
Illustrating the method by which associations are formed between 
situations in the unconscious, and between situations one of whi#
Is unconscious and the other conscious. Between situations both 
vhioh are conscious such associations are not so readily formed 
spouse the subject's critical activity rejects the associations 
between the two meanings of the word "case#" The unconscious.
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iofever, has no critical powers#
this method of determining unconscious activities or com-(1)||©xos is termed "Free Association," and it is the fundmsental 
MhCd of psychoanalysis. In order, however# that the associative 
ôoïméotion between conscious and unconscious may be demonstrated 
It is necessary that this process should be carried out without 
lb® intervention of the subject's critical faculty. Otherwise 
the association is not free but is determined immediately by the 
lApBCiouB personality* The constant tendency on the part of the 
lût j tot to select consciously his association̂  is very difficult 
to ever come, and is technically known as the "resistance*" This 
resistance is of course greatly aided by the activity of the censor, 
duty it is to keep the repressed activities out of conscious- 
In actual practice the subject is told to relax as far as 
PWeible both body and mind# to think of any part of his dreams 
Bymptoms, and then to repeat without criticism or reservation 
thoughts which come into his mind* no matter what they may be* 
5ûtli he has learned to do this* that is to say until the resistance 
it overGcane* his associations will not be free, and will not point 
the required direction. The difficulty in following sudh 
iRBtruétions is obvious when we realise by actual trial that 
of the thoughts that enter our minds are not such as we 
*®Qld consider fit for public utterance*
I t  i s  s ta te d  by  F re u d  and h is  f o l lo w e r s  t h a t  no m a t te r  w ha t 
Fftrt o f th e  dream o r  symptom com plex may be s e le c te d  as a s t a r t in g  
th e  a s s o c ia t iv e  p ro c e s s e s  a l l  e v e n tu a l ly  conve rg e  up<m
a s s o c ia t io n s  a re  n o t
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(me unconscious system of ideas associated with a repressed 
0«3cual tendency, which is then assumed to he that which under­
lies the neurosis# Empirical evidence of the truth of this is 
obtained hy the alleged fact that when this repressed tendency 
has thus been brought to consciousness and integrated with the 
oonsciousness of the subject, the pm̂ t-up emotional energy 
associated with it can find an outlet by being transferred or 
sublimated to suitable activities, and the neurosis is cured#
In the course of every analysis there comes a time when the 
subject seoDs incapable of producing any further free associations* 
Itt Other words an especially strong resistance is encountered#
Vhon by patient work this resistance has been overcome it is 
found that the erotic energy associated with the repressed complex 
W  been displaced to the person of the physician. This process 
is Wown as the "transference," and unless it occurs, according 
t© Freud, no cure will result. The last part of the analysis is 
©AiK*i0d out in the transference relationship, and finally the 
transference is itself analysed, and the subject recognises It 
slœply as a displacement of erotic energy. When this happens 
th# therapeutic process is finished, the subject is free from any 
Âpendence on the physican, and is left in a position to face life 
the new knowledge of his previously unconscious tendencies 
©Halned by the analysis.
^&ve seen that the free associations may have as their
©̂rlîug point any part of the neurotic syndrome, in actual




Although the psychoanalytic method was primarily devised 
If op the treatment of the neuroses, it is obvious that it can 
equally well be used to trace out the ultimate causes of all 
lb#iaviour, and the information yielded by the analysis of many 
tmndreds of individuals has, in recent years, been utilised to 
construct educational schemes which miould in theory at least 
i prevent the development of unconscious infantile tendencies whicâi 
; nay become sources of danger in adult life#
It is unnecessary to discuss in detail the el ab or at i of 
I the Freudian theory which have recently grown up, but we must 
[ examine briefly one offshoot of the Freudian school. The attitude 
I of Jung, although superficially resembling that of Freud, differs
ÎTom it in several important respects*
I In the first place although Jung regards the relationship of 
! the byiBtarloal symptom or the manifest content of a dream to 
I unoonsoious activities essentially in the same manner as Freud,
I he differs sharply frcw Freud in his conception of the unconscious.
t  Ihe unoonsoious is the primitive mind of man, and its activities
!
I we not merely sexual. Its mode of expression, as seen in the 
! dream, Is man's primitive method of thought, fantasy and symholism, 
[ Bymholism is used hy Jung as practically synonymous with metaphor, 
i But though the language of the unconscious is primitive, it deals
! with the facts of everyday life, just as does the conscious mind.
I  She two are complementary. Together they can face and deal with
I life; apart, their reaction to environment is faulty. The un-
' oonsclous is not so muCh repressed as overlaid hy the develop#*nt 
i  I b p o u g h o u t /
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thTOUghout the ages of* the higher type of mind which we call the 
oonsoious. Repressions from consciousness take place, hut the 
tyeterical symptoms whiOh result are symbolic of unconscious 
aotivity and represent a striving on the part of the unconscious 
towards the proper orientation of the total mind towards life.
A neurosis then, is a mal -ad ju stm ont of the organism towards its 
©BVironment, and the solution of the problem lies in firstly 
Interpret in g the symptoms in order to find the nature of the 
tmooinsclous striving, and secondly in recognising that this un- 
ôonsoious process is not really opposed to the needs of the 
subject, but is in fact complementary to the processes of con- 
aoiouBness, and thirdly in directing behaviour in such a way that 
it Is in harmony with both classes of process.
With the general technique of psychoanalysis Jung is in 
Agreement, although he has added methods of his own which we 
shall consider when dealing with treatment.
Jung further assumes the existence of a racial "unconscious"
IB well as a personal "unconscious." This racial unconscious 
®UBt be regarded as part of the inherited content of the mind, 
to its existence must be attributed the primitive modes of 
thought, and those fantasies which occur in every mind and which 
toar such a close resemblance to the fact of racial mythology which 
f©sards as a product of the racial unconscious.
■I P  M l IIIII ■ * »
Ill,
#, Êrltlolm of % e  Paycaioanalytlc Theory,
Ever sine© fraud enunciated the principles of his psycho­
analytic psychology it has hem subjected to very severe critl- 
olsm, much of which has been due to the inherent scepticism of 
the human mind with regard to anything new, and much of which has 
Wen due to "a priori* dislike of the theory of the sexual basis 
tf b^aviour. In other words, much of the criticism has been 
absolutely unscientific, and inspired by pure prejudice# We 
Biust recognise at the outset that the theory must stand or fall 
on its own merits, and the fact that its dependence on sexual 
aotlvities makes it repugnant must not be allowed to bias our 
Judgment as to its truth. On the other hand a study of the more 
popular literature which purports to spread the Freudian gospel 
Weals the undoubted fact that many of the most enthusiastic 
âeVôtees of psychoanalysis have adopted the theory as the result 
^ A process which is indistinguishable from pure suggestion, and 
bate little idea of its full implications,
ÏÜ offering any criticism it is necessary, to commence with, 
lo distinguish clearly between the psychoanalytic psychology and 
psychoanalytic method# About the latter I shall have some 
®̂ 3sotions to offer, but there can be no reasonable doubt that 
la aaijy ways it has justified itself as a method of exploring that 
of the mind which lies beyond the range of Introspective 
Activity. Whether the results of the exploration are to be 
Werpreted on the Freudian basis is another question.
With/
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With regard to the Freudian oonoeption of the conscious* 
îreconscious and unconscious mind, there need he no great diffi- 
» I think myself that the terms are unfortunate, since they 
U»® apt to convey the impression that the mind is not a unity*
I prefer to use the term consciousness as Including the total 
iffeotive content of the mind, using the term awareness to signify 
that part of the process of which we have direct and Introspective 
toowledge. This, however, is not an important point in reality*
80 long as we clearly understand the implications of the termin- 
0logy* The censorship also we may accept if by the censor we mean 
that conative activity the exercise of which within or without the 
field of awareness results in the dissociation from awareness of 
Oertain mental processes.
The conception of the primary and secondary systems of 
iB̂ tal activity may, I think, be accepted in their broad outlines* 
It® primary system representing the working of the primitive, 
iïmate, #*modified instincts, and the secondary system represmt- 
lîîg the activity dependent m  the fwmatlon of the sentiments, 
particularly of the moral, ethical,and self-regarding senti- 
» Although, however, this differentiation into primary and 
AScohdary systems may be useful there are certain points with 
Wcrence to it where I must differ from the Freudian view.
Ih the first place the two systems overlap. All smtlments, 
%®ther "conscious" or "unconscious" are formed on the basis of 
ŝtlactive activity* some are ethical, some are merely non- 
Al̂ iCal, While others may be anti-ethical. Doubtless the ethical
ABotlment s /
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sentiments which dominate so largely our relation with the 
world are comparatively late in development, and there can he 
no doubt that many of the sentiments which are formed from the 
primitive working of an instinct conflict with we term
üoimal behaviour, but I cannot see justification for a hard and 
fast division between the two systems. Further, Freud regards 
the primary system as capable only of "wishing," and apparently 
of wishing only in its primitive, 4mmodlfied way. Sow, it is 
me of the chief characteristics of instinctive activity, even 
When not complicated by the formation of complex sentiments, 
that its cognitive part becomes rapidly educated in the recog­
nition of different "keys" or stimulating situations, while its 
ocmative part develops an infinite variety of methods of attain­
ing its end* At first sight this would appear to lend support to 
the Freudian hypothesis, but this is not really so because pari 
MilH with the development of the complexity of motor mechanism 
subserving conation, there develops, as the result of experience, 
m appreciation of the goal of activity in relation to the total 
personality, which modifies the cognitive structure of mind and 
sateroises a profound influence on any repetition of the instinct- 
ly® reaction.
Any instinctive activity may function either within or 
"ithout the field of awareness according to circumstances,mad 
must, I think, be admitted that the primary system may under 
Elrfectly normal circumstances manifest In that field*
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We must therefore conceive the Freudian primary system 
as composed of tendencies which are primitive, which become 
wganised into primitive sentiments or complexes very early 
in life, and which thereafter undergo no modification as the 
result of experience unless they are definitely brought into 
Ihe field of awareness, from which they tend to be permanently 
excluded. Such a conception is of very questionable validity.
We have seen that the essential constituents of the primary 
Bystem are regarded as the sexual tendencies. We are told that 
the tens sexual is used in a wide sense, and as a matter of fa&t 
the sense in which it is used is so wide as to deprive it of any 
specific meaning, I have dealt with this question in some detail 
In Part I and need not recapitulate my arguments here against 
Preud's conception of sexuality, but we must note that if the 
hypothesis of a primary system is to have any validity at all 
8U0h a system must include instinctive tendencies which cannot 
W  termed sexual, no matter in how wide a sense the term is used* 
îh® emotions of fear, anger, hunger and amusement are essential 
©©Dstituents of any primary system built on instinctive behaviour, 
tyt they are in no sense sexual emotions, But it is certain that 
fear in particular may be the root cause of a neurosis*
According to Freud the primary system is d4m1in6#h#d entirely 
the pursuit of pleasure* Now this is rank psychological 
hedonism. But when we mcamine his conception of the secondary 
syet̂  we find that its inhibitory influence on the primary 
System is exercised largely, if not entirely, in order to gain
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exp or 1 en 08 whereby pain may be avoided, so that the activity 
of this system also is oonceived on a hedonistic basis# Now 
the doctrine of psychological hedonism has fallen into suCh 
disrepute that there is hardly any occasion to deal with it 
in detail here, but there is one point to be noted# The acceptance 
of this doctrine implies the complete negation of the possibility 
of any purely altruistic action of any kind whatsoever* It is 
of course open to anyone to make such a denial, but I venture 
to think that few of the enthusiastic upholders of the psycho­
analytic theory are prepared to do so# It is quite certain that 
altruistic motives are not so common as some idealists would have 
us believe# Many of our actions which appear purely altruistic 
prove to be anything but altruistic when they are carefully 
analysed, and our determination of our own motives is only too 
 ̂ often reached by a process of Rationalisation. But although we 
auet grant this, it is a very differentthing to say that no 
actions are altruistic, and if we grant the possibility of any 
sùûh actions we ipso facto deny the hedonistic doctrine, and 
wi^ it a not unimportant part of the psychoanalytic hypothesis# 
the protective or parental impulse whl(Â we have noted as 
of the innate equipment of both animals and man is in my 
©pinion essentially altruistic# If it were manifested in roan 
Alone we might cast doubt on this by pointing out the enormous 
©%plexity of all his motives and finding plausible substitutes 
any appearance of altruism, but I submit that animal behaviour
%i,I tbe^ is often characterised by extreme Instance^ of sacrifice on
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the part of the parent for the sake of the offspring cannot 
b© Gonoeived as being governed by such complexity of motive* 
in any case, if such apparently altruistic actions are to be 
explained by the hedonistic doctrine, -mm-definition of pleasure 
Cftist be so extended that it exceeds in breadth even Freud's 
definition of sex.
Bow this protective impulse enters into the composition 
of many of our formed sentiments, particularly the moral and 
ethical, and this fact seems to me to cast very grave doubt upon 
this part of the Freudian theory.
When we com© to the consideration of the part attributed 
to emotion by the Freudian school we arrive at a difficult 
subject* It will have been noted that Freud regards emotion 
as the motive power which initiates all activity; this at any 
rate is the only conclusion that can be drawn from hie writings*
In this respect he follows the popular conception. It is usual 
for us to say that we run because we are afraid, or we strike 
because we are angry, but the truth of these statements is 
questionable. William James regarded ©motion as being a direct 
Gonsequente of conativ© activity, and so inverted the popular 
conception. According to him we are angry because we strike* 
it is very doubtful if either view is entirely correct* We 
that conation and ©motion are very closely oprrelated, and 
It seems fairly certain that emotion is a ever experienced without 
A® Impulse to action being set in motion on the mental plane if 
©̂t tn the physical* On the other hand when an action Is repeated 
Often/
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often the associated emotional experience tends to diminish in 
lütensity» although the action itself may he more powerfully 
W  adequately carried out# This would seem to he against the 
theory that the emotion itself supplies the driving power* It 
Is true that we have seen th4*rpi0asure and pain influence 
WKWtlon, hut in the f*rst place this is not the same thing as 
saying that they Initiate action, and in the second place, 
tiiough these are undoubtedly affective states, they are not 
true emotions in the same sense as anger, fear, or love. The 
balance of probability seems to point to the conclusion that 
conation and emotion, though closely associated, are both 
ilrectly dependent on cognition. Those who look upon emotion 
as a motive force support their argument by one undoubted fact: 
a neurosis which is dependent on a repressed or dissociated 
o^ory associated with profound emotion, is often cured or at 
least ameliorated when the memory has been restored to awareness, 
tiaô experience lived through again and the emotion «worked off#*» 
Ibis process is termed abreaction. According to this sCho<il 
the tendencies associated with the repressed memory lose their 
power owing to the dissipation of emotion. Now the facts of a 
like this are beyond doubt but it is open to us to assume 
the real cause of the cure is not the dissipation of emotion 
the integration of the repressed tendencies with the normal 
00888, and the bringing of them under control of the critical 
A case of this kind is not then conclusive. The
fdktlcnawLp/
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relationship of emotion and conation, then, cannot be regarded 
as definitely settled, hut the weight of the evidence is not by 
any means in favour of the Freudian hypothesis* If we go far 
enough back in the evolutionary scale, and if we regard the so-# 
sailed tropisms of primitive organisms as rudimentary instincts,
WÔ must, I think, admit that here conation follows directly on 
cognition* The introduction of emotion as an additional causal 
factor implies a break in the evolutionary series for which 1 
can see no adequate justification*
The denial of emotion as a motive force would necessitate 
a complete revision of the psychoanalytic theory, for this theory 
necessarily assumes the reinforcement of primitive tendencies 
by the emotional energy derived from other repressions# This 
may not appear an important point at first sight, since one may 
Bay that it is necessary to postulate energy of some kind in 
conative activity, and even if this energy is not ©motion it is 
quantitatively associated with emotion and its effects on 
Conation vary directly with the emotion produced# This statement, 
however, is not strictly true, for there are some instincts whidi 
^0 Undoubtedly powerful, such as the gregarious instinct, and 
^iCb are not associated with any specific and strong emotion# 
îhe instinctive energy and the emotion involved in the working 
of the sexual instincts probably do vary more or less directly 
®ith one another, and so long as we admit the validity of the 
B03tual theory of behaviour the conclusions based on the identifl* 
nation of emotion with energy may be correct. When, however, we 
turn/
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tuï?x3 to other Instinctive activities for an explanation of 
conduot this identification may lead to quite erroneous findings* 
The psychoanalytic theory of the neurosis and its extension 
to explain all behaviour depends ultimately on the alleged fact 
that by the method of free association all conduct can ultimately 
to traced back to its origin in the early fixation of some 
instinctive tendency. This tendency reacts in a mechanical way . 
with the tendencies produced by later environment and results in 
behaviour as It is manifested to our awareness# From this it 
follows that our awareness, or what Freud w<yuld call our conscious# 
ness, or what may be termed our personality is reduced to the 
losition of a mere sense organ whose only function is to appreciate 
the behaviour of the organism it inhabits. In other words, the 
psychoanalytic conception involves the theory of rigid psycho-̂  
logical determinism# Everything in conduct is the result of the 
reaction of pre—formed, innate t^dencies and environment, and 
there is no room left for the exercise of free will# That Freud 
mogniees this and indeed claims it as part of his system will 
be readily grasped from reading his «Psychopathology of Everyday 
Life,# Now, I have already pointed out in Part I, that the theory 
of determinism involves the acceptance of the universal validity 
of thê law of causation, an assumption we have at present at any 
fB-te no right to make# But there is at least one other objection 
%lch may be urged against accepting the conclusions of the psyCho^ 
®halytlo process of free association* It is that it is very 
^̂ estionable whether such associations are ever really free* fn
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tb® first place it is, I think, impossible to he quite certain 
that in the process of recalling associations the critical 
faculty is entirely dormant. If it is not, then the associations 
are to some extent determined by the critical faculty, a process 
Which involves the exercise of will* In the second place, even 
if a first series of associations from «conscious^ behaviour to 
an «unconscious complex" be correct, the following series of 
associations will tend to be determined to some extent by the 
first, and if they lead back to the same complex they are not 
necessarily free, even though the critical faculty has been 
aliaost entirely suspended. It has been said that the final 
proof of the influence of the discovered repressed complex on a 
nWuroeis is the fact that when the complex is unearthed the 
patient is the first to realise its past influence* in making 
this statement I think that Freud has deliberately ignored the 
Influence of suggestion in establishing beliefs.
^eud»s article on determinism in the "Psyd^ogy of Every- 
Life# is probably chiefly remarkable for the fact that of 
the cases which he adduces to prove his theory there is not 
 ̂Bingie one in which the exercise of free will was possible*
Ko modern psychologist has ever denied that behaviour may occur 
Wepen^03g^2y of aware volition* From this position to the 
^%#ion of all free will is a long and. In the present state 
our knowledge, an unwarranted step, 
lîi commencing my criticism of the Freudian doctrine I 
‘ th&t it was necessary to distinguish between the psycho- 
^^ytlc psychology and psydhoanalysis as a method in treatment*
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My comments hitherto have been largely confined to the former*
The latter I shall return to when dealing with the treatment 
of the neuroses. It is sufficient to say here that in my 
opinion the method leads to important results with regard to 
th© discovery of processes which take place outside the field 
ôf awareness even although I cannot admit that associations are 
always free or that they are susceptible of an interpretation 
along orthodox psychoanalytic lines.
Other points of criticism of the Freudian doctrine will 
eserge in the course of further discussion but 1 may here 
BUjDmarise what I consider to be the principal weaknesses of 
the theory.
1* The conception of the primary and secondary systems of 
mind as stated by Freud involves adhesion to the doctrine 
of psychological hedonism*
B. Carried to its logical conclusion the psycSioanalytio theory'
ends by postulating psychological determinism In its most 
©xtr^e form#
S* It is at least extremely questionable whether emotion can 
b© regarded as a force* playing the part attributed to it 
by Freud*
4* The theory of the sexual basis of the neuroses is too narrow,
on the one hand, and on the other the term sexual is made
to include activities which in my opinion at least cannot
be regarded as su Oh,
The/
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The fourth weaknoss is the one which hae apoueed most 
oriticisio, but which does least to impair the validity of the 
system* If we are prepared to grant the truth of all the other 
aspects of the doctrine, it would be comparatively easy to broad^ 
the basis of the neuroses by bringing in other forms of activity; 
to the primary system and without necessitating any alteratl<% of 




A Theory #f the Raureae#,
'D
. r  :  -
I, Introductory#
OOO*.— —
All disease has both physical and mental aspects* where 
ifsr and what ever Its primary cause may be* and it would be 
pistble to classify diseases according to whether physical
#  psychical symptoms predominate# Such a classification is* 
is a matter of fact* largely apparent in the popular conception 
of disease • Pneumonia is a condition primarily affecting
the physical organism* but no one would contend that the 
mental state of a pneumonic patient is normal# A broken leg 
is a typical physical injury* but in a man of active habits 
it may be the precipitating cause of an abnormal mental 
icadition. Similarly* abnormal psychical states bring physical 
iymptoms in their train* such as hysterical fits or functional 
paralyses* which the untrained mind will regard as indicative 
of organic disease# The fact that an immense proportion of 
but actions have causes wholly or in part outside the field
#  awareness not only makes the distinction between organic 
W  functional disease sometimes very difficult* but has 
AWys placed obstacles in the way of the observer who is 
trying to determine the relative importance of the physical 
•Cd peychical factors in any given condition# Few 
Wlllgent people will deny today the profound influence of 
the mentel condition on the phyeic&l state of an individual*
•ad/
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\nà every physician or nurse know» how advantageous it Is to 
Icate a hopeful spirit into a patient* no matter frcxa what 
my he suffering* 
it may* I think* he taken as a proved fact that the 
ipiychieal reaction to a belief * however the belief may have 
3 been established* exercises a profound influence on bodily 
wtahollsm. Of the exact methods by which this influence 
It sxercised we are still largely ignorant* but we know enough 
tbmt the conditions under which it is exercised to regard it 
It ft normal function of the psycho-physical organism* and not 
It the occasional and sporadic manifestation of the power of 
transcendental entity whom we have postulated to explain 
Wiarwise incomprehensible facts* Faith Healers and Christian 
Seientists sometimes get remarkable results in the t]%atment evm 
of organic disease* but their explanation of the production of 
iueh results is an eloquent testimony to their complete 
^trance not only of the nature of psycho-physical interaction* 
IS ignorance we all share* but of its causes and results* and of 
ths conditions under which it takes place. To say that a
leg or a pneumonia is an illusion may be a metaphysical 
* but in that case the physical body is also an Illusion* 
those two illusions bear a definite relation to one 
Another* and are modified in accordance wifâi certain causal 
UWB,/
ittwe* which may not h© of universal validity* but which have 
#vcr been replaced by any other hypotheaie which will 
lain the facts of the caee#
-    - '
. . /  - r .
2# Innate Etiological Factors»
In the first place then* we must be prepared to find* in 
neurosis that the workings of the mind are modified according 
he state of the bodily organism. This is particularly 
case in diseases which are associated with toxaemia which 
aiy affect the physical neurones subserving mental functions# 
Leaving out of account* however, the question of the 
Essence of physical disease* I wish to enquire in what way 
the aberrations of behaviour which we term the neuroses are 
ÿycduoed* and to see if it is possible to answer this question 
ia a way which will be consistent with the general theory of 
Whaviour outlined in Part I. If my statements in this
•fction appear to be dogmatic* I must ask the reader to 
Wlieve that this attitude is only assumed for the sake of 
iinplieity# I am fully conscious that I am only putting 
fc#ard a theory which may be invalidated by subsequently 
liésrtained facts#
I have already stated that there is no hard and fast line 
%W#sn the neuroses and normal behaviour* and from this it 
tolicwB that we must look for the causes of functional nervous 
41isase among processes which are strictly analogous to
udiich cause the variations of behaviour which we commonly
' ■ : Ias normal# Such causes may be divided into two 
t which probably always are associated# The first
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Mmpidses the innate and inherited dispositions of the mind* 
i ltd the second includes those circumstances of environment 
Regarding which we form sentiments. In consistence with the 
tbscry advanced in Part I* I am assuming that all behaviour is 
Ultimately based on the primitive innate instincts* and not 
©n my single one or group* but An all. If this be granted 
It becomes at once obvious that the behaviour of individuals 
Under given circumstances will vary according to the relative 
itrengths of the instincts involved. That the relative 
strength of instinctive activity varies in different persons* 
und that this variation is an innate peculiarity is, I think* 
©ertain. Education and training will do much to modify the 
Working of any given instinct* but the fact that the degree 
of training necessary to produce modifications varies so 
greatly seems evidence that there is a certain intensity of 
OTsry instinctive reaction given in the constitution of the 
Wividuai* and that this intensity is not the same for all, 
importance of this is obvious. If we were* for instance* 
accept the view that in a certain proportion of the human 
the sexual or pairing instinct was iimensely strong*
«bd not only strong but disproportimately so* and that this 
IHuliarity was innate and inherited* we should be compelled 
to admit the truth of at least part of the Freudian view*
«bd to assume that in these persons conduct was largely
i2i*
if termine d by the interplay of environment with the sexual 
Instinct. That cases of this kind occur there can be no 
feasonable doubt* but there are other inherited instincts 
#ich may play just as important a part in conduct* and of 
these one of the most important is that of escape* with its 
factional correlate of fear.
The profound importance of this variability in innate 
Instinctive activity lies not so much in the working of 
Ihf primitive unmodified instinct* as in the nature or 
Strength of the sentiments which are built up on the 
Instinctive basis. It is evident that the stability
#  the self regarding sentiment* which largely dominate# our 
#lcck on life* will be profoundly affected by the strength or 
Ifftkness of any given instinct. It will be impaired by 
Wue excitability of the submissive impulse or of the impulse
#  escape. On the other hand undue predominance of the self- 
lisertive impulse will lead to mal-adjustments to life of 
mother type* I shall show later that any lack of balance in 
%  constituents of this sentiment plays a vital part in
%  etiology of the neuroses. But undue excitability of 
Almost any instinct will tend to colour all our developed 
««ntiments* and as these sentiments dominate behaviour the 
^•tlhctive variation will tend to manifest itself in 
Wuct in a fashion which* taking the average person as our
189,
ItWard of comparison* w© may say is abnormal.
Activity may vary in more than intensity and ease of 
#Citability. It varies in persistence. One man may 
©imence a course of action vigorously and with enthusiasm* 
to although intense at first the energy is soon exhausted# 
tother man will follow the same ends consistently over long 
toiods* always returning to their pursuit in spite of even 
prolonged interruption. Activity varies also in different
tedivlduals in its affectability by pleasure and pain# Now*
■ ' *ilthough all these variations are profoundly modified by 
itoation and training* there is good reason for supposing that 
hmdamentally the differences are Innate* and to a certain 
Q̂grse transmissable.
As a first factor then in the innate etiology of the 
bsuroses we must recognise the possibility of the existence of 
«à Instinct whose excitability* strength* persistence and 
Affectability vary from the average of the race#
Are there shy other mental attributes than the instincts 
lb aan»8 innate equipment? The answer to this questicm is 
very obscure* but the evidence at present available 
I Us to believe that there are. It is a well known fact 
marked ability may run in families. This fact alone 
lead to the conclusion that the innate factor was 
®«bely strength and persistence of an Instinct* say that of 
®bPioaity/“
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furiôôlty, but when the hereditary ability is of a spécifié 
lype* such as genius in music or mathematics* this answer 
li not so satisfactory* and to account for the facts we are 
jibaost compelled to assume that during the evolutionary process 
ofrtain other tendencies have been acquired as heritable charac­
teristics# Such acquisitions could tWce place according to the 
generally admitted laws of spontaneous variation and natural 
lelettion. 1 have no desire at this point to enter into a 
liioussion on the vexed question of the transmisslbility of 
characters» The fhcts are probably best expressed 
^ the statement that in addition to the instincts each 
Wividual inherits a tendency to a certain type of mental 
ftnicture. This statement receives additional force fr<m 
W  consideration of such undoubtedly hereditary qualities as 
ll©h|emindedn©Bs* idiocy* and epilepsy»
The importance of innate abnormal mental structure in 
W  genesis of mental disease must be obvious # At present*
»̂ycnd the probable fa c t of its occurrence* we know little 
Ibout it» In  recent years Junĝ ^̂  has suggested that mm 
roughly divided into two great groups* the members of 
he terms extroverts and introverts» In the extrovert 
Ins tine  ts react freely to situations in the outside 
* interest in  environment is keen* and conation tends 
Ls largely dependent on* and affected by* the individual's
z_________________ . .. ....... ....... .
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grounding a. In the Introvert there is a tendency for the
toal processes to fulfil themselvea in the mind of the 
Mlvidual* affected by environment to a much lesser degree. 
Ifir these characteristics appear to be innate* and what is 
they seem to be to a certain extent racial. The 
laical frenchman or Irishman of fiction may be regarded 
li the typical extrovert* while the introvert is represented 
the dour Scot. In the extrovert the emotions which 
iieoapany behaviour have free play. In the introvert the 
liysical manifestations of emotion are to a certain extent 
^pressed. Situations which in the extrovert would lead 
Is quick physical action with emotional manifestations*
Ifcduce in the Introvert action on the mental plane* keenly 
Mticised by introspection* with the outward appearance of 
#tl« emotion. Now no person is whoüy introverted or 
©XWverted* and the terms are only valid when used to convey 
# impression of the general tendency of the mind* but within 
limit they describe very real mental attitudes. As In 
Ihs case of other Innate tendencies they are modified by 
#Waticn, but it is probable that no amount of training or 
4i«0ipline can eradicate completely the inborn tendency# 
Kilther tendency can be said to imply superiority on th#
of its possessor. Both types of mind have their uses. 
It cannot be said that either type of mind predisposes
w
I© the formation of a neurosis* hut the possession of ©ithef 
in a marked degree undoubtedly influences the form which a 
nsnrosis will assume#
The innate factors in th© production of the neuroses* 
%bsn# may be summarised as follows*- 
1* The existence of any one or more than one of the
instinctive tendencies in an abnormal degree* whether 
the abnoimality be one of excitability* strength* 
persistence or affectability#
I» Certain Innate tendencies governing the development of 
mental structure such as lead to the production of 
genius at the one extreme and of idiocy at the other# 
Of these tendencies we know comparatively little at 
present#
## An innate tendency to an Introverted or extroverted 
type of mind#
Variations under all three headings occur in all 
Individuals* and any variation can only be regarded as 
VWisposing to a neurosis when it is so marked as to 
IbÇduce a complete lack of balance in the relations of the 
«Abject to his environment# And I must emphasise again 
Ibe fact that there can be no sharp dividing line drawn
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the various forms of behaviour which result from the 
ywenee of these variable tendencies* Some variations lead 
If the neuroses, some produce genius and some idiocy, while 
la the majority of men they are so slight* thou^ definite*
It to produce behaviour which can be tezmed noimml, meaning 
ly normal a condition which does not deviate markedly from the
#mage of the race*
A person in whom these variations tend to produce 
tehavlour which we classify among the neuroses we tern the 
of a neurotic diathesis#
#m«#O0O— — — —
s# i^vlronmenWor Exciting lectors»
In the great majority of persons who suffer from the 
neuroses there Is probably an innate predisposition. If 
we study carefully the family histories of patients #10 
suffer from definite functional nervous affections it is 
possible in many instances to discover either the presence 
of a neurotic manifestation in other members of the 
familŷ  or to discover tendencies which under appropriate 
circumstances would have given rise to such manifestations.
In all cases, however* exciting factors drawn from the 
environment of the patient are found.
In the preparation of suitable mental ground for the 
development of a neurosis Freud lays great stress on 
infantile fixation of the sexual tendencies, such fixation* 
for instance* as results in the formation of the sô-called 
dédipus complex. If we extend Freud’s statement considerably 
I think we must admit its truth. In infancy* youth* and 
adolescence In a great degree* and to a lesser degree 
throughout adult life the general foundations of character 
Are built up. The instinctive reactions are modified in 
both cognitive and conative aspects by education and 
oxperienoe* and the sentiments are fonaed* and particularly 
the self.,r©gardlng* moral* and ethical sentiments. Any 
GWational/
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educational tendency that will either weaken theae to 
Interfere with their development will render the subjeot 
correspondingly liable to aberrations of Gonduot# A ohild 
for instance who is never allowed to «think for himself” but 
#0 is invariably treated as being under authority will* other 
things being equal* in time suffer impairment in his self- 
assertive impulse which will detrimentally affect his 
Sentiment of self regard* It is during the period of mental 
growth also that we look for the correction* as far as this 
if possible* of variations in the Instinctive tendencies 
#ich v/ould adversely affect the subject*s behaviour* As 
an example we may take the case of a child in whom the 
instinct of escape is strongly developed and easily excited.
If left to himself the child will form sentiments of fear 
About all sorts of objects* and the behaviour initiated in these 
ientiments will almost certainly conflict with his proper 
courses of action throughout life. If the formation of 
Wch sentiments Is not checked they may become so well 
02>ganised as to be prqotically unremovable in later life*
80 that the subject’s existence becomes an almost perpetual 
Conflict between tendencies based on these sentiments of 
fsar and the other tendencies which ought to control normal 
Whaviour, Such a person is the victim of a potential 
Aeurosls/
nturoslô* and a very small additional factor may precipitate
ft breakdown. I have indicated in fart I how such a conflict
.  . , "  ~
may be resolved' ' but it cannot be too strongly insisted 
upon that it is in early life* before sentiments are rigidly 
formed, that the Ideal solution of the problem should be 
found. To discuss educational systems is not within the 
scope of this paper but from our study of the foundaticmo 
of normal behaviour It becomes obvious that the smooth and 
efficient working of the mind of a man is dependent to no 
wall extent on the development in youth of strong and well 
balanced ethical and moral sentiments* based as far as is 
possible on reason and Judgment* on the development of 
a Judicial self-respect which is a product of his self- 
regarding sentiment* and on the development of a poy/er of 
reasoning which will enable him to form his sentiments 
regarding objects in his life on logically adequate 
grounds. For sentiments influence beliefs just as 
beliefs influence sentiments* and belief is an integral 
factor in behaviour* normal or abnormal.
In the predisposing causes of a neurosis we see* then* 




educational factors which, as far as the individual is concerned 
may modify in many directions the hereditary tendencies# This 
of course, is not to say that the modified tendencies may be 
Inherited as such. At present we must keep an open mind regard­
ing the possibility of the transmission of acquired or modified 
Oharacteristics- The evidence, however, is not all on one side# 
We come now to the consideration of the exciting factors 
proper#
In Part 1.1 have stated that a neurosis is the result of
the mental conflict induced by the existence of two or more
inoompatibl© trends to action, and we have now to consider,
firstly, how such incompatible trends may arise, and secondly
how they give rise to neurotic symptoms and signs which con-
Btitute abnormal beliaviour#
The behaviour of every man is conditioned by the existence
of sentiments of belief, whether the belief be implicit or
ôxplicit# Even such an act as walking is conditioned by the 
_ ATïAot that there is an impli-ed belief that we have legs to walk 
«ith and ground to walk on# If anyone should doubt this state- 
Jaopt let him consider what his explanation would be of a refusal, 
SAy> to walk across a frozen pond on which the ice was cracking#
I think the explanation would be that he believed the ice would 
fiot bear him# The belief here is explicit and founded on reason 
judgment, but the great majority of the beliefs which dominate 
every action are implicit or are not held on logical ground̂  
In/
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In the course of Individual development sentiments are 
Wilt up regarding ©very fact of experience. Scxne of these 
sentiments are strong, and well organised, as is the case when 
their formation is associated with interest. Others are so 
loosely formed that if it were not for the fact that they are 
developed on lines identical with the strong sentiments we might 
not recognise them as such# But every sentiment, strong or weak/ 
Implies the existence of a belief, however the belief may have 
been occasioned, and whether the belief be present in awareness 
or not.
So long as an individual’s beliefs are compatible with one 
mother his sentiments will all form parts of a harmonious char-.- 
acter, and his behaviour will correspond to what we regard as 
normal, if, however, a belief be established which is not in 
harmony with the beliefs already held, the balance of the senti- 
aents will be disturbed, and behaviour will vary accordingly* 
fhôee new beliefs may be of various kinds. They may conflict 
Kith the self regarding sentiment or with the ethical and moral 
80Btiments, or they may be in comparative harmony with these but 
hevertheless conflict with beliefs that are necessary to normal 
existence* For example, a belief that it is impossible to move 
the right arm cannot be said to conflict with any ethical senti- 
meut, but it most emphatically conflicts with the implicit belief 
In the power of movement and if the mind Insists on holding on to 
the latter belief must give way and a functional paralysis " 
Âsulte.
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If my statement that all activity is determined by beliefs 
be true, it follows that every oonative trend which is inconsistent 
with normal behaviour is determined by a belief and that the neuro­
ses are therefore determined by the arising in the mind of beliefs
which are incompatible with those ordinarily held. In Part I* I
(1)have suggested various ways in which Incompatible trends to 
action may be dealt with* With sublimation we need not at present 
concern ourselves, for the essence of this process is the recog­
nition that one course of action is wrong, as far at least as the 
subject is concerned, and subsequent behaviour is based on the 
récognition of this fact and no neurosis results. The essence 
of the process of rationalisation is a refusal to admit the 
incompatibility of the trends to action and of the beliefs on 
which these are based, and so long as this refusal can be main­
tained and the two beliefs do not dictate opposing action with ; 
reference to one specific situation, behaviour may be anti- 
ethical or a-moral but it is not neurotic in any useful sense Of 
the word. The possessor of a mind in this condition, however, 
is constantly living under the danger of discovering the incom­
patibility of his aims. When this occurs unless sublimation can 
take place he either becomes the victim of a neurosis or he 
leXiberately takes the last solution I suggested and follows the 
XXne of conduct which he believes to be wrong, diverting the 
Anergy hitherto devoted to the pursuit of right into the nmr 
<&annels. heading as this does to the ultimate disintegration 
Of/
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of Character It is at least doubtful whether this condition 
^ould not be classed among the neuroses. Mental aberration of 
a kind it certainly is, but as it implies definite volitional 
©hoice, and for the time being at any rate, leads to behavlmar 
which is that of the character as a whole, we shall leave It 
wide.
The neuroses, then, result when sublimation and rational- 
Igatlon both fail, and when the opposing tendencies ar© left 
to fight one another without successful issue to either, within 
or without the field of awareness.
Freud places his anti-ethical or as he would probably say 
hie anti-egoistic determinants of a neurosis in the "unconscious** 
With this I cannot agree. We have seen that all behaviour has 
determinants which lie outside the field of awareness, but In 
my opinion the opposing trend which is the neurotic determinant 
is Often as fully represented in awareness as «n the trends whldh
QOaetitute normal behaviour# If the opposing process is outside 
tho field of awareness its discovery may enable the subject to 
Apply his reasoning powers to the solution of the conflict# but 
these reasoning powers may fail and the problem remain unsolved# 
It is necessary at this point to state a fact which Is 
Usually slurred over# To produce abnormal behaviour It is not 
meoessary that the normal beliefs which govern conduct should be 
IPue# and the incompatible belief false# . The reverse may be the 
AÀB6, A savage tribe, to take an extreme example, might have an 
Athioai and moral code widely differing from our own, and founded
, 030/
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on false beliefs* The introduction of a true moral belief into 
the mind of a mæber of sudh a tribe would certainly tend to 
froduoe abnormality of behaviour and the resultant conduct would 
t© abnormal not only to hie own tribe but to the whole human race 
unless the new beliefs were so extensive and powerful as to con­
stitute a new moral and ethical code replacing the old and false 
on©* Furtherf we shall see that each of two incompatible lines 
Of action may be determined by a belief which is true or by a 
Mlief which is false* The truth or falsity of sudh beliefs is 
of considerable importance in treating neurotic conditions* It 
1b of much less importance in t ^ s  determination*
The beliefs which are thus the fundamental determinants of 
neurotic processes may be of several types*
Firstly they may be true beliefs within or without the field 
of awareness, and they may have been established either by a 
logical process of reason and judgment or by suggestion*
Secondly they may be false beliefs within or without the 
field of awareness, and they may have been established by 
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In order to describe coherently the neuroses it is necessary 
to adopt some classification, and in the present state of our 
lojoffledge a strictly scientific classification based purely on 
etiological factors appears to be an impossibility. Any attaapt 
at present must then be tentative and must be based on expediency, 
and it must be clearly recognised that any classification we may 
adopt is merely a temporary framework erected to facilitate descrip­
tion# Probably the least objectionable division of the neurosis 
U into the two old conceptions of Hysteria and neurasthenia, 
provided we have some clear understanding as to what is meant by 
those terms, and provided also that we recognise that the two con­
ditions may be, and often are co-existent* Up till comparatively 
recent years, as I have said. Neurasthenia was simply in effect a 
goneral term covering all neurotic conditions which did not fall 
within the classical definition of Hysteria, and the relative 
sieaningiessness of the term was greatly accentuated during the 
war by its indiscriminate application to all sorts of con­
ditions of unknown etiology*
The term Hysteria I propose then to apply to those aberrations 
of Oonduct which result from the establishment of conflicting 
®̂llefs in the mind, and where the symptoms are ultimately 
t̂irely dependent on the resultant conflict» Thie term #euras- 
thenia i shall restrict to a condition where the basic factor
Wymological significance of the word - nervous ekhaustion, # 
Whether/
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Whether this exhaustion he caused by mental and physical over- 
Btrain, by the products of physical disease such as Ĉxaemla, or 
t>y both* This conception of neurasthenia is a restricted one, 
tut I think that the restriction is justified since it includes 
a fairly well defined group of clinical conditions* it is 
obvious, however, that the two conditions will overlap, since 
Muy of the symptoms presented by the neurasthenic patient are 
dependent on reaction to beliefs established in an essentially 
elmilar way to those of the hysteric. Hysteria may be regarded 
as a condition where the symptoms are of purely psychical origin, 
neurasthenia as a state where symptoms depend partly on physical 
etanges, and partly on psychical factors which have been pre- 
diaposed to or induced by the state of the physical organism, 
fhia division of the neuroses is on more or less conventional 
Ume, Which, however, have not always been followed by those 
»bô have laid them down. According to this classification 
toôt̂ s «Psychasthenla» falls into the hysterical group. Although 
my opinion the difference between psyohasthenia and certain 
of hysteria is one of degree rather than one of kind, the 
extremely useful, and I propose to apply it to a hysterica# 
condition characterised by a more or less definite symptom com- 
Plox conforming to Janet̂ s description.
Before leaving this question of basic classification there 
one possible criticism which must be answered. Is not all 
disorder ultimately traceable to physical causes, in so
144*
far as it is dependent for its exciting cause on reaction to
situations in environment ? fo this the answer is yes, hut we
O a n  nevertheless usefully distinguish between conditions whidh
ape dependent on a purely mental reaction to environment, and*
those which are initiated by a pathological condition of the 
organism which subserves the mind* Further, it may be pointed 
mt with truth that a hysterical paralysis of a limb may be 
determined to some extent by injury or disease of the limb, in 
whtoh case we have an instance of physical disease producing a 
hysterical symptom. To this the reply is that althougli the 
disease or injury may determine the nature and extent of the 
hyeterical symptom and may even in a certain sense be its cause, 
td Bhall see that it is merely the cause of the form which the 
eymptom takes, and not of the underlying conflict on whidh the 
ppoduotion of any symptoms at all ultimately depends*
Z4S.
8* Hysteria.
Hysteria may be divided into types corresponding to the
UL>Kinds of belief which underly'the condition and their methodA
Of production. This would be a strictly scientific classifi­
cation* and wh%i w© are considering the radical treatment of 
the condition* which deals with these beliefs, we shall see 
that it is necessary to deal with it from this point of view*
For clinical purposes, however, such a classification in 
Ufipracticable for many reasons, and we must adopt another*
The condition may be broadly divided into two classes, 
firstly we have that class in which dissociation and amnesia 
always occur to some degree, and in which the psychical conflict 
results in the production of physical symptoms as an end product# 
fo this class belong the cases of functional paralysis and 
Sttaesthesia and of hysterical fits. In the second class is 
iReluded those conditions in which there may or may not be 
'îisBoclation, but where the end product of the conflict is a 
teely mental condition, usually that of anxiety, and where any 
î?ifey8ioal symptoms are merely the physical correlation oS an 
s®otional state. In the matter of nomenclature I propose to 
follow Freud In the first class by calling it "Conversion 
Hysteria." The second class I shall refer to as the "Anxiety 
State." Psyohasthenia is intimately connected with the second 




We shall best begin the study of this qcmdition by ocm- 
sidering an actual example, and the simplest cases are to be 
found in the neuroses of war* Tlie following is a fairly 
typical case. A soldier had been serving in France in the 
line for some months without feeling more than the discomfort 
and dislike of the circumstances experienced by the average 
man* One day he was blown up by the explosion of a shell, a,nd 
on recovering consciousness six hours later in hospital found 
that he was unable to move his legs. The condition of the 
r©flexes was unaltered, and the paralysis was not one which 
oould be explained by any lesion of the nervous system itself*
It corresponded to his conception of the meaning of his legs 
©s Instruments subserving the function of walking rather than 
to any strictly anatomical and physiological entity* He was 
also suffering from bruising of the back and limbs. In a few 
âye the effects of the concussion and the bruising cleared up 
GOmpletely, but the paralysis of the limbs persisted until cured 
"by psychotherapy some months later* The mental condition of the 
patient throughout the duration of the paralysis was placid and 
Unemotional, but he could not recall any events between a period 
shortly before the shell explosion and his wakening in hospital* 
The explanation of such a case may be as follows* Through- 
his experiences in the line two incompatible conative trends
14?»
f#re présent in this man^s mind* #ie first was derived from
the beliefs underlying the sentiment of self regard with its
^msion to hie comrades, his battalion and his nation,
©cypled with-a trend derived from the instinct of aggression,
su3d probably with trends derived from the ethical and moral
*sentiments* This trend kept him facing the enemy and doing 
Ms duty# The second trend was the conative aspect of the 
Instinct of escape derived from the belief of personal danger* 
fm months the maergy derived from the self regarding and 
ethical sentiments was sufficient to swing the balance in 
lavour of the path of duty* The conative trend to escape was 
I© a large extent dissociated and its energy sublimated to 
waist the trends to duty* But the energy was not wholly sub­
limated and the instinct of escape was continually struggling, 
largely outside the field of awareness, to gain control of the 
organism, and as time went on, with continual repetition of 
stimulation it gained in force* How it must be accepted as 
m  empirical fact that the strength of the instinct of escape 
Always increases at the expense of the instinct of self assertion 
W  weakness of this instinct is always associated with increased 
%G8tibility. The addition therefore of the terrifying exper- 
IWoe of being blown up was in the end all that was required to 
Increase the tendency to escape to sudh a degree that the path of 
duty Was no longer prajBticable, and at the same time to bring the 
into an extremely suggestible condition* But the overpowering 
p̂ulse to escape had by training and education become an exceed­
ingly displeasurable or painful impulse and was therefore dissociated
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from awareness and had to secure its end by surrogate means, 
fhé means it adopted was the production of a paralysis whioh 
effectively prevented the soldier from resuming active service*
IJi© production of the paralysis was, then, an example of a motor 
mechanism subserving the instinct of escape, and it served a 
double purpose. In the first place it secured escape from 
Immédiate danger, and in the second place the dissociation which 
accompanied it secured the mental tranquillity of the subject by 
removing fTom awareness the emotional aspect of fear* This second 
object was further fulfilled by the amnesia regarding the oircum- 
Biances of the shell explosion. These circumstances had a 
©̂finite and coherent meaning, the remembrance of which would at 
osce have reproduced the painful emotion of fear in the field of 
ttWôrenesB. They were therefore dissociated, .
(ii)
It remains to consider why the motor mechonlem subserving 
escape should take the specific form of a functional paraplegia. 
Here, i think, we have an instance of the reaction of the organism 
a belief established by suggestion* A physical abnormality 
a necessity of the case, and the bruising of the back and 
linba attracted the patientas attention. In the lay mind injury 
t© the back or spine is closely associated with the idea of 
paralysis, and the establishment of a belief that such a 
paralysis existed was an easy matter, and the organism reacted 
Aecordingly. It will be remembered that the circumstances 
producing the mental conflict had already greatly increased
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the suggestibility of the subject* fhe precise form which the
i paralysis took was then to a certain extent accidental# If the
! ■last straw had been gassing with a laryngitis instead of a shell 
explosion, a functional aphonia might have been the result*
In this case we have the presence of several beliefs of 
different types* Firstly there were the beliefs involved in 
the structure of the self regarding and moral and ethical 
sentiments* These ware largely present im awareness and had 
been produced during the patient's past life, partly by reason 
and judgment, but very largely by mass and prestige suggestion* 
Secondly there was the belief which activated the instinct of 
escape* This belief was a true belief held largely on logically 
Adequate grounds and functioning both within and without the 
field of awar013ess, until it became so powerful and painful that 
it was completely dissociated* Thirdly there was the belief 
Msuiting in the functional paralysis, a false belief, established 
purely by suggestion. These beliefs determined the dissociation 
of the emotional correlate of the instinct of escape, of the 
EGmorles of the attendant circumstances of the explosion, and 
finally of that part of awareness involved in the voluntary
of the limbs. It will be seen that although suggestion 
the determining factor in the production of the hysterical 
®y®ptoms, it played no part in the production of the underlying 
Oôadltlon except in so far as it had, as in all men, influenced 
the development of the ethical and self regarding sentiments*
This is a simple example of the production of a conversion
hysteria/
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fsteria but it is, I think, typical of the method of origin of
motional paralyses, anaesthesias and contractures* The physical
013s must be regarded as part of the motor mechanism of a
iental activity which has become more or less dissociated from
»areness, and the precise form which the symptom takes is deter-
lined by suggestion directed to a limb or organ already associated
n the subject's mind with some abnormality, real or imaginary,
last or present. According to this view there is truth in the
fflsôrtion that hysterical symptoms of this type are produced by
Suggestion, but in the example which I have given the statement
is only true of the actual production of the symptom. The mental
Bonfliet which is the root cause of the symptoms is largely
Independent of suggestion* In such a case the symptom is com-
|8a?atively easily removed by counter suggestion, but it is obvious
th&t such a process can in no sense of the word be called a cure,
the conflict is left untouched.
The abnormalities which serve as focal points for suggestion
ito work on in the production of hysterical symptoms are mahy and
ÂPied, and in dealing with individual cases they may be extremely
difficult to determine. Many of them are memories of the past
^̂loh have long ago faded out of the field of awareness* some
8A back to early childhood, giving a superficial plausibility to
^̂8 theory that all the neuroses are determined by infantile
tBQiencioa, An infantile paralysis of which aware memory has
lost, and which has been almost completely recovered from,
the factor determining the paralysis of an individual limb. 
h/
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Îîî one of my oases I rather hastily assumed that bruising of the 
baek consequent on a shell explosion furnished the abnormality 
for suggestion to act upon in the production of a paraplegia 
with intense pain in the back* Further investigation, however, 
showed a period of amnesia in the patient's life about ten years 
before# relating to a time when he had sustained a comparatively 
slight spinal injury under singularly distressing circumstances* 
fhere was no doubt that this earlier injury, of which all memory 
had been lost# was really the determining factor in the condition* 
I have said that the abnormality may be real or imaginary* 
truth of this statement will appear when we remember that 
What is reacted to is not the abnormality itself but the belief 
in the meaning of the abnormality* A functional aphonia, for 
Instance, may have as its determining factor an utterly false 
belief acquired through suggestion in childhood, and long since 
forgotten, that the throat was "weak*" The throat is not, of 
course, the organ of speech, but in the lay mind the meaning 
of the throat and of the voice producing organs belong to the 
system of beliefs*
The form of abnormality which constitutes the hysterical 
symptoms is thus determined by suggestion acting in relation to 
A pre-existing belief whether this belief be maintained on 
logically adequate grounds or not# and whether or not it is 
Pî*ôeent in awareness, and this is the case whether the symptom 
the form of a paralysis# a contracture, or an anaesthesia*
One©/
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Once the symptcra is established it is extremely easy to produce k
i  other symptoms in to it by suggestion* For instance,
I there can be no doubt that in many oases the anaesthesia so
frequently found in a functionally paralysed limb is produced
by suggestion on the part of the physicien during examination*
The eaiBe reasoning applies to the production of hysterical
fits. These also can be regarded as motor mechanisms subserving j
A dissociated conative activity, and the form which the fit takes
is determined by beliefs similar in type to those responsible
for paralyses and anaesthesias* In the more complex fits, however,
we must recognise that the dissociated tendencies may together
(1)form a very complex and coherent unit* Janet gives a 
description of a series of fits or "motor automatisms" in a young 
girl who had spent a long time nursing her dying mother to whom 
ah© was deeply attached* The fits consisted essentially of a 
violent repetition of the incidents connected with her mother's 
loath. In the intervals between the attacks there was complete 
Amnesia not only for the events during the fits, but also for 
the events connected with the death-bed scene. The explanation 
of such a condition is I think as follows* The mother was 
included in the self regarding sentiment of the daughter so 
ibat danger threatening her affected the daughter by the 
Activation of the instinct of fli^t* The prolonged stimulation 
this Impulse resulted in the weakening of the self assertive 
Impulse and in a corresponding increase in suggestibility* The 
A'̂ents of the death-bed scene constituted an intolerable and
*Major Symptoms of Hysteria*"
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memory and were dissociated from awareness, The impulse 
of flight was still, however, powerful, and any slight stimulus 
ms sufficient to reinforce its energy to such an extent that 
it usurped the field of awareness, and constituted what was really 
ah alternating personality, the behaviour of which was determined 
by suggestion acting in association with the dissociated 
of the death-bed scene. The apparent obliteration of the normal 
y^sonality during the fits is difficult to explain, but as a 
tSDtative hypothesis we may assume that the total organism has 
At its disposal a more or less limited amount of psychical energy, 
AUd the development of any system of conative activities in 
axeess, as in the production of such fits, actually drainM all 
toe available energy from other activities, resulting in their 
t®oporary quiescence*
Though not very uncommon on the Continent, fits of this type 
are not often found in this country, but I recently had under my 
Cat© a girl of eighteen years of age who, two years ago, had the 
distressing experience of being crowded off the pier at a seaside 
resort, and who was saved from the water with some difficulty# " ' 
At intervals varying from one to three months she went into a fit 
to %iGh she reproduced the struggles associated with her accident 
Ana evinced all the signs of extreme terror. The fits occurred 
to series of three or four follcwing each other at a few minutes 
toterval* Between the attacks she was amnesic both for the fits 
for the original accident# The first time I saw her was one 
about throe o'clock when I witnessed a series of four fits#
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03# explanation of this condition was# I think, essentially
linliar to that of Janet's case which I have referred to*
It seems probable that all hysterical fits are susceptible
a similar explanation* They are to be regarded as motor
mechanisms subserving a conative activity which has become
diflsociated or repressed from awareness, the precise form which
i© mechanism assumes being determined by suggestion associated
with some previous experience. A hysterical paralysis and a
tysterical fit have, then, precisely the same ultimate signifi-
ôaïïée, and their function is the same* fo this function we must
liow briefly turn.
In Part I< I emphasised the fact that conative activity,
once aroused, tends to continue persistently until a definite
goal of activity has been reached* If for any reason this
aotlvity is obstructed we get the development of anxiety* This
I Bhall deal with more fully in considering the anxiety form of
byBteria* Now the presence of anxiety is repugnant to the
toiividual, but it can only be avoided provided that some end
is found for the presently thwarted activity- In conversion
fsteria one of the most notable features is the comparative
®8ntal tranquillity of the patient, and I think that this is
^^8 to the fact that the hysterical symptom fulfils the function
[ a substitute end to the activity which is incompatible with
tooBô of norroal life* In the case which we considered first,
«
: toat of a war neurosis resulting in a functional paraplegia,
to© desired end of conative activity was escape from danger, 
and/
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and it is obvious that the development of the paralysis, by 
unfitting the subject for further service, provided this escape, 
#e close analogy between conversion hysteria and malingering will 
# once be noticed. The essential difference is that in malinger­
ing the production of a symptom is a deliberate process, taking 
place within the field of awareness, while in hysteria the process 
is beyond the control of the aware personality.
In many of these war neuroses treatment by the method of 
afereaotion was apparently eminently successful. In these cases 
the memories which had become dissociated were recalled, either 
by an analytic process or in hypnosis and the patient was made to 
P##ilve in fantasy the experiences which had culminated in the 
production of the hysterical symptom. When this had been done 
iiCOessfully it was found that in many cases the symptom dis- 
appeared. The explanation commonly given is that the symptom in 
tot first place is dependent on the "bottled-up* emotional energy 
toiish has been denied an outlet by the obstruction of the instinct 
8f ©scape, and that in the second place this energy is liberated 
teing the re-living of the experience. How I have at least 
#wft&T)iveiy denied that emotion is an energy at all, and the 
Motion displayed during the process of abreaction appears to 
8̂ to be simply the normal accompaniment of the conative activity 
^ the instinct of escape, which has been reactivated by the 
8̂©aliing of the dissociated memories. The real cause of the 
*̂ toappearance of the symptom would rather seem to be that during 
to© re-ii-ç-ĵng of the experience the energy of conation is
Part II, page fjé
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exhausted temporarily# the end of activity is no longer deraandedî  j 
end the symptom is no longer necessary to the subject's peace of I 
m W  and so disappears. But this treatment is essentially 
lymptomatic, for if the underlying conflict be not solved, and 
ii the subject is placed again under conditions similar to those 
Which resulted in the breakdown, the symptom, or another like it, 
or an anxiety state, will reappear in the majority of cases#
Where permanent cure resulted from abreaction the cure was 
dependent on the recovery of the lost memories which were at the 
root of the symptoms and the consequent power of criticism of the 
Bituation recovered by the patient* In the case of hysterical 
tits we have, I think, a process which is essentially the same 
to abreaction. It is the means by which the ^ergy of conation 
an incompatible tendency is exhausted and mental conflict 
Ifoided for the time being. fhe fit is possibly not an end of 
toation in exactly the same sense as a paralysis may be, but it 
1b produced in the same fashion and subserves the same purpose.
fhe hysterical symptom in conversion hysteria may then be 
Ftgarded as a substitute end of oonative activity, and its 
tonotion, paradoxical as it may appear is to adjust the relations 
8̂ the subject to his environment. This adjustment is, of course, 
Apparent and not real, and is secured at the cost of a constriction 
Af the subject's personality In so far as certain functions normally 
F̂ ôsent in awareness have become dissociated.
fhe step from hysterical fits to friĝ es and alternating 
on allties is a short one. The underlying causes oti!^ I©
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#e the same as those of a fit or a paralysis - mental oonfllots 
disBociation of the activity of the instinct of escape, and 
increase in the strmgth of this impulse until at last it 
Aminat es t he organism* In such a case the hysterical symptom
t&kes the form of behaviour which is not controlled by the normal*
of awareness of the subject, such as the temporary adoption 
a new form of life during which period the subject is amnesic 
for his normal existence* As these periods are as a rule much 
sore prolonged than the ordinary hysterical fit, the stimuli of 
Itvironment may modify behaviour very considerably, and as the 
individual has at his disposal the total experience of the original; 
gWonality, since there is no detachment of any part of the total 
ôOnsoiousness, his conduct may be perfectly rational* On investi­
gation, however, the activity of the personality in the or
Alternating state is found to have as its object the escape from 
AWfllct with environment* We have seen that the form which a 
byslerical symptom takes is dependent on suggestive' acting In 
Association with the processes involved in the formation of 
conceptions of altered or abnormal functions of the physical 
#ganl8m. The processes upon which suggestive' acts in the 
Production of the î^guo or alternating state would appear to be 
tooB® tendencies which throughout life are manifested in fantasy
considered briefly as a normal occurrence throughout
Ilf©* The connection between a fantasy and a :^%uc is not,
Wever, so easily traceable, as, say, the connection between 
to/
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m 0ld laryngium and a functional aphonia, and this for at 
i©aBt two reasons. In th© first place our fantasies are legloni 
for example, a novel is a work of fantasy, and in reading a 
novel we make this fantasy our own, and even when all memory 
of the story has faded from awareness there is left a slight hut 
definite change of mental structure which may assist in the deter- 
iipation of a Anyone who has been boys playing at
Boldlers, or a girl playing with her dolls must realise the 
profound influence that such fantasies must have on mental 
structure, an influence in many cases much greater than that of 
the experience of a disease of the physical organism whidh may 
détermine & functional paralysis#
In the second place, in the state the individual is
in receipt of frequent and continuous new stimuli in the form of 
of environment# fo these he reacts and th#s gains exper-
which modifies his further behaviour* In this ,way, in a 
Qôaparatively short tiro© all resemblance between the fr*pin state
tod the original fantasy which determined it may be lost*
A f  ̂  .Oases of frmguo and of alternating personality are not very
8#non, but the experience which I have had of these states leads
to the conclusion that this explanation is at least plausible
to all cases and is certainly correct in many, particularly in
tooB® Which were the result of war conditions#
îîuitipl© personality of the cG-consoious type is closely
Allied to the normal process of forgetting* If an individual
from a functional paralysis of a limb the conative trends
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[ioh initiate movement of that limb are dissociâted and the 
êfsonality is restricted by the amount of those trends. In a 
mae a secondary personality has been formed, although we do 
lit recognise it as such since all the features of the normal 
liPBOnality are present except this one function* If the paralysi## 
j| intermittent there will be an alternation of personalities In; [ 
the normal is co-conscious with the restricted or secondary 
m But if the dissociation involves not merely a single functi# | 
1$ many, and particularly if it involves the loss of the mmories 
|Uoh past experience, the restricted field of awareness will 
1̂ ## in a limited and incomplete way to environment and the 
lto©tiour of the individual may vary so far from the normal that 
ill say with some justification talk of the formation of a secondary 
FWBonality*
The essential factor in the production of such a condition 
lithe dissociation from awareness of a trend inocHopatibl© with 
ttomal life. This trend must, however, be closely bound up by 
l800oiations with other trends, excitation of any of which would 
PiBUlt in bringing the dissociated trend back into the field of i
Awir%iess* These become as it were secondarily incompatible i
normal life, and are likewise dissociated, thus robbinĝ the 
of awareness of a larger part of its normal content*
Certain cases ô  co-c bn s ci où s pers ona%liy are with dî îculty explained on these grounds# Such are the cases of sally Beau- 
<̂ omp recorded by Dr MOrton Prince In "Dissociation ^  a 
|ersonallty" and of Doris fischer recorded by Dr Walïte P. Prino© and Dr James By si op in "proceedings of American Soc*̂ or 
êycShical sesearCh*" Yols»lX, X, XX* In the latter case the explanation offered by the observers is frankly spiritistic, in the former even such a cautious critic as Professor 
MCBĉ gai appears to keep an open mind with regard to the possibility of such an interpretation. ("Body and Mind,"
180.
(Ill)
We have now oonsldered at eome length the reasons which 
determine the form which a symptom in conversion hysteria may 
tike# and it is necessary now to return for a short time to the 
aore fundamental factors in the production of the hysterical 
rendition# I shall consider the condition at work in the first 
mrnple which I gave (page/#). The state of affairs here was,
10 we have seen, a struggle between tendencies based on beliefs 
àBsûçiated with the self regarding and moral and ethical senti-* 
îB0»ts, and the beliefs activating the impulse of escape* Whether 
03? not a neurosis developed was dependent on the relative strength 
of the two groups of impulses* Bow this relative strength is 
dependent on three factors* firstly, the strength of the innate 
tmdencies; secondly training and education; and thirdly on those 
circumstances of the moment which are exciting the two groups to 
AOtlvity* In the example which I quoted the third factor com- 
îsed the events of active service and the final shell explosion, 
constituted the exciting cause of the breakdown by providing 
additional stimulus to the impulse of escape necessary to 
strengthen this impulse to the degree which enabled It to 
Wlnate the organism* such an exciting factor is always 
*̂8Ce0sary for the production of a hysterical state, but it may 
bô Very inconspicuous in cases where the two opposing groups of 
t̂odencies are so evenly matched that victory is hanging in the 
Wance# in such a case the exciting cause which sways the 
bAlanc® towards escape may be so trivial as almost to be unnoticed#
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fhe first two factors are extremely difficult to separate 
from one another in practice# and there can be no doubt that
education and training modify greatly the relative strmgths
' - (li ' ' : / ;.of the two groups# We saw in Part I that true volition in
#olce of one of two lines of action was dependent on the
additional urge in a given direction which was initiated in
toe self regarding sentiment, and which was dependent on the
recognition of the empirical self in its relation to environment#
Hysteria is a condition to which true volition has fallen into
toeyance, and we may conclude that not only will excessive and
Woontrolled development of the impulse of escape tend to the
production of hysteria, but the same result will be reached in
toe presence of a perfectly normal instinct of escape if the
Welopment of the self regarding sentiment is faulty* fhe
development of this sentiment is an educational problem which
Is beyond the scope of our present discussion. But weak organ-
iBation of the self regarding sentiment results also in increased
toggestibility, and as the production of the hysterial symptom is
dependent on the suggestibility of the subject the state of this
Btotiment will influence symptom formation in two ways# In the
first place the past training and education of the subject may
Have resulted in the formation of a wed& self regarding sentiment
S9V©rnlng the subject's relations with certain situations concerning
. tolob he will be suggestible# |he converse of this statement is
a m w  — ____ ________ ____
(I) Page 43#
equally true. A man displays a minimum of suggestibility with 
regard to subjeots to which his self regarding sentiment is
tell developed, and in which his interest is keen. It would, 
for instance, be difficult to induce by suggestion a functicxcal 
p̂ aiysis in a physican whose interest in neurology was keen#
ÎÎ3 the second place there seems to be no doubt that however 
till organised this sentiment may be, the development to excess 
Of any conflicting sentiment tends to weaken it, and thus to 
produce a general suggestibility. In the case quoted this was 
done by the excessive development of a sentiment of fear.
(iv)
Op to this point I have dealt exclusively with hysteria 
In Which the origin of the condition is directly traceable to 
toe working to relative excess of the impulse of escape. 1 
Wieve that this is true of the majority of hysterical 
conditions. In making this statement, however, it is necessary 
tô bear in mind the important fact that in the course of 
Welopment the cognitive side of the mind comes to recognise 
Avast multitude of situations which provoke this instinct.
Other instinctive activities working inharmonioasly with the
of mental activity cause hysterical conditions, but an
Assential step to the formation of such a condition is
to® awakening of the instinct of escape from a situation
^̂ oduced by such inharmonious working* Let us consider
to© course of events in what would be termed a Freudian
tos®* We shall suppose that a functional paralysis of the 
: /
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mu has resulted from the excessive development of the tendencies 
Involved in the formation of an gedipus complex, that is, an 
incestuous love complex dominating a son's relations with his 
mother. That such a complex may arise is undoubted. Under 
normal circumstances this complex is completely repressed or 
dissociated and influences aware life in a minimal degree. If, 
however, for any reason it becomes abnormally activated one of 
two things will happen* In the first place &t may burst into 
Awareness, breaking down all attempt at repression. This Is not 
a neurosis and constitutes a problem for the educationalist or 
the criminologist. In the second place it may threaten to enter 
awareness and so produce an immoral and anti-ethical situation.
Bow such a situation is, in the average individual, certainly an 
oxolting cause of the impulse of escape which thus becomes 
lOOondarily involved, although outside the field of awarensss* 
to© paralysis must be regarded as an end result of the activity 
Ot this instinct, which serves the purpose of attracting the 
Attention of the aware mind and turning it from the récognitif 
of the incestuous impulse.
The same reasoning can be applied to conditions resulting 
ultimately from abnormal activity of other instincts.
(v)
On© important problem remains. Why in some oases does 
®AntaX conflict result in physical symptomd as end products* and 
tot in others? This question X shall deal more fully with after 
toüGidapl̂ g the anxiety state. It is sufficient to say here that
to/
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It BéQUJs to depend on a "capacity for conversion" which Is Innate 
or acquired, or more probably both*
(vi) .
Summary of etiological factors in Conversion Hysteria.
1# The establishment of a belief# true or false, which produces 
abnormal activity of the impulse of escape* This belief may 
belong to the environment of the subject or may relate to a 
mental condition or tendency produced by the abnormal i
activity of another instinct,
■h Conflict between the impulse of escape thus aroused and the 
impulses depending on the self regarding and moral and 
ethical sentiments.
Ii Relative weakening of the self regarding sentiment producing 
increased suggestibility, 
ii Dissociation or repression of the impulse of escape*
8» A real or imaginary condition of mind or body, past or 
present with which suggestion may act to produce an 
alteration of behaviour which constitutes the hysterieai 
symptom, and which may be regarded as the goal of activity 
Of the impulse of escape, and whlcSh brings about the temporary 
security of the individual#
165.
? . !Kig Anxiety Strate.
(i)
W© oœmenoed our discussion of conversion hysteria by 
describing a typical case and considering a possible explanation 
Of the various symptoms# and I propose to follow the same plan 
dealing with the anxiety state* Every practitioner of 
medicine is familiar with the middle aged woman of the working 
Olasses who complains of "nervousness,* On investigation it is 
found that she is jumpy and excitable and probably suffers from 
palpitation and tachycardia. Sleep is deficient, and there is 
marked inability to concentrate the attention on any definite 
of work. Emotional crises are frequent and result from 
most trivial causes. Apparently groundless fears occur, 
amounting sometimes to definite phobias, and there may be a ‘ 
tendency to impulsive acts which, however, are usually capable 
tf being inhibited by voluntary effort* As a general rule no 
definite amnesia for the ordinary happenings of every-day 
11̂ 0 is found, although the power of memory may be generally 
topaired* The whole mental attitude of the patient is, in fact, 
of anxiety* The physical signs found are often indefinite 
vary not only in different individuals, but in the same 
todlviduetl from time to time* Tachycardia and palpitation we 
Have mentioned* The reflexes are extremely variable# They may 
®xagg©rated but are never completely lost* Some dilatation 
ôt the pupils may occur from time to time* Tremors of the limbs 
A**© common. The whole clinical picture is that which we are
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ftOcustrOESod to associate with tho ©xpariaijo© of f©ai* oi* arjxi©ty 
If W0 can imagine that this experience Is persistent*
But one of the most marked features of the case is the 
das© with which subjective symptoms can be suggested to the 
patient* She often complains of pains, frequently referred to 
as "rheumatism" or "neuritis" and similar pains can be produced 
ty suggestion at the will of the physician. So suggestible is 
the patient, indeed, that in the course of ordinary case taking 
It is difficult to avoid the production of other symptoms which 
she has not previously noticed*
The situations provocative of such a condition are 
precisely the same as those which cause conversion hysteria, 
up to a certain point the psychological processes which 
bring about this result are also the same. The prim© factor 
1b a situation, or a series of situations which arouse the 
Instinct of flight escape. In such a case as I have described 
the situation is frequently the possibility of uneconmic con­
ditions of life threatening the subject or those near and dear 
tB her. It would be more correct to say that the exciting cause 
1b a belief in such a situation, for the belief may or may not 
bl lei 1 founded* But sudi an anxiety state is not confined to 
sex Or age or class, and the cause for this is easy to 
When we consider how many stimuli there are in our 
Q%plex modern life which may activate the impulse of flight* 
®hsin@gg and domestic worries are typical examples, and many 
of the anxiety state are traceable to the effects of war
experience.
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As in conversion hysteria this impulse of flight is incom­
patible with normal conduct- For some time it may be repressed 
or dissociated, but if the activating stimuli remain it will 
gather strength until it threatens to dominate behaviour* In 
©any cases there is no true dissociation, the trend being kept 
at the margin of the field of awareness by deliberate and 
voluntary effort* In conversion hysteria the impulse, as we 
have seen, is kept from manifesting itself in awareness by the 
fact that it attains a definite end, such as the production of 
à paralysis, which provides security, either by unfitting the 
patient for the pursuits which lead to the activation of the 
iipulse, or by distracting the patient's attention from it. But 
la the anxiety state no such "conversion" can occur. The reason 
for this is at least twofold* In the first place, in many of 
the situations in which the anxiety state occurs no useful end 
Bould be attained by such conversion* If the exciting cause 
1® a business worry, the problem will not be solved, even 
tfimporarily, in most cases at least, by the production of a 
parapiôgiQ, or an aphonia- In the second place, the production 
conversion symptoms seems to be dependent on a "capacity for 
^Wersion" to which I have already briefly referred, and to 
Biiloh I shall return-
îf the impulse manages to dominate the organism cmpletely 
occurs and no neurosis in the real sense of the term arises# 
Ç̂ Xiety state results when the attainment of security becomes
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more and more apparently impossible- This impossibility may be
Ijfesolut© and due to outside ciroumstances altogether, or it may
tf due to the possession of a self regarding sentiment# the
Itfluenoe of which is not sufficient to dominate behaviour
completely, but which is strongly enough organised to fight
mv 7 loch of the path to flight. In such a case, then, we get
Obstruction of conation- In Part I I referred to certain
(1)Oaotions termed "prospective emotions of desire#" These 
motions we saw to be true emotions which only arose during 
oonative activity, and which were dependent for their production 
OB the success or failure of cmation- how anxiety is one of 
these emotions and becomes manifest when the goal of conation 
Is receding from the possibility of attainment, and we have 
already seen that the physical manifestations of what I have 
termed the anxiety state are merely the physical correlates of 
the mental experience of anxiety# We have here, then$ a very 
definite contrast with the condition in conversion hysteria#
1» that state the physical symptoms are the end products of a 
«iifiOoiated conative activity# In the anxiety state the #dyslcal 
®yfflptomB are merely the by-products of a mental condition which 
8̂ established by the frustration of activity which may indeed 
8̂ dissociated, but which is frequently present in awareness, or 
at least easily recognised by introspection#
Ih describing the clinical aspects of the anxiety state I 
%̂@rked on the extreme suggestibility of the patient and the 
êSflŷ ith which symptoms such as pains and aches can he produced#
 ̂  ' .
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fhis suggestibility has the same origin as that of oonversicm 
hysteria, that is to say it is attributable to weakening of 
the self assertive impulse during mental conflict* In the 
anxiety state, however# these suggested symptoms fulfil no 
useful end which can be likened to the protective function of 
the phenomenon of conversion* They serve merely to increase 
the physical incapacity ahd mental misery of the patient* W© 
thus see that the part played by suggestion is quite different 
in the two conditions* In both, the beliefs which arouse the 
incompatible tendency may or may not be established by suggestion, 
but while in conversion hysteria the symptoms are directly estab­
lished by suggestion, in the anxiety state such symptoms as are 
due to suggestion are only developed after the neurosis has 
becme fully established* Certain of these symptoms, however, 
are of very considerable importance such as the somewhat vague 
and irrational fears of certain situations which may arise, and 
Bhich in some oases may amount to definite phobias. A phobia 
is a completely irrational aversion to some object or situation, 
on analysis it will be found to have been determined by 
suggestion* It is typically found when the incompatible trend 
Bt the root of the neurosis is dissociated from awareness. %e 
Bbjeot or situation which produces the phobia is determined by 
its associations either in meaning, or by similarity or temporal 
OQutiguity with the situation which acted as the excitant of the 
iîîOQffipatibl© trend* In the war neuroses claustrophobia was a 
frequent sequel of the experience of being buried in
B/
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ft dugout» In some oases the previous existence of a fear of 
being buried seemed to determine claustrophobia after an anxiety 
state was established, without the actual experience having been 
gone through, and determination of this kind is found in many 
Other phobias. A phobia, however, like the symptom in a con­
version hysteria has a protective function* The situation which 
excites it would, if reacted to normally, tend in virtue of its 
associations to bring into awareness the original exciting cause 
of the neurosis* This is avoided by the fear which has been 
eecondarily established turning the mind of the subject from any 
rational consideration of the situation* Distressing# therefore, 
as these phobias are, they are more tolerable than the situations 
vuidh would arise in their absence*
The anxiety state is extremely common and the reason for 
this will be clearly seen when it is realised that it is produced 
to some degree by the occurrence of any situation towards which 
an aversion is felt, but frm which no means of escape offers at 
the moment* It is only, however, when the mental conditicm 
induced is prolonged, and interferes with ordinary behaviour 
that It can usefully be termed a neurosis# In some oases this 
iuterferenoe with normal behaviour is extreme, and the subject 
is quite incapable of exercising the functions of everyday life. 
^0 explanation of this is probably that the functioning of one 
8î?oup of instinctive tendencies to excess demands all the reserve 
®0utal energy of the subject, which thus ceases to be available
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for other activities* The powerful excitation of the instinct 
of escape in particular seems to be peculiarly potent in inhibit­
ing other forms of activity*
(ii)
In dealing with conversion hysteria we saw that while 
other instincts besides that of escape might lie at the root 
ot the condition the instinct of escape was in most, if not in 
all cases, aroused secondarily and was the determining factor 
in the neurosis* This statement cannot be universally applied 
to the anxiety state, although in probably the majority of 
Cases it might hold true* Anxiety, however, may result with 
mil its physical and mental sequelae from the obstruction Of 
any instinct* Striving towards any strongly desired situation, 
the attainment of which is uncertain, either because it is out 
Of harmony with other trends of action or, more simply, because 
it is out of reach, may result in the production of a condition 
Indistinguishable from the anxiety state based on the instinct 
Of escape. In many su Oh cases, fear cannot be said to play any 
part in the condition unless we say that the situation Is 
provoked by the fear of not attaining the desired end* SuCh a 
tsc of the word fear is however, illegitimate, for fear is being 
synonymously with anxiety*
It may be said that an anxiety state induced by the continual̂  
obstruction of a desire, say, to attain a certain social position, 
not, properly speaking a hysteria, since there is apparently 
0̂ mental conflict betwemi opposing tendencies* This, however 
1b/
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1b not so# We must assume that the aggregate of our moral, 
ethical and general social tendencies leads us to live a life 
within the limits of our innate and acquired capacity, and any 
attempt to transcend these limits will produce mental conflict 
Bine© the attempt is strictly incompatible with our normal 
behaviour. A case like this then, is no exception to our general 
3ml© that hysteria is based on mental conflict* It is, of course, 
true that our normal capacity may be so increased as to make the 
previously incompatible ambition harmonious with the personality, 
and under such circumstances no neurosis will result.
We have examined and denied the Freudian dogma that all 
hysterical conditions are dependent on the excitation of the 
BBxual tendencies, but there can be no reasonable doubt that 
Üny anxiety states are so produced. The sexual instinct, using
this term in a much narrower sense than that accorded by Freud,
is an extremely powerful one, and the growth of civilisation and 
, th® development of moral and ethical codes have rendered many of 
its manifestations quit© incompatible with normal behaviour* Its 
activity is, however, frequently evoked under circumstances where 
its ends would be utterly repugnant* Such activity is therefcxre 
1‘igidly repressed by the whole force of the aware personality, and 
this obstruction of conation leads to the production of anxiety
3%8t as does the obstruction of any other conative activity* In
oases where early training and education have resulted in the 
development of abnormal objects of sexual desire this repression 
l̂ll be doubly strong, and if the instinct be powerful a 
oorrespondingly/
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correspondingly high degree of anxiety will be reached- While 
{fitting, however, that abnormal development of the sexual 
instinct either in its strength or in its objects will lead to 
the production of hysterical conditions, it must be emphasised 
that such conditions only constitute a comparatively small 
proportion of the cases of the anxiety state*
8* Ganacitv for Conversion*
We have seen that whether the type of mental conflict 
ïîhlcih we have been considering results in a conversion hysteria 
or an anxiety state depends to some extent on what I have called 
a"capacity for conversion" and it is necessary now to consider 
%at precisely is meant by this phrase. What it implies in its 
poBBGBsor is the presence of a tendency, innate or acquired, for 
Instinctive activity to fulfil itself on the physical plane sub- 
jsct to a minimum of criticism on the part of the aware person- 
Bilty as to the precise meaning of its ends* The presence of 
such a tendency is in part an innate and hereditary characteristi# 
and is in part the result of education, using this word in its 
widest possible sense as signifying the total of acquired modes 
# reaction to environment-
The innate factor in this tendency is, in my opinion,the 
Bxistenc© of an extroverted type of mind. The pure extrovert 
reacts fully and freely to environmental conditions, and we must 
remember that a condition such as a bodily injury, or the memory 
ef a bodily Injury, which so often determines a conversion symptom 
is essentially, as far as the cognitive side of mind is concerned, 
an/
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an objective or environmental cir cum et an ce. If the mind is 
strongly predisposed to react feeely to environment it is 
comparatively easy to understand how an already powerful conative 
trend moh as that of the abnormally excited instinct of escape 
may become associated with such a situation, and by means of 
suggestion so alter the belief in its meaning as to make it sub­
serve the instinctive end*
This thesis is borne out by the fact that conversion hysteria 
is much commoner among members of races which are typically 
extroverted. It is ocmparatlvely common among the so-called 
iatin peoples, but except under the very exceptional circumstances 
of war, it is not by any means so frequent in this country* It 
le, of course, a very dangerous thing to generalise about such an 
obscure subject as the characteristics of race, and in making the 
Bbove statement we must remember that no race or even individual 
Is completely extroverted or introverted, and that only a general 
tendency of mind is present; and in the second place that the 
results we might expect to find in a person of extroverted mind 
iBay be profoundly modified by individual education*
With regard to the educational factor in the capacity for 
conversion it is a well observed fact that functional paralyses 
%d anaesthesias are much commoner among the less educated classes 
the community* The reason for this Is obvious. A functional 
paralyeis is merely a physical reaction to a false belief estab- 
li^ed by suggestion* It implies an almost complete absence of 
* #ltioal power towards the foundations of such a belief* How,
education/
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education in the true sense of the word means limitation in the 
number and types of belief which may be established by suggestion,
' and the development of a power of criticism towards any beliefs 
which are in process of formation* In an educated person, there­
fore, it becomes increasingly difficult to establish beliefs 
except by means of reason and judgment #iCh if applied success­
fully to a conversion symptom reveal at once the falsity of the 
whole situation* A functional paralysis of the common type in 
a physician would presuppose the existence of a trend of escape 
so strong that it had resulted in enormous weakening of the self 
regarding sentiments and in complete dissociation of all power 
Of criticism towards the circumstances of life in which he 
possessed the keenest interest* To all intents and purposes 
this would mean the formation of a new personality- It is con­
ceivable, of course, that without such disintegration of the 
Blind a neurologist might under certain conditions develop a 
paralysis which closely simulated an organic condition oorrespond- 
ihS to his own knowledge of certain nerve distributions, although 
I confess that I am unable to find any record of such a case*
In persons of defective education on the other hand suggestion#! 
1b a very much more powerful factor in the establishment of bellflfs* 
can be readily seen in the everyday behaviour of such people, 
in the study of hysteria it is obvious not only In the frequency 
îth Which conversion symptoms can be produced but in the ccxopara- 
liv© ease with whiCh by suggestion they can be at least temporarily
b̂cilBhed. A conversion symptom which has become established in 
the/
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Ihe mind of an ©duoated man is a much more difficult problem 
to deal with.
The innate and educational factors co-operate so closely 
In the production of this capacity for conversion that it is 
a matter of the utmost diffioultyto assess their relative 
importance# They are probably never found separately* In 8<%ae 
cases the power of ©xtroversion seems to be completely absent 
but in such persons the condition leads to the production of 




The term psychasthenia was first used by Janet to denote a 
condition characterised by a loosening of the personal synthesis 
and by the presence of obsessions and Imperative ideas* The 
condition is fundamentally related to the anxiety state but It 
is advisable to consider it separately since Its symptoms form 
# fairly well marked clinical group*
The outstanding symptoms of the psychastheni# state may be 
iivided into three main groups- Firstly, there are the mental 
fthd physical stigmata* The mental sti^ata comprise irresolution 
In action, morbid hesitation and doubt about ocmjparatively trivial 
irobl^s of conduct, difficulty in fixing the attention on a 
Bpeclfic subject for any length of time, and often profound 
anxiety which seems unaccountable for by the ordinary circumstances 
environment* These symptoms are not constantly present, but 
âry from time to time, and seem to be produced by trivial causes* 
the physical stigmata include clumsiness of gait, mannerisms, 
Btammering, and the "tics" of various kinds. Like the mental 
stigmata these are very variable#
The second group of symptoms is constituted by the presence
Bysteroatised obsessions or dominant ideas* These obsessions
Of many and various types, and tend to occur in paroxysms,
B̂aving the subject fairly normal in the intervals, and vary greatly 
iu/
division ,of symptoms I have followed Purvis Stewart Diagnosis of HerVous Diseases," 1920*
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In their tendencies towards dominating behaviour* They differ 
from those which are present in the insane in that they are 
recognised by the subject as being abnormal and morbid* iTiue 
there may be obsessions which if acted on would lead to suicide 
or murder, but these are recognised by the subject as morbid and 
#re seldom if ever translated into action. Kleptomania and 
dipsomania are typical products of the psychasthenic condition, 
W  in these conditions, although the subject usually fully 
realises the significance socially of his actions, the impulses 
aotlvating them become uncontrollable by the personality* Many 
professional tramps are probably psychasthenics dominated by an 
Obsession which impels them to wander about and which destroys 
Or Impairs their social utility, and such individuals have 
Ibelr analogues in higher social levels* ^
The third group of symptoms is closely related to the 
second, the difference indeed being one of degree rather than 
of kind, and consists of more hr less uncontrollable tendencies 
to action, frequently referred to as imperious acts and ideas*
#  this group really belong the multitudinous variety of "tios*" 
 ̂tlo is an action, originally voluntary and purposive which 
f©appears at Intervals in the absence of the original exciting 
ôaiaBe# Head nodding, grimacing and blinking of the eyelids 
Ire very common examples, in the psychasthenic .who is the 
victim of any of these the movement can for some time be 
Wibited by voluntary effort, but sooner or later the power of 
^̂ hibition fails and the typical movement breaks forth* With
regard to the impossibility of complete voluntary control I 
pan speak feelingly, for as a boy I was subject to some very 
violent tics affecting the muscles of the head and face, and 
occasionally got into severe trouble at school for "making 
faces." The ordinary teacher can hardly be expected, I suppose, 
to distinguish between insolence and psychaethenia# All stages 
between,such comparatively simple movements and very complicated 
psyCho-motor actions are found# A not uncommon example is to be 
found, in the gentleman who insists on placing his feet, when 
walking, exactly on the divisions between the paving stones, and 
Who becomes acutely uncomfortable if by any chance he is prevented 
from doing so*
Other imperious tendencies falling into this third group 
include the mania for asking questions, the mania for perpetually 
counting things, the mania for excessive tidiness and many others 
Which will suggest themselves, and we muet also place here the 
Uncontrollable and irrational impulses to flight consequent upon 
the development of phobias such as we described in treating the 
snxiety state#
Psychasthenic individuals vary, of course, enormously in 
their symptoms* In, same persons the condition may be very pro- 
îîounced, while in others it may amount to little more than a 
général tendency discoverable only after close and careful examin- 
ation* But the average psychasthenic will be found to present 
some symptoms which can be placed in each of our three groups*
must be noted, however, that the presence of psych asthenia 
(loss/
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daes not imply impairment of intellect. The intellectual side 
jf mind may be far above the average. It is in the conative 
aspect» on the side of character in action, that the ineffective 
tshaviour is manifested, and the greater the intellectual devslop- 
aent of the individual the profounder is his misery, ae ha sees 
himself the sport of tendencies he is powerless to control. A 
Elance into the pages of history will reveal many men of apparent­
ly great potentialities whose psychasthenic constitution prevented 
the flowers of thoir intellects from coming to fruition, and 
ppyChasthonia has been the secret of many of the tragedies of
genius. The psychasthenic is not adjusted to the realities of 
(1)weryday life.
Like the victim of the anxiety state the psyoîiasthenic laay 
be extreoely suggestible# especially with regard to situations 
towards which his cognitive dispositions are not strongly 
orgai]lsed, and this may lead to the production of many other 
Bymptoffis besides explaining some which we have already noticed.
It has been said the psychasthenic Is bom and not made, 
but this statement is probably only true in the sens© that it 
is true of many other neurotic conditions. It is probable# 
however, that the condition never arises without some innate 
predisposition in the form of disproportionate strength and 
©XQitability of various instinctive tendencies. The early recog­
nition and guidance of these trends, however# will do much to 
prevent the development of the psychasthenic constitution,
family they can hardly be accounted successful# but many of
them were far above the average in intellect.
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and probably early environment plays almost as important a part 
in the formation of the oonditlon, as do the innate tendencies»
Once the psychasthénie constltuti(%] has been established, however, 
it is persistent, and exciting causes v/hich would never produce 
neurotic symptoms in an ordinary person may precipitate a full 
blown neurosis*
As in all the hysterical conditions the underlying cause 
of the symptom d of psych asthenia is conflict between the tendencies 
which constitute the individual in his relations to life, and the 
tendencies associated with disproportionately strong instinctive 
reactions of a more or less primitive kind* Whereas, however, 
in the anxiety state these primitive and incompatible tendencies 
e&arolse close to the margin of the field of awareness, in psyoh- 
Asthenia they function much further beyond the reach of intro- 
Bpeotlon*
As in the anxiety state the instinct of escape plays a very 
prominent though not exclusive part in psychasthenia. In a 
Nority of psychasthenics it would seem that in the first place 
Ibis impulse is innately strong and easily excited* In the second 
Plate, however, what seems equally necessary to the production of 
^0 condition is the development throughout early life of an 
large number of cognitive dispositions capable of 
©xolting the impulse* In some cases this may arise from inevitable 
®̂ vironmental conditions, but in many is undoubtedly the result of 
misdirected training. We cannot stop here to consider the question 
education, but there can be little doubt that an elaborate
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system of taboos applied to conduct in early life, especially 
if these taboos appear completely irrational to the child# 
results in the production of a cognitive aspect of mind which 
is continually on the outlook, though possibly not expressly# 
for situations to guard against* As a result of this an immense 
range of situations in everyday life become capable of provoking 
the instinct of escape, which may almost be said to pass into a 
continual state of sub-excitation* The full development of the 
conative aspect of the impulse is continually checked by the 
trends forming the aware personality and we get the production of 
the anxieties, hesitations, and doubts about apparently trivial 
situations so characteristic of the psychasthenic state*
This abnormal excitability of the impulse of escape is 
responsible also for many of the more or less uncontrollable 
tendencies to which the psychasthenic is subject* The phobias 
which are so common have already been discussed in dealing with 
the anxiety state, and need not again be referred to. The 
temporary effect of alcohol in holding in abeyance the motion 
of fear must, I think, be regarded in many cases as the cause 
or dipsomania, which may then be considered self protective in 
A certain sense, however disastrous the ultimate effects may be* 
The bouts of drinking occur when the emotion of fear has reached 
Buoh an intensity that the flight impulse may be regarded as 
threatening to dominate behaviour# The impulse to suicide which 




In many psychasthenics, however, other instincts besides 
that of escape may be abnormally excitable and may lead to 
impulsive acts# Aggression may lead to acts of violence on 
very slight provocation, and acquisition to kleptomania. The 
variety of manifestations is almost infinite*
Bow the Impulsive tendencies of the psychasthenic are to 
some extent controllable and in considering the reasons for 
this it is important to remmiber that there is no necessary 
impairment of the intellectual side of the mind* ünllke the 
lunatic the psychasthenic fully recognises the anti-social or 
anti-egoistic nature of his impulses, and whether or not these 
Impulses are carried into action depends on the balance of power 
between the primitive impulses and the organised force of char­
acter in action which we have called volition, and which is 
dependent to such an extent on the development of the self 
regarding, moral and ethical sentiments* In considering normal 
behaviour we saw that conflict betwe^ opposing tendencies was 
ordinarily resolved by the throwing into the balance of the 
forces derived from these self regarding and moral and ethical 
BOhtiments, and in psychasthenia the problem is exactly the same 
îth, however, this difference, that the scales are already 
ôighted against the choice of what one may term the proper 
line of conduct by the presence of abnormal force activating 
the primitive impulses*
the result of the conflict is just what we ought rationally
to/
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to expect# The more an impulse offends our moral or ethical 
sense the less likely is it to be translated into action* Thus 
impulses to suicide and acts of violence are not uncommon, but 
actual suicide is very rare, and violence usually vents itself 
in fits of irritation and temper rather than in physical acts# 
Kleptomania and dipsomania are not so offensive as suicide or 
murder, and are more common, while the great majority of 
impulsive acts which are only inconvenient, and do not in any 
way offend our moral sense are barely inhibited at all# But 
weakening of the moral, ethical and self regarding sentiments 
will impair the Inhibition of impulses# How there can be no 
doubt that the repeated success of anti-ethical impulses will 
in itself seriously weaken the ethical sentiments, and so we 
find in practice that every time such an impulse is yielded to 
the inhibition of a similar impulse in the future becomes more 
difficult, and if this inhibition falls there is still further 
deterioration in the ethical sentiment involved* The importance 
of this is very great, since it means that every time temptation 
is yielded to character becomes the poorer# In dipsomania# and 
iiîdeed in all excessive alcoholism and drug taking this is very 
îttarked# The inefficiency and degradation of the chronic alco- 
boiic is due, not so much to the physical effects of alcohol as 
0̂ the weakening of self respect and of moral and ethical ideals 
consequent on the repeated performance of an act which he recog- 
himself to be wrong, the standard of wrong being fixed 
Wgely by public opinion* A century ago, when drinking to
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excess was thought little of, a wm might dehauOh himself 
habitually and yet remain a comparatively efficient member of 
society while he retained his physical health# The social 
inefficiency of the drunkard is to some extent the result of 
public opinion#
rIt remains to consider the mode of production of the tî s 
Which form such a prominent group of symptoms in psychasthenia.
Kow a tiO is originally a purposive act* Such a tic as blinking 
and screwing up of the eyes may originally depend on an error of 
refraction. Head nodding may have had as its exciting cause the 
wearing of too tight collars# But the feature which is character-- 
ietic of the psychasthenic tic is its repetition throughout life, 
after the movement has ceased from serving any useful purpose# 
Under these circumstances I think that a tic must be regarded as 
the physical correlate of an emotional state, produced in an 
essentially similar way to the conversion symptoms of hysteria#
All conative activity tends to realise itself in physical action, 
ihd the more primitive and undifferentiated the activity is, the 
greater is the tendency* How the repressed instinctive activities 
1» psychasthenia are both primitive and powerful, and being denied 
by the personality their proper physical outlet they tend to malce 
of any possibility of physical activity which presents Itself, 
the movements involved in, say, head nodding are predisposed 
I© by the establishment of lowered lines of resistance in the 
Physical neurones, a process essential to the formation of purely 
Physical/
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fhysical habite, and thee© quasi-habltual movemente are seized 
m by the conative aspect of the instinct involved, and appear 
ae its physical expression# Observation shows that unusual 
prminence of tics is always associated with some motional 
ileturbanoe which serves as an indication of the increased 
activity of some instinctive trend*
fo sum up the$, psychasthenia is a condition in which the 
primitive instinctive activities remain so powerful as to be 
able to carry on a more or less successful war with the developed 
tendencies which ought to control the behaviour of the individual 
In his relations to environment# As a result of the struggle 
the individual is imperfectly adjusted to his daily life, and 
is the subject of impulses over which he has only partial controli 
the factors which determine the innate strength of his 
Instincts often also lead to the production of intellectual 




neurasthenia is primarily a physical disease and is, as 
the term implies, an exhaustion of the nervous system* As has 
been said before, however, the term neurasthenia has c(mmonly 
been used to include within its scope many conditions lidilcâj are 
really hysterical, although in many cases the hysterical syiaptoms 
are superimposed on, and to some extent determined by a pre­
existing neurasthenic condition* Pure neurasthenia is an 
extremely rare condition, and if this term is to be of any real 
use to us we must apply it not merely to the condition of nervous 
exhaustion itself, but also to those cases, which form the vast 
majority, where there is a hysterical element present, dependent, 
however, on the neurasthenic state#
The usual text book description of neurasthenia states that 
the condition is on© of depression and morbid introspection* The 
patient is hypochondriacal and worries over trifles, ©specially 
ĥen these affect himself, and is abnormally irritable# Headache 
Bi3d insomnia are common and vague generalised pains are frequently 
tound# The gastr o-lnt est Inal functions are disturbed, and con­
stipation is the rule* Palpitation and tachycardia are common, and 
impotence is frequent. The patient is easily tired and is miser- 
but nevertheless seems to find a morbid satisfaction in
floating over his symptoms# In some cases definite phobias are 
foüüd#
these symptoms include a number which are quite definitely 
^̂ TBtericai /
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hysterical, and which are determined by the establishment of 
beliefs, true or false, on the part of the patient with regard 
to his physical condition# To these we shall return after con­
sidering what symptoms can be attributed to neurasthenia proper# 
The exhaustion and irritability of the nervous system which 
constitute#neurasthenia ie by Freud ascribed Invariably to the 
existence of excessive sexual activity in the absence of adequate 
sensory stimulation* There is absolutely no justification for 
such a sweeping generalisation unless the presence of this 
etiological factor is made essential to the definition* Many 
Other causes may lead to profound nervous exhaustion. Prolonged 
nental and physical work, especially in combination, will often 
bring about this result# It is often a sequel of severe illnesses 
sudh as enteric fever, and oftener still influenza* In some oases 
it probably results from autointoxications frm the alimentary 
tract, and it occurs in victims of alcoholism and drug habits, 
there seems also to be no doubt that some individuals are 
hereditarily predisposed to the condition by an innate Irritability 
0f the nervous system* Among accessory factors in the production 
Of the disease eye-straln must be mentioned. The irritable 
©xhaustlon of the neurones seems frequently to be associated, 
probably In a causal relationship, with perversion of function
of the ductless glands, particularly of the thyroid and supra- 
î̂onals*
The most prominent symptoms of neurasthenia are lassitude, 
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abnormal fatiguability, and Insomnia. Considering the nature 
the condition their origin is obvious. The Insomnia is the 
iost important of the three. There is often great delay and 
difficulty in getting to sleep and the patient* is easily aroused 
after sleep has come. Any normal man is tired after a sleepless 
night, and it is therefore easy to understand how a patient whose 
nervous system is already exhausted will, after many nights of 
insomnia, arrive at a condition of profound languor and fatigue# 
insomnia thus, besides being in itself a distressing symptom, 
tends to aggravate the others.
The excessive tiredness of the bodily musculature results In 
pain and aches and in loss of muscle tone* This loss of tone in 
the abdcmiinal muscles, accounts in great degree for the viscer­
optosis so frequently found, and as all the muscles of the body 
shire in the debility gastrointestinal and cardiac symptoms may 
M?lse. Fatigue of the ocular muscles leads to difficulty In 
iQQ#n)odatlng and aggravates the headaches already present. 
Anorexia, especially In the morning, is frequent and in some 
IA0QS considerable weight is lost.
The increased irritability of the nerves leads to the undue 
PTûffiinence of visceral sensations* Functions of which the patient 
formally knows nothing are obtruded on the awareness, suchi as the 
PBrletalsis of the intestines or the beating of the heart#
Depression of the sexual functions Is a fairly common hut 
no means invariable occurrence.
On/
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On examination the patient presents no obvious signs of 
organic disease, A general loss of tone is fouâd, and there 
lay be some tremor of the eyelash, tongue and extended hands# 
ihe reflexes are very variable but are usually Increased, probably 
tvom defective cerebVal inhibition#
The above symptoms may be regarded as directly due to 
physical exhaustion of the nervous system, and when we consider 
the intimacy of the relation between body and mind it is easy to 
eee how such a symptom complex may lead to the formation of 
eymptoms of a hysterical nature. The physical disabilities of 
the patient largely unfit him for contact with the outside world, 
and he tends to direct all his attention to himself and his 
troubles. This introspective tendency often becomes very marked.
Hie powers of criticism are weakened by physical fatigue and he 
becomes abnormally suggestible. His visceral sensations become 
Starting points for the establiâiment of erroneous beliefs,
©̂Uhded partly on suggestIto and partly on false judgment, 
regarding the cause of his symptoms, which may then be attributed 
to the most varied organic causes* These beliefs again act as 
txcitants for the instinct of escape. The conative aspect of 
this instinct being continually thwarted by the persistence of 
the symptoms an anxiety state is produced. We now find the 
ŷaptcaas of the anxiety state superimposed on the neurasthenic 
Condition, and with the now immensely Increased suggestibility 
^ bhe patient almost any symptom may be produced. In a predisposed
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person a profound psyohasthenia may occur* As all the original 
Beurasthenic symptoms are now greatly exaggerated hy suggestion 
It may be practically impossible to decide the exact nature of 
the case without prolonged and careful study.
In the ordinary case of neurasthenia then, there Is almost 
always present an anxiety or psychasthenic element whlCh both 
exaggerates and masks the symptoms of the neurasthenic condition 
proper, and this is a point of fundamental importance in treatment, 
W  majority of the symptoms which the patient usually presents 
ire definitely hysterical in that they represent reactions to 
Ibnormally held beliefs# But in neurasthenia these beliefs are 
âlrectly dependent on abnormal functioning of the physical nervous 
system, and not on psychical mal-adjustment to environment#
If the patient be placed under suitable conditions the 
naurasthenio condition proper tends to spontaneous cure. The 
physical basis of the condition disappears, but the symptoms may 
fisrerthelesB persist. In other words the condition t#]ds to 
thange from one of combined neurasthenia and hysteria to one of 
pure hysteria. The cause of this persistence of symptoms is the 
tendency of beliefs which have once been established to rmain . 
te the mind even though the circumstances which originated them 
have disappeared. This tendency is, of course, a feature of 
tomal mental life and is in no sense pathological. A belief 
W  be true to-day and false to-morrow, but the demonstration of 
tes falsity may be a matter of considerable difficulty. . To take 
a very simple example my friend A may on a certain day be alive
m /
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and well and the belief in this oonditione my behaviour with 
reference to him. He may die on the following day, but until 
this fact is realised by me my behaviour will still be condition, 
ed by the implicit but false belief that he is still alive. The 
persistence of neurasthenic symptoms as hysterical manifestations 
iB on exactly the same level. Abnormal physical conditions have 
established beliefs which influence behaviour, and this behaviour 
»1U persist not merely until the abnormal conditions have been 
raioved, but until the fact of their removal has been completely 
realised. %ere is no spontaneous cure of hysteria. The beliefs 
on Which the symptoms depend must by some means or other be altered* 
A glance at any of the older text-boolcs of medicine will show 
the term neurasthenia was almost invariably employed to 
Include not only neurasthenia itself but also what I have described 
the anxiety state and psychasthenia. Janet was the first to 
recognise that this large group included conditions which were 
of purely psychical origin, and a great advance was made when 
psychasthenia was separated from the rest. But after all, the 
OlCer classification had a certain Justification, for there can 
ksno doubt that a considerable number of anxiety and psychasthenic 
dit ions are built on a neurasthenic basis and persist after this 
■>48 disappeared. This was particularly the case in many of the war 
cees. During the war the texvn neurasthenia was used in a com, 
f̂ tely reckless and frequently unjustifiable way, but although
Used in ignorance, it probably hit the mark oftener than 
®lght/
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might be supposed. The trouble which so often arose was due 
to the failure to recognise the hysterical nature of many of/WiU
%ho symptôme and the fact of persistence after the removal 
of the original cause*
In the case of the war neuroses, hoirever, the comm cm con# 
dit ion was not a neurasthenia with superimposed and dependent 
hysterical symptoms, but a neurasthenia of this kind with an 
anxiety state or a psychasthenia existing side hy side with It 
and largely independent of it*
I-.,
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11# Pt^yBioal D isease and th e  j^efuroaes#
We have seen that neurotic conditions are the result 
0f mental activity which is perverted or obstructed, and we 
have considered some of the causes which may lead to the pro­
duction of such conditions# We have now to consider briefly 
the Influence which actual gross physical disease may have 
#  the production of neurotic conditions, apart from the influence 
of exhaustive processes on the nervous system which result in 
neurasthenia#
Some of this influence is obvious enough# A physical Injury 
sr illness whiCh prevents a man from attending to his business , 
will be an essential factor in the production of an anxiety state 
If the man believes, with or without reason, that his personal 
supervision is essential to the success of that business# In 
®smy cases, of course, the mental disturbance is so slight that 
We can hardly dignify it with the name of hysteria, but every 
physician in general practice is familiar with the patient who 
lets worked up** mentally over his inability to look after his 
effairs# fhis state of anxiety may have a disastrous effect 
Qet only on his mental processes but on his physical condition#
ê know comparatively little of the processes underlying psycho­
physical interaction, but we have sufficient empirical evidence 
te convince us that mental processes may under certain circum- 
teanoea exercise a profound influence the physical organism#
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The production of the emotion of fear, for example. Is assoc­
iated with alterations in the innervating processes of muscles 
and ductless glands which lead to the physical picture of fear#
But there can he no reasonable doubt that mental processes can 
produce physical results much more definite and specific than 
this. Alterations in the quantity of the blood supply to 
different organs can be brought about by the estabîisîiment of 
corresponding beliefs, and if this be granted the influence of 
belief on the progress of physical disease becomes obvious* It 
iô, of course, absolutely absurd to say that belief ia the absence 
©f disease will abolish disease. Bo amount of belief will oppose 
the ends of a fractured bone or will annihilate the typhoid 
bacillus or will, as far as we know, convert a healed cicatrix 
Into living tissue, but the authentic records of treatment by 
sîiggestion of various organic conditions should make us very 
Wary about settling definite limits to the possibilities of the 
ihfluence of psychical factors# Everyone who has had mudh exper- 
i«3C© of the nursing of disease knows what a priceless asset to 
 ̂patient is an optimistic frame of mind, and how some patients 
steadily and eventually die from nothing apparently but the 
tbsence of the will to live#
But without dealing further with the effect of psy^ical 
factors on the actual processes of disease, I wish to turn for a
to the influence of su Ob factors on the progress of various 
and the type of disease I wish to mention particularly
te/
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is organic disease of the central nervous system such as tabes 
dorsalis or disseminated sclerosis* These diseases are character­
ised by symptoms which are the result of certain degenerative 
processes involving destruction of nervous substance and conse­
quent impairment of the physical organism, and this degeneration 
and impairment tend to be progressive at a very variable rate*
Bow it is an almost universally accepted belief that tissue of 
the central nervous system, once destroyed is never replaced, or 
at best is replaced to a very minor extent* Bearing this in mind 
we should expect to find that in diseases such as tabes or 
disséminâted sclerosis the symptoms and disability of the patient 
would get progressively worse, or at best would at times remain 
stationary* We should certainly not expect fo find sudden 
improvements and relapses. Now we find in actual practice that 
While the general tendency in these conditions is progressive and 
downward there do occur phases of Improvement which are difficult 
to account for if we hold to our hypothesis that destroyed nervous 
UsBue cannot be replaced* In both tabes and disseminated 
sclerosis re-education may do much to make organs take up the 
faction of others iThioh are destroyed* In tabes for instance 
tee eyes may take up the function of the lost muscle joint sense* 
admitting this, many oases of improvement occur which are not 
Explainable in this way* Now on investigation we find that the 
factions Which vary in this apparently inexplicable fashion are 
teose which are normally under voluntary control# Walking and
®EV̂ cnts of the hands, and to a lesser extent control of the 
l̂adder/
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bladder and bowels ar© examples. Changes in functions which are 
not normally controlled by volition are usually permanent. The 
Argyll-Bobertson pupil of tabes is permanent, as is the extensor 
plantar reflex of disseminated sclerosis.
The explanation whiCb I wish to offer is one whidh is 
admitted by almost every physician of experience, but which has 
been strangely but persistently ignored in text-books and in the 
tsaOhing of students** It is simply this. In these diseases, as 
in many others, there is a hysterical element of the conversion 
type, the symptoms being produced by suggestion acting in assoc­
iation with the already existing physical disabilities. Thus a 
paresis of the legs may become a paralysis owing to the super- 
imposition of a hysterical symptom. Difficulty in writing may 
beoorae impossib^ mid bladder and bowel trouble may be exaggerated* 
In some cases these may be purely hysterical additions, in others 
tee toxic element at work in the physical disease may provide an 
tmderlying neurasthenic basis.
But what suggestion has produced suggestion can abolish, and 
treatment of any kind is k therapeutic suggestion. In the variation 
the hysterical part of the symptoms, then, we can find at least 
E partial explanation of improvements and relapses, and particularly 
El improvements in these conditions. Those symptoms purely 
on organic dhanges may become stationary but do not
' i
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The treatment of all disease, physical or mental, may be 
regarded from two points of view, it may be radical, in whiOh 
ease the whole ultimate cause of the condition is cleared away,
«  it may be symptomatic, in which case, although the ultimate 
cause IS not completely removed, symptoms are largely abolished 
and the patient's relationship to his environment is improved. 
Sadical cure is, of course, the ideal object in treatment, but 
even in physical disease this is often impossible, and it Is well 
to commence our consideration of the treatment of the neurosis 
nth the recognition, of the fact that the same limitations apply 
here. In erne oases the impossibility of radical cure is absolute, 
îbis is particularly so in conditions where the strength of the 
Opposing tendencies involved in the production of the neuroele 1# 
largely innate. In such conditions, psychasthenia is a frequent 
OMmple, an immense amount can often be done to abolish the neurotic 
manifestations and to educate the patient in such a way that the 
*«»3e of relapse becomes remote, but the innate factors remain 
under suitable oiroumstanees may again manifest themselves, 
cannot be regarded as radical cure.
In other cases, although radical cure ia theoretically 
e, its occurrence is dependent on circumstances over which 
“Wther the physician nor the patient has any control, in the 
Of an anxiety state for example, where the exciting cause
U/
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Lb imeconomic oorjditions of life, It is frequently impossible 
to obtain cure without placing the patient in circumstances 
ifher© the stimulus to the instinct of escape will no longer be 
present. This is, of course, frequently impossible. In general 
It may be said that the prospect of radical cure is good in p&b# 
|̂ %*tion to the extent to which the basic causes of the neurosis, 
limate or environmental, are removable.
Purely symptomatic treatment is rarely if ever justifiable*
Any success which it may have is usually very temporary* Relapse - 
follows and the last state of the patient is often worse than 
the first. This was very frequently seen in the treatment of 
conversion symptoms in the earlier neuroses of the war* A 
tootional paralysis of a leg would be abolished by suggestion 
te the hypnotic state - an easy performance. The underlying and 
dissociated trend whose end product the paralysis constituted, 
however, not dealt with. The only result was that the 
Unhappy patient was deprived of his defence reaction and either 
passed into an anxiety state or promptly developed another 
douverBlon symptom.
The early treatment of hysteria was almost purely symptomatic 
EOÔ Was dependent on suggestion. This state of affairs followed 
directly from the theory of Babinski that hysteria was entirely 
tependent on suggestion for its production* Counter-suggestion 
Hb obviously the corrective method. The fact that many apparently 
cures resulted frcaa this practice is at least partially
Ecoounted/
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accounted for by two circumstances. In the first place, in many 
oases of conversion hysteria the exciting cause of the symptŒDs 
disappears owing to changes in the patient*© environment, but the 
eymptom itself remains* A functional paralysis of an arm originally 
produced as a defence reaction in war may remain long after the war 
Is over. The Instinct of ©scape is no longer active, but while it 
#as active a belief was established that there was loss of power 
in the arm* So long as the case was left untreated this belief 
pGmained uncontradicted and the paralysis persisted# Suggestion 
tea case like this would merely complete the cure by removing a 
p^sistent symptom* But this cannot be called the radical cur© 
of a neurosis by suggestion* In the second place relapse was 
fflade more difficult by more general suggestion against relapse 
te any form, and by the establishment by suggestion of beliefs 
tecompatible with further hysterical manifestations. This did 
good in some cases but it is not cure* It is a mere repression 
Of the conflict which under certain ciroumstances may lead to 
itsastrous results*
Babinski and Janet, however, almost always combined with 
BUggCBtion a certain amount of mental exploration, directed towards 
tee clearing up of any amnesia which might be present* This 
oration was usually undertaken in the hypnotic state, in 
memory is more extensive, and the degree of permanence 
in the cure was largely dependent on the extent to 
•Eh any amnesia existing was resolved* there can, i think,
^0 doubt that in certain selected cases complete and permanent
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0ür© can be obtained in this way, but in many instances the 
tjfttur© of the dissociated activity can not be ascertained in 
hypnosis# Freud and his colleague pre»^ originally used 
hypnosis for the determination of the repressed complexes in 
the neuroses, but eventually abandoned it for this reason, and 
psychoanalytic technique was invented to meet the difficulty*
ECtever much we may disagree with the Freudian theory of the
neurosis, there can be no doubt that psychotherapy owes a very
p̂ eat debt of gratitude to Freud for his elaboration of the
technique of psychoanalysis# The method when used in suitable
Bases gives results of great value even though we may differ
frcaa Freud in their precise interpretation#
The names of Dejerine and Dubois are associated with the
psychotherapeutic method of persuasion* The essential feature
of this process is the application of reason and judgment to the
hysterical condition. If a patient with a functional paralysis
Of an arm has his condition explained to him, and if logically
Wequate evidence is adduced to show that the paralysis has no
organic basis, the symptom will tend to disappear# If, however,
tee underlying conflict is not resolved there cannot be said to
te true cure of the neurosis# If this is not done the treatment
te merely symptomatic# In fact, unless the conflict is brought
or less completely into the field of awareness this method
has little advantage over suggestion, with which in many cases
te is identical# It is of little use to appeal to the reasm of 
a/
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a patient to assist In the cure of a condition th© determinants 
of which lie completely beyond the reach of introspection* In 
many cases the condition persists in spite of the application of 
reason and judgment, whidh, indeed, are usually on the side of 
the physician from the beginning* Dejerine and Dubois abhorred 
hypnosis and so were deprived of even the help it might give in 
the exploration of mental processes.
(li)
As in the case of all disease the neuroses consist of 
symptoms and ultimate causes* The symptoms are in themselves 
ôf comparatively small importance regarded from the point of 
fim of psycSiotherapy* They tend to persist in some form or 
other so long as the ultimate causes are at work, and they are 
«aelly dealt with if they do not spontaneously disappear when 
causes are removed# The cause of a neurosis is mental con- 
, and this conflict is produced by the activity of an 
Impulse the fulfilment of which is opposed to the behaviour 
dictated by the self regarding, ethical, moral, or social senti- 
and which is dependent on the establishment in the mind 
of a belief or system of beliefs* We have seen that this opposing 
Wivity may or may not be present in awareness, and we have also 
teen that the extent to which it may dominate behaviour Is depend- 
tel >o a balance of power between the impulse and the activities 
Oep̂ dent on these sentiments which dictate our normal bSaviour* 
brevity I shall refer to the latter as the "ego* sentiments* 
At/
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At the beginning of the investigation of any neurosis then, 
we must settle the following questions,
!• What is the nature of the opposing activity and the beliefs 
on which it is founded? 
g# Is this activity dependent on instincts which are innately 
abnormal, or is it entirely dependent on instincts whidh 
have become abnormally stimulated owing to circumstances of 
envirmment ?
5# Are the beliefs activating the instincts true or false?
If false, is it possible to demonstrate their falsity to 
the patient and so rob the activity of its stimulus?
0# If true is it possible to alter the circumstances of the 
patient in such a way as to make them false and then 
convince the patimt of their falsity?
#, possible by education to increase the power of the
#ego* sentiments to sudi an extent that they will be placed 
in a position to overcome the opposing tendencies completely 
even if these should persist?
The formulation of these questions in a sense clarifies the 
problem confronting us when we commence treatment, but at the 
ôame time it gives an indication of the complexity of the factors 
®hlch have to be faced.
The solution of question (1) is of course the first step 
*hloh is essential to the understanding of the neurosis, and
until it is at least partially answered all treatment is bound
to be purely symptomatic* The answer to question (2) will tell(1)us to what extent the so-called n̂eurotic diasthosis* is 
involved in the condition, and will give some indication of the 
possibility of permanent and radical cure. The importance of 
questions (3), (4), and (8) in treatment is at once obvious*
With regard to question (8) it must be remembered that there are 
far more potential than actual neurotic persons in the community, 
and in many cases the development of neurotic symptoms is prevented 
by the stability and strength of the ego sentiments. But the 
establishment of such sentiments may be a method pf cure as well 
as of prevention,
(ill)
Before proceeding to the consideration of these questions 
in detail there are one or two points of fundamental impcwrtance 
Which must be emphasised* To a very large extent diagnosis and 
treatment go hand in hand, No neurosis can be regarded as being 
adequately diagnosed until the ultimate cause of the underlying 
conflict has been discovered* In many, although not in all cases 
this discovery, and the integration of the mind of the patient 
Consequent upon it, is sufficient to bring about cure. This is 
P&rticularly the case in conversion hysteria. In some cases a 
neurosis may be falsely assigned to a particular cause, and
M  •  *
apparent cure may result, but this cure will not, in all probability 
te permanent, and is really due to suggestion. Although the state# 
®6®t may be indignantly denied, some of the psychoanalytic cases
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are not entirely free from this suspicion.
In the second place the presence of physical disease of 
any kind must he excluded or recognised and treated* If a man 
is suffering from an anxiety state which is dependent on fear 
of heart disease it is évitai importance that the physician at 
least, should thoroughly understand any cardiac signs and symptôme 
which may he present, Failure to do this will almost inevitably 
fee followed by failure to appreciate the true place of the neurotic 
symptoms, in the patient*s economy, Under such circumstances 
adequate treatment is impossible. It must also be rememb^ed 
that many neurotic patients are convinced that they suffer from 
organic disease, and that they are extremely suggestible* Any 
ôtateroent, then, about the purely psychical nature of the illness 
ffltast be preceded by a thorough physical examination* A cursory 
examination will merely suggest carelessness to the patient, 
and will gravely prejudice treatment. In most cases a thorough 
Examination will Impress the patient by its very thoroughness# and 
if an assurance can subsequently be given that no organic trouble 
i$ present a definite step towards cure will have already been
Tills warning is especially necessary in dealing with neuras- 
teenio patients. Many of the war neuroses were anxiety states 
tepôriraposed on neurasthenia and dependent m  it, and no little 
Was done by the treatment by suggestion of hysterical symptoms 
Without any real attempt being made to deal with the underlying 
ûwüraethénic condition* Relapse was the usual sequel*
Another/
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Another factor of prime Importance in all psychotherapoutio 
work is the relationship between physician and patient. Unless 
the patient has confidence in the physicianability and trust 
in his character little progress will be made. Confidence is 
essential in order that full weight may be given to all suggestions 
and directions, some of which may at first sight and for the time 
being appear irrational. The patient must be prepared to accept 
the belief that the physician knows his business# The effect 
Of this confidence is very manifest when we compare the immediate 
reeulteof treatment by a physician of established reputation with 
thoee of a ccxDparatively unknown man who may, however, be equally 
skilful# The former starts with a very great advantage* Even in 
organic disease this confidence is very desirable. In neurotic 
Oonditions it is essential#
The necessity for trust in the physician's character beoones 
Olear when we consider the subjects which have to be dealt with, 
ïhatever may irf the precise nature of the treatment, it involves 
«nreserved discussion of the patient's hopes and fears and wishes,
of his ethical and moral points of view, a patient may be
*Ullng to trust the care of his heart or his liver to a skilful
of doubtful character, but he will hardly tell his innermost
te«aghts to a man whom he feels he cannot trust completely.
In addition to ± eeling that the physician understands his 
it is important that the patient should feel that he is 
lalng treated sympathetically. The physician must be capable of, 
Ostensibly/
ostensibly at least, entering Into and syinpathising with the 
patientas tendencies# It is often said that sympathy is bad 
for hysterical patients, but this statement is based on a wrong 
Interpretation of the word sympathy# The sympathy which consists 
& lamenting the patient’s unhappy condition in unison with him 
Is, of course, merely a suggestive process which will result in 
the accentuation of symptoms* Sympathy to be helpful must.be 
hopeful and understanding*
The fulfilment of these conditions of the relationship 
between physician and patient results in the formation of a bond 
Of union which is frequently known as *rapport,* and which is, 
ia reality, identical with the Freudian "transference* which (1)we previously noted while discussing the psycho-analytic method* 
Ireud holds that the transference is a condition in which the 
latient’s erotic impulses are projected on to the physician, and 
teat it is identical with sexual love (or in some cases with 
hate), but while this may be true in some cases it is certainly 
bot true in the great majority* Esteem and even a degree of 
Effect ion are essential to the production of the transference 
tel&t ion ship in its fully developed form, but there is no justifi­
cation for identifying this with sexual love#
The oonditionsnecessary then for the development of the 
teansference are confidence, trust, and sympathy* Other things 
haing equal the more this is developed the easier will be the 
^̂ termination of the conflicts which are going on in the patient’s
and the greater will be the power of the physician in 
teeipy
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their solution. The object of psychotherapy is to give the
patient a rational view of his own mental processes, to place
him in such a position that the beliefs which dominate his
behaviour are founded on reason and Judgment as far as is possible!
in fact to reorientate his mind towards its environment. But
although in the end the patient must live his life according to
his own rational judgments, suggestion plays a most vital part Ih
the scaffolding with the help of which the new orientation is 
produced* i
2* pae petermln&tlon of the Gqnfllot.
(1)
We have seen that the beliefs which excite the impulses 
which are antagonistic to the "ego* sentiments may lie either 
within or without the field of awareness. In conversion hysteria 
they are always dissociated, but in the anxiety state and psydh- 
asthenia they are frequently within introspective reach# In all 
cases then it is essential to obtain a complete history of the 
illness. This is frequently a lengthy process involving the 
listening to mu Oh irrelevant detail, which however cannot be 
disregarded for the patient rarely distinguishes between relevant 
aad irrelevant facts.? It is probably best to allow the patient 
In the first place to tell his story in his own way, and subse­
quently to make further enquiries on special points. In a fair 
proportion of cases the mere talking over of the situation brings 
about improvement, this being due to the fact that a considerable 
sufflber of vaguely held beliefs which excite the instinct of 
Escape will not survive the criticism which is inevitably applied 
te them by the patient when he is compelled deliberately to 
formulât© them# In other oases certain exciting causes will 
bicorne immediately obvious. A man’s financial or econmlc 
position may have a direct bearing on the question, smd the 
Oonneotion between this and the neurotic symptoms of anxiety 
not be realised until it is pointed out* frustrated 
teibltions may be found which act in the same way# Anti-social
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sexual tendenoÊes may be found, although these w e  usually 
beyond the readb of direct Introspection.
By far the commonest antWgoistic impulse working within 
the range of introspective, activity is that of the instinct of 
escape. If the beliefs activating the impulse are false their 
mere formulation will in some oases demonstrate their falsity, 
and in most cases a thorough discussion on the lines of per­
suasion rather than suggestion will solve the difficulty. If, 
however, the beliefs are true the matter is much more difficult. 
.The striking feature of these "fear beliefs" is that as a 
general rule the patient does not realise that they are in 
any way the cause of his symptoms, a woman of the working 
classes in a profound anxiety state due to the fear of starvation 
threatening herself and her children rarely realises the connect­
ion between the cause and the effect, and this cannot be wondered 
at When ^  remember that many of her symptoms are due to 
suggestif working after the anxiety state itself has been pro- 
auoed, If, however, the cause of the fear be removed the con- 
Utlon improves at once. Symptoms may ranaln, but these are 
4«e to suggestion predisposed to by the weakened self regarding 
sentiment which has became impaired when the instinct of escape 
active, such symptoms can easily be removed by suggestion. 
Because, however, determinants of the neurotic condition 
found within the field of awareness it does not follow that 
are no others whiCh are beyond the reach of direct
speotion, and if it is at all possible some form of analysis 
Should/
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Should he applied in all oases to determine the content of 
that part of the mind of which the patient has no direct aware­
ness. such a process is, of course, absolutely necessary when 
no exciting cause has bean found in the description of the 
Illness and the facts connected with it*
The result of a successful analysis, whether it be carried 
out in hypnosis or by the psychoanalytic method, is to increase 
the field of awareness of the patient, or in other words to 
increase the range of his introspective activity.
It is important to realise that this is the object in view, for 
unless it is attained, and unless the exciting causes of the antl̂:, 
egoistic impulses are brought within the reach of introspection 
the procedure is useless, m  a considerable number of cases the ' 
Physician can make a fairly accurate guess at the impulses which 
are at work, but mere demonstration of this to the patient is of 
comparatively little value. The patient's introspective power 
uuBt be so increased mm$.,„thê e impulses are recognised 
fe,part of.hls own personal experience, if « patient is suffering 
r m  a functional paralÿsis of a limb as the symptoms of a war 
oourosis it may be quite correct to assure him that the paralysis 
18 a defence reaction, and represents the motor mechanism of the 
l»8tinct of escape. This assurance may be aooampanled by a 
P ete psycliological explanation of the condition, but any 
“Pre whloli results is symptomatic and due to suggestion or 
ÎCPBUasion. If a radical cure is to result the patient must 
5r and realise the specific excitants of the instinct of
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escape in himself with their consequences in action. When 
this is done he is in the same position as if these excitants 
and impulses had always been within the field of awareness, and 
be can apply his critical powers and his reason to the situation. 
During the late war considerable success in the treatment of 
conversion hysteria was obtained by the method of abreaction.̂ *̂ 
In this method the patient was made to relive, usually in 
hypnosis, the events which culminated in the production of the 
hysterical symptom, and which usually Included a period o£ 
amnesia. The most prominent objective sign manifested during 
this process was a profound emotional reaction, and when cure 
resulted it was attributed to the freëlng of "bottled-up" 
motion. This view l cannot accept. The process of "re-living* 
is merely the remembering in detail of a forgotten painful 
«cperienee, and the emotional reaction is the uninhibited 
behaviour which one would expect to aocoapany in some degree 
the impulse of flight, even when exercised in retrospective 
Imagination. The actual cause of the disappearance of the 
symptoms is, to my mind at least, the bringing into the aware- 
nws Of the patient of his forgotten beliefs and impulses, so 
that his critical powers could once again be applied, if the 
«tents recalled in the hypnotic state were not remembered In 
the Waking state as part of the pers.onal experience of the 
P«tiant no permanent cure resulted, in some cases also the 
«motional reaction was cmparatlvely slight, and the one constant
(T See particularly William Brown * s "piSohoi ogv and Psychotherapy*"
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feature In successftal cases was the abolition of the anmesia.
The use of hypnosis to increase the range of introspection 
and to recover lost memories is fairly successful in some cases#
In my own experience the more recent the conflict is the easier 
is it to discover in the hypnotic state* In the great majority 
of war hysterias, especially of the conversion type, the conflict 
was very recent, and mental exploration in hypnosis was success­
ful in many cases.
In some cases, however, and especially when we turn to the 
neuroses of civil life the value of hypnosis is strictly limited*
In the first place not everybody can be hypnotised to the extent 
which is necessary if far back maories are to be recovered» Eveni? 
if a patient is in the somnambulistic stage of hypnosis when the 
power of recollecting is greatly increased, there are frequently 
Obtain painful memories which cannot be recalled. When dealing 
with these it would seem as if the repression kept pace with the 
extension of the hypnotic field of awareness» And it is precisely 
these memories the integration of which with the waking personality 
le necessary for the resolution of the mental conflict* In the 
e©oond place, and this is more important than may appear at first 
Eight, a considerable number of patients are strongly prejudiced 
Egainst hypnosis and regard it as an unclean thing. This attitude 
Is Very difficult to combat, and militates strongly against success 
ETôn if the patient ultimately consents to be hypnotised# An 
attitude of active scepticism may bring suggestions to bear on 
tee course of the treatment which may establish beliefs which are 
teoonslBtent with cure#
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In psychotherapy then, hypnosis may be used In two distinct
ways. It may be used to increase the suggestibility of the
patient and permit of the abolition of symptoms, and It may
be used for the purpoae of mental exploration* It is with the
latter use we are concerned at present, and we have seen that
its value is definite but limited*
In many cases, then, we must turn to other methods of mentalisexplanation, and of these the roost famous/psychoanalysis. It
cannot be denied that this method has yielded very valuable
results in competent hands, and in dealing with selected eases,
and it must be emphasised that in using it we are not necessarily
in any way committing ourselves to a Freudian interpretation of(1)its results* In Part II I have described the essential 
features of the process of free association, and there is no 
need to recapitulate them her©, but there are one or two further 
IPamarks which roust now be made*
To begin with it will be recognised that the full and free 
discussion of the symptoms and history of an illness by a patient 
differs only in degree and not in kind from free association*
Ih© main difference is that in the psychoanalytic process the 
Htient’s mental reservations are, or ought to be, few#r, and 
îs expressed thoughts appear at first sight to be less relevant 
te the question at issue* This lack of relevancy is only, of 




The first great difficulty in applying the method of free 
association is the breaking down of the resistance, and success 
In this can only be obtained by the intelligent co-operation of 
the patient. This fact in itself at once limits the number of 
cases to which the method can be applied. This limitation in 
the applicability of the psycho-analytic method has not been 
fairly faced by the disciples of Freud. A multitude of books* 
good, bad and indiffèrent, on psychoanalysis has been poured out 
in tne last few years, and these abound in records of successful 
cases. Few failures, except in cases of definite insanity* are 
recorded* and with some of the works it is only charitable to 
suppose that no failures occurred. But the Important point is 
that the cases are all selected- A large proportion consists of 
BUGcessful and well-to-do business and professional men and 
women whose intellectual capacity is distinctly above the 
average* and who can afford a prolonged and expensive form of 
treatment* Those of the poorer classes who appear in the records 
deliberately selected because of their intelligence and the 
Interest of their symptoms. In very few cases do we find that 
Remunerated time and trouble have been devoted to the un- 
ï̂ Velîing of the complexes of a dull and stupid hysteria, in 
 ̂very large percentage of the class of patient which is habit- 
^̂ ily seen in the out-patient department of a general hospital 




Even In selected oases, however, the process of free assoc­
iation is long and difficult, and there are many dangers to he 
guarded against. As the analysis proceeds, and as forgotten 
facts and fantasies are brougtit to memory, emotional situations 
develop indicating the presence of powerful conative trends.
When such a situation occurs it is easy to suggest that a trend 
of this kind is the root cause of the neurosis. It is, in fact 
frequently difficult to prevent such a suggestion rising in the 
pAtient's alnd, and it may he utterly false, and any improvement 
Which follows is symptomatic only. The analysis rmst he steadily 
oarried on until such trends come to light as the patient recog­
nises Without any suggestion to he associated with his symptoms. 
This exclusion of suggestion is prohahly the most difficult part 
Of the Bnole procedure, and it is more than doubtful If it is 
ever entirely successful.
Another frequent source of trouble is that the free assoc­
iations lead into numerous blind alleys, and the process has to 
W  started over again each time. If the theory of psyt&ologloal 
Istemlnism were correct a blind alley would, of course, be an 
lïiposslbility, since every association would be determined and 
folevant, but in actual practice we must recognise that we not 
Infrequently come to the end of a chain of associations, not 
l>9oauBe the resistance of the patient is too great, but because 
is nothing further to discover.
Even with these difficulties the psychoanalytic method
Ib/
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le of undoubted value* and may yield an immense amount of useful 
information about the mental processes wh.icÆi are going on beyond 
the normal introspective reach of the patient. It involves muüh 
time and almost Infinite patiente on the part of both patient and 
physician. It mesns utter and absolute frankness and honesty on 
the side of the patient* and on the side of the physician it 
demands ability,and judgment of no ordinary kind in sorting out 
the mass of relevant and irrelevant detail %hloh comes to light.
As in the case of integration of the mind in hypnosis it 
1b not sufficient for the physician to discover and reveal the 
(#pù6ing or anti-egoistic tendency, It must be remembered and 
iwalised by the patient as part of his own personal experience,
Jung supplemented the method of free association with his 
^KWd association" procedure. In this a list of words is 
wwpiled, most of them commonplace, but some chosen after a 
DM&iminary survey of the case which is to be analysed. This 
Ust is slowly read out to the patient who is instructed to reply , 
to each word with the first word or phrase which comes into hie 
The answers are written down, and the time between the 
stIauluB word and the answer is noted, formally this reaction 
tlae varies from one to two seconds. The theory underlying the 
Rcedure is that if the stimulus word tends by association to 
to memory a repressed emotional complex the reaction is 
Ĥered both in type and time. The commonest alteration in the 
^Rtlon is a lengthening of the reaction time, which may extend
 ; _
* Studies in Word Association,"
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to twenty or thirty seconds, but there are many others such as 
over elaboration of the answer and failure to answer at all, 
the list is read over again and any differences in the reactions 
noticed, the stimulus words producing abnormal reactions are 
known as » complex indicators* and are utilised as the starting 
points for further associations. In some cases this method 
yields quicker results than the pure process of free association, 
but there ere so many possible fallacies in the interpretation of 
abnprsBal reactions that it is only useful in practioaaC hands.
(11)
Having determined as far as is possible the nature of 
the conflict and the precise anti-egoistic impulses which are 
active, it is necessary to discover to what extent the excitabllit#. 
Of such impulses is innate, to what extent it has been fostered by 
Oarly training, and to what extent it is purely dependent on recent 
«nvironsient. The enswers to these questions will give us some idea 
Of What we may expect to accomplish in the way of treatment. If 
the instinct involved is innately strong and excitable, and if it 
has further been strengthened by early education as is so often 
the case in psychasthonia, it is obvious, that whatever may be ' 
the immediate prospect of relief, complete cure in the sense of 
the production of a completely normal mental outlook will be 
f̂fioult or impossible. If, on the other hand, the neurosis
no roots in the far past the outlook may be very different,
information necessary for the formation of an opinion can 
only/
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ouly be Obtained by  a very f u l l  and detailed investigation o f  
th e  manner o f  l i f e  o f  th e  patient fro m  h is  e a r l ie s t  d a ys , o f
his hopes and fears* of his ambitions and of the reasons which 
underlie them. His aptitude for games, his tastes in reading, 
h is  relations with school companions, a l l  yield important d a ta .
In many cases a v e ry  fair opinion may be formed ae th e  result of 
prolonged conversations, and Im p o r ta n t information may be obtained 
tî om parents if one can learn to discount the bias with which they 
invariably v ie w  the activities of their own children* i n  many 
cases a good deal of this ground will be covered in the investi­
gation of the determinants of the neurosis and a further psycho­
analysis may yield details of childish activities which may bear 
on the question. Hypnosis is, in my experience at least, of very 
limited value at this stage of the proceedings.
The investigation of these accessory factors in the neurosis 
le of v e ry  considerable importance* The results obtained help 
io indicate lines of treatment, and provide the possibility of 
estimating the ultimate prognosis of any given case# If the 
physician can arrive at a ccasprehension of the normal mental 
processes of th e  patient much time may be saved, and much useless 
labour in the a tte m p t of impossibilities may be avoided*
2£1
Qf t.hB ooltef and Its Treatment»
(i)
When, by means of discussion, hypnosis or analysis tb© 
nature and the exciting causes of the anti-egoistic tendencies 
have been determined the question at once arises whether the 
beliefs on which these tendencies are based are true or false.
The answer to this question will largely decide our subsequent 
course of action. Bhere the beliefs are true, and especially 
when they are held on rational grounds, it is clear that the cure 
of the neurosis is an extremely difficult matter, ih fact its 
radical cure is an impossibility unless the cir cum stances on 
Which the beliefs are founded are so modified as to abolish 
then altogether. It is also of very great importance to dis­
tinguish clearly between true and false beliefs, since the 
treatment appropriate to one may be disastrous when applied to 
the other, if/man is in an anxiety state founded on a true 
tellef that his business is not in a satisfactory condition, 
it ie obviously absurd to assure him that there is no cause for 
“’xlety. such an assurance will merely add irritability to the 
teuroEis. And yet such statements are frequently made, or 
iireotions such as "don't worry" which make the statements by
cation are given. It must be clearly grasped that the whole 
of the determination of themental conflict is to lay the 
situation in its naked truth before the patient so that he
^  bring his own reason and judgment to bear and decide for 
'‘iuseif/
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htoeelf as to the truth or falsity of the beliefs to which he 
Is reacting. The patient is in mrery case the ultimate judge of 
his own behaviour. Man is at bottom a fairly rational being and 
will very seldom react to a situation which he knows to be both 
false and inconvenient, provided the whole circumstances of the 
situation are known to him. There has in the past been a strong 
tendency to regard the patient as playing a passive part in 
treatment. This is utterly wrong* The physician is only an 
assistant, though often a necessary one, and the ultimate decision 
as to mental health or illness lies always with the patient* 
Whether we are dealing with the neuroses or not it may be 
generally said that when the circumstances involved in the 
establishment of a false belief are thoroughly understood the 
belief disappears and the behaviour consequent upon it is 
modified. A man may believe with good reason that his business 
affairs are very unsatisfactory. This belief may throw him 
into an anxiety state or may impel him to extraordinary efforts 
to retrieve his position* But the belief may be due to deception 
on the part of an unscrupulous partner, in which case it may be 
false. The moment the falsity is realised the man's whole 
behaviour in relation to his pursuer will alter* In such a case 
this, supposing an anxiety state to have developed, the cure 
obviously depends far more on the patient himself than on the 
Pbysioian* A very brief discussion will show the patient the 
Rnection between his business and his neurosis. Symptoms 
taused by suggestion acting in conjunction with a self regarding
®®ntiinent./
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sentiment impaired by the activity of the instinct of escape 
may be relieved or abolished by means of counter suggestion or 
reassurance as to his physical condition, or by an analysis, but 
the fundamental conflict can only be resolved by the patient 
finding out for himself the unsubstantial nature of his fears.
The fact that a critical survey of the complete situation 
abolishes symptoms dependent on false beliefs is illustrated very 
wen in some of the phobias. We may take the ease of an irrational 
fear of darkness dependent on the fact that some time previously 
the patient had been buried in a dug-out by a shell explosion, 
we Will further suppose that he is amnesic for the period of the 
burying, how his phobia is essentially dependent on the belief 
that there is something in darkness to be afraid of. % e  patient 
recognise that the belief is irrational, but judged by our 
criterion, his behaviour, it is there. An analysis w ith  
the bringing back to memory of the original happening reveals 
the fact that darkness is only a part of a total terrifying 
«tperience, and only excites fear in that it tends to bring to 
Wireness the memory of the whole situation. Once the situation 
been recalled and faced, darkness is seen in its true pro­
portions and the fear vanishes.
F a ls e  b e l ie f s  w h ich  may r e s u l t  in  th e  a a t i v i t y  o f  a n t i -  
W s t i c  im p u ls e s  a re  many and v a r ie d ,  and any s y s te m a tic  
® « > B lfio a tio n  o f  them i s  im p ra c t ic a b le ,  ih e y  a re  a l l  e s ta b -  
*^8hed e i t h e r  by  s u g g e s tio n  o r  by  a q u a s l- lo g io a l  p ro c e s s  in
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whicüi suggestion or false apperception plays a part in the
formation of the premises on which the belief is founded. Two
cases came into my charge fairly recently which Illustrate this
point very clearly. The patients were both girls of eighteen
years of age, and both were domestic servants. Each had been
In a first situation, one for about a year, the other for six
months, Where the work was extremely hard and conditions of life
very disagreeable. One had developed an anxiety state of a
severe type, the other a functional paralysis of the right arm.
An analysis showed that both girls had been dominated by a fear
impulse, the conflict of which with the ego impulses had led
in the one case to the production in an anxiety state, and in
the other to a conversion hysteria. The exciting cause of the
impulse in each case was a perfectly rational belief in the
unsuitability of the environment, but at the time when they
Oame under my care the belief at the root of the escape impulse
R  a false one established by suggestion and false logic, to
the effect that all domestic, service involved situations of a(1)similar kind. In the patient with the anxiety state there 
R  no definite amnesia present, although she was not immediately 
BWare of the process of generalisation whiOh had resulted in the 
formation of the false belief, in the other patient there was a 
Winlte amnesia for a short period immediately preceding the 
Ret of the conversion symptom* The existence of this amnesia
to the form of a syllogism the belief was established as follows:- "I am a domestic servant*" "I am badly used*" 
"therefore all servants are badly used." The absurdity is obvious.
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tas not discovered during the initial casentaking but only 
after very careful investigation.
The treatment adopted in the conversion case was as follows» 
AS the girl displayed complete scepticism with regard to cure of 
the paralysis, and as this attitude was shared by her mother, 
who accompanied her, the use of the limb was immediately 
restored by suggestion in hypnosis* This impressed the patient 
Considerably, and produced a much more favourable attitude 
towards treatment* she was seen a week later, at whidb time 
some weakness of the limb had returned* She was again hypnotised, 
mà I suggested that the events immediately preceding the onset 
the paralysis should be recalled and should be remembered in 
the waking state# There was a considerable emotional reaction 
, several new and important facts came to light* On making, 
the paralysis had again disappeared. The process of persuasion 
was then resorted to, and the patient was taken through the 
history of her situation at great detail* The truth of her fears 
i frankly recognised, but the logical errors by which she had 
Rived at a general belief in the terror of domestic service 
9© particular instances were carefully pointed out and insisted 
#» Being an intelligent girl she eventually arrived at an 
Understanding of the production of her condition* She went back 
service, and when seen six months later was in perfect physical 
R  mental health and had had no recurrence of symptoms.
Ihis case illustrates one or two important points# In the 
first place it is extremely doubtful if the functional paralysis 
Rid/
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could have been permanently abolished by any means which did 
not involve the clearing up of the smnesia. The method adopted 
was not very important, but as time was a very definite consider#* 
ation the quickest method, that of hypnosis, was used and proved 
effective* In the second place the use of suggestion is clear.
It was essential that the patient should recognise the errors by 
which she had arrived at a general false belief from correct 
premises, and eventually she did recognise these errors, but 
there can be little doubt that this recognition was largely 
aided by suggestion on my part* Further, this suggestive 
influence was possible in virtue of a certain degree of confidence 
Which had already been established by the initial alleviation of 
symptoms, and this confidence was Itself initially a product of 
suggestion* Thus both reintegration of the mind and suggestion
were necessary for cure.
The other case only presented an amnesia in so far as there 
was no explicit awareness of the process of generalisation of 
belief* This was cleared up by one or two full and free discussions 
of the whole circumstances* In this patient, however, insomnia, 
headaches, and a general feeling of illhealtb were present* These 
were dealt with early by post-hypnotic suggestion, the successful 
results of which undoubtedly gave the patient confidence to approach 
the full discussion of her condition.
I have referred several times to the weakening of the self 
regarding sentiment whidh in some degree always accompanies the
prolonged/
prolonged excitation of the instinct of escape, and which by
increasing the susceptibility to suggestion paves th# way to
the establishment of additional false beliefs whlCh result in
the production of further hysterical symptoms. It is found in
a considerable number of cases, especially of the anxiety state,
that the original fear producing belief has ceased to exist, and
the symptom complex is entirely composed of these secondary
symptoms. This is particularly well seen in cases of post war
hysteria of the anxiety type. The impulse of escape, excited
by the circumstances of the war was founded on beliefs which are
no longer effective. But the prolonged reaction to these beliefs
then they were true had so weakened the sentiment of self regard
that suggestion, often of the most insidious kind had produced 
«
hew objects of belief capable of exciting the flight impulse.
such a case we have really a double neurosis, the first 
serving as a scaffolding on which the second was built. After 
the war in many cases econcmiio circumstances were such that an 
escape impulse, rendered easily excitable by relative weakening 
of the ego sentiments, found very readily a multitude of effective 
Btimuli, rational or other*
The treatment of these secondary states is usually a matter 
great difficulty* The same general rules apply as in the case 
the simpler states, but the analysis which reveals the patient*© 
R  mind to him is much more difficult and protracted. Hypnosis 
1b such cases is of comparatively little use except for dealing
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with BUhh accessory symptoms as Insomnia* As a general rule 
the full range of discussion, persuasion and prolonged analysis 
must be resorted to*
Such a condition as this closely resembles psyChasthenla, 
in which a combination, of innate and educational circumstances 
has resulted in the undue excitability of various instincts with 
consequent weakening of the self-regarding sentiment, with the 
result that a multitude of beliefs, false and true, have been 
established which serve as excitants to these instinctive 
tendencies* A full and successful, analysis will, of course, 
lay bare the beliefs to which the patient is reacting, and 
Where these are false tlie reaction may cease* But It Is not 
sufficient in such a case for the false beliefs to be brought 
to awareness, for the constitution, partly innate and partly 
acquired, of the individual is such that suggestion will easily 
CBtablish new beliefs which will lake the place of the old ones 
as stimuli to the hyperexcitable instincts* It is, I think, 
doubtful, if in actual practice we ever get a real radical cure 
of psychasthonia, but certainly we cannot admit the existence of 
OVm an approximation to cure until this suggestibility has been 
decreased: that is to say until the sentiment of self regard has 
by some means or other been reinforced#
The anxiety state which almost Invariably complicates 
beurasthenia is as a rule largely dependent on false beliefs 
About the functioning of the body or mind of the patient# The
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removal of these beliefs is essentially a matter of suggestion,
using this word in its widest psyOhologleal sense. A man may
have some slight gastric disturbance which has, through suggestioi#
Oproduced a belief in carcinoma of the stomach which has in turn
led to the production of anxiety* Analysis will reveal the fact
of the belief, if this does not appear in discussion of the
symptoms, but only assurance by the physician after an extremely
careful examination will remove the belief. As the patient is
usually ignorant of the symptoms of cancer this removal is not
accomplished by reason and judgment on his part* It is removed
{1 )by prestige suggestion on the part of the physician*
It is stated in some works in psychoanalysis that
suggestion should not play any part in treatment* SuOh a statement 
is absurd, and is based on a very limited application of the term 
BUggestion* NO man could exist in our present conditions of life 
if all his beliefs had to be founded on reason and judgment on 
bis own part* We all recognise that certain individuals have 
special knowledge of certain subjects which entitles them to speak 
With authority, and the recognition of this is just as importât 
In dealing with the neuroses as it is in everyday life*
In general then, we may say that when the beliefs activating 
the anti-egoistic Impulses have been laid bare and when they are 
# 0 6  in many oases the patient will at once recognise their
and the anti-egoistic impulse will cease to function* In 
cases the recognition must be aided by logical argument by
i 1/ See Part I, page 38*
sso*
the physician* This process we may properly call persuasion*
In other cases, and particularly where beliefs are,held about 
the functioning of the bodily organs, the patient hae at his 
disposal no adequate data on which to base his Judgments, and 
the removal of the belief must be completed by suggestion# The 
immense value of what has been termed the transference relation­
ship Is that it supplies those conditions of interaction between 
patient and physician in which suggestion is most effective*
(11)
Up till now we have been dealing with the methods by which 
false beliefs may be overcome and we must now consider what we 
can do when the beliefs underlying the anti-egoistic tendencies 
are found to be true# This occurs in many cases* The anxiety 
states vfhloh are dependent on unsatisfactory economic circumstances 
or on business worries have often true beliefs at their roots*
Many of the neuroses of war, whether of the anxiety or the 
conversion types were founded on true beliefs established by 
reason and Judgment* The worries of everyday life have often 
their origin in perfectly true beliefs, and a worry prolonged 
And intensified fades imperceptibly into a neurosis#
It is obvious that a neurosis founded on a true belief 
Bhst be much more difficult to deal with than one which has a 
fAlse belief Which can be dissipated at its origin, and in some 
cases it must be frankly admitted that radical cure is impossible* 
Siis is, however, not equivalent to saying that a great deal 
Cannot be done to ameliorate the patient ̂s conditicm* 
to/
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fo begin with, whether the belief be true or false a 
discussion of the whole situation with, if necessary, an 
analysis, enables the patient to see all the facts of the 
case in their proper perspective* A belief may be fundamentally 
true but its effect may be out of all proportion to its actual 
importance* It is a commonplace that difficulties whiCh seen 
from far off seem insuperable, often disappear to a great extent 
When actually faced, and the result of the analytic process is 
essentially a facing of the facts of the situation# There is 
always an ultimate accession of relief from the knowledge of 
Where one exactly stands, and the mere laying bare of the patient's 
mind often works wonders* There is much truth in the old saying 
that confession is good for the soul*
In the second place the weakening of the self regarding 
eentiment vfhioh is always present will almost invariably be 
found to have led to the establishment by suggestion of numerous 
secondary beliefs, all of which result in impulses which cause 
neurotic symptoms* The process of analysis should at least 
enable the patient to apply his critical judgment to these and 
deal with them as they deserve*
Theoretically then it is possible to strip the neurosis of 
All its secondary appendages, to bring the real cause of the 
trouble into broad daylight, and to reduce the conflict to one 
between the ego tendencies and one or more clearly rebognised 
AOti-egoiBtic impulses, and in practice this result can
usually/
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usually to a large degree be attained.
Ono© this result has been reached the further history of 
the neurosis depends on two main factors# Firstly there is the 
relationship between the strength of the ©go impulses and anti- 
egoistic tendencies# It not infrequently occurs that when the 
problem is fairly faced and reduced to its essentials the ©go 
Impulses are found to be capable of dealing with it, or it may 
be possible to reinforce the self regarding and other ego 
tendencies in such a way as to give them the upper hand in thé 
conflict* With this possibility I shall deal in the following 
section# The second factor is the extent to which the circum­
stances underlying the anti-egoistic tendencies can be altered* 
fo a certain extent these two factors are inseparable# It is 
clear that the greater the strength of the ego eentlmonts the 
easier it will be for the patient himself to make efforts to I
change the circumstances of his environment* In many cases the 
second factor is outwith the control of the physician but its 
importance is very great# Its neglect was undoubtedly respons­
ible for much of the lack of success that attended the treatment 
of war neuroses during the period of hostilities, and was, of 
bourse, due to the ignorance and stupidity of people in author it# 
%o, to quote a not uncommon phrase "did not believe in n©urasthenia| 
%e fear of an immediate return to active service undoubtedly 
delayed the cure of many sufferers who were in no useful sense |
Of the word malingerers# Late in the war an att^pt was mad© to 
rectify/
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rectify matters by providing that no neurotic case should be 
sent overseas within six months of his discharge from hospital 
as cured, and by substituting special neurological boards for 
the totally unsuitable travelling medical̂ which had hitherto 
dealt with these cases, but the change came too late, and the 
country is now paying the penalty by supplying pensions to 
inefficient men who should and could have been cured before 
they were discharged from the army. The opportunity of curing 
these men was lost when they were treated with the certainty of 
immediate active service as a reward for their recovery; and 
When they did not recover they were sent out ĵ ncured into a 
world the industrial conditions of whidh provided innumerable 
stimuli to their already active instinct of escape*
OO O— — —
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4» The Helnforcement of the Sentiment of Self
According to some writers on psychoanalysis, the laying
bare of the patient's mind so that he can estimate at their
true value his behaviour and his motives constitutes cure of
the neurosis* This may not be explicitly stated by some but
seems to be implicitly accepted* If a neurosis be defined
exclusively in terms of "sub-cons clous" conflict this statement
is of course true, but unfortunately a patient cares little for
definitions, and to him it matters nothing whether the abnormal
behaviour which often persists even after a full analysis be
termed a neurosis or not. In any case he wishes to be rid of 
(1)it* Jung has emphasised very strongly the importance of 
synthesis in cure, and in many instances there is no doubt that 
a process of building up and adjusting the mind to its environment 
must take place before the patient is fit to face life*
We may say that a neurosis is cured only when the trends 
Whose conflict was at its roots are brought under the control 
of the will. In many cases this control becomes established 
during the.analytic process* Certain false beliefs are rejected 
Whenever they are explicitly stated, and certain true beliefs when 
Clearly realised are seen to have produced effects out of all 
proportion to their Importance* But when all these cases have 
heen dealt with there remains a large number of patients who 
Are not so fortunate. There may be true beliefs initiating
(l) Analytical Psychology'
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impulses which when subjected to a dispassionate survey 
are still strong enough to dominate the organism, and 
there may be false beliefs,which defy all our efforts towards 
removal* And it may further be impossible to modify the 
patient's environment so as to rob these beliefs of their 
applicability* If we cannot modify or abolish these 
beliefs with their resultant trends to action, the only 
thing left for us to do is to attempt to reinforce the will 
power of the patient so that the anti-egoistic trends will 
no longer manifest themselves in behaviour*
In Part Î ^̂ we considered the part which the self- 
regarding sentiment played in bhe exorcise of explicit 
volition, and we saw that the power derived from it was 
the main factor in detemlning behaviour when two opposing 
kinds of action were possible. The problem with which we 
are now faced, therefore, is whether or not we can so 
develop the strength of the sentiment of self regard that 
it can be brought effectively to bear when a choice is
nsoessary between a normal and a neurotic line of conduct#
A complete answer to this question would involve a 
discussion of the fundamentals of education, for it is
•««entially tn childhood and adolescence that such a 
develop(B\ent should take place* Such a discussion is 
IffipcSsible and would be out of place here, and we must confine
43.
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ourselves strictly to considering what may be done to repair 
a self regarding sentiment which has been damaged by the 
existence and activity of strong antiegoistic tendencies.
The following statements are, I think, in the main
beyond dispute*
Firstly, the geeater the innate strength of the anti­
egoistic impulses is, the more difficult will it be to 
restore the self regarding sentiment to its proper place In 
the economy of the mind*
Secondly, a self regarding sentiment which has strongly 
organised before the production of the neurosis, will be more 
easily restored than one which was initially weak*
Thirdly, the longer the neurosis has been in existence 
the more difficult will it be to reinforce the self regarding 
sentiment *
To these we may add a fourth statement which may be 
ilaputed, but which is, I think, equally true* Other things 
bsing equal, the younger the patient the more favourable are 
cur chances of helping him. Tlie problem is not easy in 
young people, but after middle age it becomes increasingly 
difficult, and in old age is practically impossible.
In any attempt to build up the self regarding sentiment 
there is one fact of paramount importance that must be borne 
la mind* Success in the application of the power of the will 
predisposes to further success# Bvery time a man is faced
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with opposing lines of action and chooses deliberately and 
correctly his power of explicit volition is increased.
Our first object then, must be to induce the patient to face 
his troubles and make a definite effort to overcome them.
|n this it is the first step which counts. Even a very small 
success will bring some definite improvement and will 
Stimulate him to further efforts. According to the circumstances 
of the case assistance can be given not only by the physician, 
but by the patient's family and friends if these are Judicious 
and well balanced, but it must be constantly impressed on 
the patient that he must learn eventually to do without
assistance and stand on his own feet*
It is in the building up of this self regarding sentiment . 
that we find the tremendous value of suggestion. If during 
the analysis a satisfactory transference relationship has 
been established the patient will be inclined to listen 
favourably to suggestions on the part of the physician, and 
this fact must be used incessantly in the attempt to establish 
beliefs in the patient's mind in his own ability to overcome 
his anti-egoistic tendencies. Tliis process of establishing 
belief8 which, totalled up, result in what we may call 
self confidence is in reality a combination of suggestion, 
persuasion and encouragement. Suggestion is applied by the 
tcntinued assurance that certain efforts are withih the
patient's/
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patient's power, and by a Judicious appeal to the example 
of others. Persuasion consists in pointing out to the 
patient the urgent necessity for such an effort* An appeal 
my be made to his own self respect which the patient is 
unlikely to admit to be impaired, or to the effect of his 
present neurotic behaviour on others. » In each individual 
case circumstances will be found which may be appealed to 
in order to stimulate effort* In general it may be said that 
«0 long as the patient retains a degree of self respect there 
iB a possibility of persuasion being effective. Whenever 
«elf respect is lost, that is to say whenever the patient can 
truthfully say to himself that he no longer cares what the 
Butcom© of the conflict may be, hope is lost. This Is 
particularly noticeable in the case of alcoholism. So long 
ftB a man can feel shame at being seen in a debauched 
rendition by those near and dear to him there is hope for his 
Aaie. Hope disappears when he no longer cares by whom or in
Vhat condition he is found.
The tremendous effects of a combination of prestige and 
ma,8 suggestion with persuasion In estahllshlng beliefs which 
result In complete alteration In conduct is very clearly seen 
In some cases of so-called religious conversion. Such a 
Process results, often with extreme suddenness, in immense 
«trengthenlng of the self regarding sentiment with the ethical 
%d moral sentiments In relation to certain environmental
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altuations, although it reaemhlos the production of hyeteria 
in that it involves weakening of the sentiment of self 
regard in other directions, in this case towards a suggested 
omnipotent deity, and any suggestions purporting to emanate 
from that source are received and acted on in a fashion 
Which is far removed from nomaal, and may not be invariably 
beneficial.
In employing therapeutic suggestion for the building up 
@f the self regarding sentiment we can hardly hope to employ 
forces equal to those which result in religious conversion, 
but it is remarkable what may be done with patience and perse­
verance. There is, however, one important precaution which 
met be observed. Ho course of action must be suggested 
Tddch is obviously beyond the patient's powers. I have 
already stated that success brings success and the converse 
is equally true. Complete failure im an attempted course of 
sstlon leavew the patient worse off than he was when he 
smrnenced#
Encouragement is of great importance. Failures must be 
récognised, their causes sought for and their effects 
minimised# Every success must be a matter for congratulation, 
#i8t be made an inspiration to further effort. This Is 
At particular importance In the earlier stages of treatment.
At this stag© it is of vital importance that the patient 
«bculd feel that his hopes and fears are being realised and
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as far as possible shared, that bis difficulties are not being 
underestimated, and that his efforts are being appreciated 
at their true value. Few things will do more damage than 
an impression in the patient's mind that his difficulties 
are being made light of. At the same time they must not 
be exaggerated.
In many cases suggestion and encouragement patiently 
persisted in result in the accomplishment of much that is 
quite impossible at the commencement of treatment, and the 
power of explicit volition is greatly increaded.#ider these 
circumstances it may be possible for the patient to face 
life again with his neurotic symptoms definitely under voluntary 
control. Such a process cannot be properly termed a radical 
one, for the belief at the root of the anti egoistic tendency 
has not been destroyed, and the tendency may be reactivated 
by comparatively small additional stimuli, but at least it 
gives the patient a chance of a comparatively comfortable 
existence, and is as close an approximation to cure as we 
osn sometimes obtain.
It is, however, important to recognise that no neurosis 
Aan be regarded as cured, even if the underlying beliefs 
have been rendered ineffective, so long as the sentiment of 
AClf regard is left so weak as to make the patient 
thduly suggestible. Whatever, then, analysis may find out 
regarding the nature of the anti-egoistic belief, and however it may 
be/
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be possible to deal with these beliefs* the suoeessful 
process of psychotherapy neeessarlly involves the éducation 
of this vital sentiment on which rational conduct ultimately 
depends.
To discuss religion is to venture on very dangerous 
ground* and such discussion should never be entered on lightly* 
but It must be recognised that in certain cases the moral and 
éthieal sentiments which are in most men established on religious 
beliefs, however obscure the connection may apparently be, may 
be brought in as powerful adjuvants in psychotherapy.
In the earlier part of this section I deprecated the 
unaided use of suggestion in the abolition of ŝ rmptoms, 
but its use in the building up of the sentiment of self 
regard is very different. For here it is used to establtsh 
beliefs which are true, and the truth of which the patient 
will ultimately be able to demonstrate to himself on logically 
adequate grounds, the grounds of their successful application 
in action.
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5# Physical Factors In Psychotherapy,
In the foregoing part of this section I have considered 
the general principles ifdiich must direct the purely 
psychological aspect of the treatment of murotlc conditions, 
and it is now necessary to discuss one or two factors In 
tseatinent whose bearing on the neurotic conflict is rather 
loss directê
I have already emphasised the importance of treating any 
physical disability which may be present, and this question is 
of very special importance in the preliminary treatment of 
imirasthenia. Neurasthenia is primarily an exhaustion of 
the nervous systmi, physical as well as mental, and the 
first thing necessary for its cure is rest. In hysteria also, 
and especially in the anxiety state there is frequently an 
clement of exhaustion, and here also rest Is indicated. In 
the great majority of oases the attainment of rest is sought 
by advising the patient to give up business temper arily and 
to spend much of his time in bed, or to go for a prolmiged 
Holiday. Sea voyages figure prominently In the advice given 
to well-to-do patients. Advice of this kind is suitable in 
ôûly a small minority of cases# In the first place it Is 
frequently Impracticable on economic grounds# In dealing wim 
the psychological aspect of treatment I said that more harm 
than good was done by encouraging the patient to attempt
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impossibilities, and this statement is equally true when we 
some to advising rest. In the second place, while complete 
rest may be economically impossible, its strict enforcement may 
do more harm than good in other ways. An active man in whom 
business worries have produced an anxiety state, will receive 
no b nefit from rest from business if he remains convinced 
his worries are due to real causes. He will rather tend to 
become worse, for his anxiety will be increased by the knowledge 
of the absence of whatever control he possessed over his 
affairs. In such a case advice as to rest must be limited to 
prescribing regular hours of leisure and sleep, regularity 
in meals, and in encouraging the patient to occupy his leisure 
fully with as interesting pursuits as can be found# A brief 
period of complete physical rest may be possible, but undue 
scmpulsory prolongation is usually inadvisable.
In cases of neurasthenia relatively uncomplicated by 
superimposed hysterical symptoms, or where the belie# under­
lying the hysterical manifestations are easily removed, rest 
alone should restore the patient to his normal. It is in such 
tSses that a prolonged holiday, if circumstances permit, 
is of the utmost value, but it must be remembered that 
usurasthenics are extremely suggestible, and before proceeding 
a holiday the patient must be assured that his business affairs 
in competent hands, and that any happenings of serious 
importance will be at once communicated to him. Otherwise 
there/
there Is considerable risk of an anxiety state developing 
which will undo all the good he is receiving. The rest also, 
should consist essentially of recreation and change of occupation. 
As full ̂  play as possible should be given to the patient's 
interests, and it is in securing this that there Is often 
great difficulty, for in a considerable proportion of individuals 
whé **break down** with neurasthenia the ordinary daily work 
seems to be not merely the dominant but the only interest.
In such cases every effort must be made to develop latent 
possibilities. Rest in bed for more than a short time is 
rarely advisable. It is seldom needed, unless grave organic 
disease is present, mid, if prolonged, is apt to act as a 
suggesticn of physical ill health.
In hysterical conditions rest from the routine of ordinary 
life without definite occupation is absolutely harmful. If 
there is mech physical exhaustion a short complete rest in bed 
aay be necessary, but it should be as short as possible, 
thforced idleness not only acts as a suggestion of lllhealth, 
but gives the patient an unnecessary opportunity for brooding 
over and thereby accentuating his symptoms. A complete change 
of occupation if it is economically possible will usually supply 
All the rest that is required, but it must never be forgotten that 
oae of the main objects of treatment Is to strengthen the self 
sentiment in relation to its actual daily environment, 
cannot be done it the patient is completely divorced from
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M s  normal surroundings♦ His efforts of will, whose 
Importance we saw in the last section, must be made in 
relation to situations of his everyday life,
The value of the Weir Mitchell treatment has been 
much debated* This form of treatment consists in isolating 
the patient completely from the outside world* He is kept 
in bed, and fed on a nutritious diet which increases in 
variety and palatabllity as his condition improves* Ho 
correspondence or visits are allowed, no newspapers are 
permitted and literature ia either prohibited altogether 
or is of a very mild and uastimulating type* Treatment of 
this kind can only be beneficial provided the patient can be 
reasonably assured that his outside interests are being 
adequately looked after. Otherwise he will either rebel 
after a few days, or become progressively more and more 
anxious* If this condition is satisfied some improvement 
m y  hesult, This is usually due to two factors. Firstly, 
#ere is frequently definite improvement in the physical 
tondition owing to rest and regular and judicious feeding. 
Secondly the extremely unpleasant nature of the treatment 
may stimulate the patient to make a real effort towards 
improvement in order to escape from his surroundings, I
have seen fairly good results from a modified Weir Mitchell 
treatment in war hysterics when the will to gee better was 
#ficient or absent, but probably the best results have been
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obtained in the treatment of neurasthenic women whose condition 
was largely the result of prolonged social activities with 
their attendant worries and morbid excitements, and long 
and irregular hours of pleasure which in many cases was harder 
than work,
W d r  Mittdiell treaWent, then, is sometimes of value, but 
it can only be of service in certain carefully selected cases.
At the present time massage and electricity are tn some 
danger of becoming panaceas, not merely in physical disabilities 
but in the neuroses. Their value is very strictly limited, 
and it is fairly safe to say that in the treatment of 
neurotic conditimas they have both been groasly abused. Both 
are occasionally useful, neither is ever necessary, and both 
are frequently harmful, |f a patient is weak and debilitated 
as is sometimes found in neurasthenia, or if he is confined 
to bed, massage is useful in regaining or preserving the 
tone of the muscular system, but it should oease whenever the 
patient is able for active exercise. The same applies to 
electrical stimulation of the muscles in a lesser degree, 
iéneral massage done in the evening sometimes promotes sleep,
And may do good in this way if insomnia is a prominent symptom* 
other effects of massage and electricity are mainly due 
to suggestion* The application of massage and electricity is 
a more or less impressive proceeding, and in some cases 
tndeubtedly/
undoubtedly gives assistance to therapeutic suggestions, 
but except for this it is of little value* When, however, 
either is used as an adjuvant to suggestion certain very 
definite precautions must be taken. A patient who has a 
functionally paralysed arm may be told that he is to have 
mssage to the arm on two consecutive days, after which the 
physician will apply electricity and restore the power. At
. I
the end of tils time movements of the arm are produced by 
Stimulation '&om a faradio coil, and it is pointed out with 
emphasis that power has now been restored and that all that 
Remains to be done is the application of that power by the 
patient* In many cases the patient rapidly regains control 
of the limb# This is, of course, purely symptomatie treatment, 
but it is occasionally justified. But the therapeutic part 
played by the massage and the faradie current only differs 
from that which could have been taken by the administration 
of a bottle of coloured and tasted water, in that it is more 
impressive to the patient's uncritical mind* The danger 
of massage and electricity occurs when they are not associated 
With definite and specific therapeutic suggestion. Only too 
Often such a patient as I have instanced is simply turned over 
t0 a masseur with directions for massage of the limb for a 
week or a fortnight. The effect of this is usually the 
very reverse of what was intended. The patient, not 
Ubnatur&lly/
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mmaturally, cannot conceive why this elaborate treatment is 
being directed to a limb which is organically sound. His 
attmtion also is more and more directed to his am, and the net 
result of treatment is a powerful reinforcement of the belief 
in his inability to use the arm. The disability is, in 
fact, well rubbed in. The same remarks apply to routine 
electrical trealanent.
It has been freely stated that the general application
of electricity in the fom of high frequency currents and in
other ways produces sleep and relieves headache by lowering
the blood pressure* Of the truth of this statuent I am
very doubtful# The form of application of which I have
most experience is the sinusoidal bath* In the case of
this I am convinced that the good effects which frequently
(1̂
follow are due entirely to suggestion# H.C.Marr recommends 
ionization with potassium iodide or salicylates for the 
relief of the pains which are so frequent in hysterical and 
neurasthenic subjects. I can testify as an eye witness to 
the relief, but except possibly in a few cases where the 
pains are rheumatic in origin, I see no reason to doubt that 
the main factor in the production of relief is suggestion.
In general then it may be said that massage is useful 
in its <mn legitimate sphere of restoring and maintaining 
amscular/
fsychoses of War. 1919*
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muscular nutrition, and occasionally in producing sleep. Except 
for these purposes its value, and the value of electricity, 
lies purely in the extent to which they may help therapeutic 
s^gestimi# This help is sometimes very marked when invoked 
under appropriate conditions. Indiscriminate massage and
(HjLelectricity not only useless but positively harmful.
(ill)
Drug treatment occupies a minor place in psychotherapy 
but nevertheless one of occasional importance. In neurasthenia 
Where there is exhaustion of the nervous system tonics 
containing strychnine may be used, sometimes witdi advantage* 
Whether or not such a drug is helpful must be empirically 
settled with each individual patient. Its administration 
as a routine is very undesirable. It may disturb sleep, 
which is usually precarious enough, and it is hardly
mtional to administer a stimulant to an exhausted and
* . already irritable nervous system*
The bowels must be carefully regulated, as much by diet
sad habit as by drugs, and it is needless to say that any
organic disease which may be present may require drug treatment.
With regard to neurotic conditions themselves, it is obvious
from what we know of their etiology that there can be no specific
drug treatment, and the use of drugs falls under two heads.
We may employ them to palliate definite symptoms which for
the moment we canndt deal with by psychotherapy, or we may
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employ them solely for the suggestive effect of ĥeir̂  ̂
administration» The latter employment is anathema to 
many, and we are all familiar with the lay Jokejahopt t#\
Iuse of coloured water, but this joke, like many qthers 
levelled at the medical profession, is based on # o<^plet0 
lack of understanding of the situations with whi<ih a physicia# 
has often to deal. Many people# especially of the Working r 
classes# will simply not believe that they are bein|( treated 
at all unless they are getting medicine of some sort, and in 
sbim cases at any rate it is quite impossible to eradio#e 
"$he belief to begin with» In such a case it is absolutely y   ̂
fsaential to prescribe something in order to give the patient 
mrne confidence» It matters little what is given provided it |\ 
is innocuous» The suggestibility of the average person is ! \
Of ootupse the reason of the sucoessfnl appeal of moat patent iI
aedioln*.# the majority of which contain little which »s of |
therapetttic value, but which undoubtedly produce temporary \
Woulta in many cases, j
When pTOper psyehotherapfutlo treatmm&t la carried out 
the use of drugs for the relief of symptoms should, theoretically, 
be Unnecessary. As a matter of fact, however, in many cases 
eireumstances are such that they are occasionally required.
&is is particularly so in the anxiety state and in neurasthenia, 
many sufferers from anxiety are periodically in such states of 
mental perWrbatlon that it la extremely difficult, if not 
Impcssibl©/
Imposamo, to get to close quarters with them in Order to 
discuss their symptoms rationally* Onder such el»oumsianooa 
the administration of bromides is, I think, of undoubted 
m»lue, 5hts is particularly marked where there Is «miftV. 
Wtcitablllty, "gaie^i nervousness" ®id tremor, it must 
netor be forgotten that a neurosis is an affection of the 
psychoph^aioal organism and must be attacked from both sides.
It is no more reprehensible to use bromide to allay the \ 
tammors of an anxiety state than it is to use heroin to \ 
tllay the cou# of a pharyngitis. Provided that paycbother%peUtie 
Irtttaent can be undertaken, however, the patient must not be 
led to imagine that the good effects of bromide eonstitute curOi,
IS» other conditiws «dtiob sometimes call for drug 
tBmatment are headache and insoRSiia. Both of these occur 
Chiefly in neuras#ienia, With regard to lieadaohe, any 
crgMiic cause such as toxaosia or eye strain «mat be attended ! \
but If the headaoh# m  & puupely ueumtle m m l -  i
I think that le#8 h ^ m  than geoê is âons by # #  i 
AWnistr&tlm of aspirin, phsnaoetin oy a&ffeiw* Fjwtded 
patient does not know the eompositlmi of his meaieln# the 
Attive drugs e m  usually be rapidly dispensed with m û  relief 
obtained by the mggestive influenee of the Mr© tokis^ of 
A draught or power*
With regard to insmmie the position is more difficulty and 
»plte of the well recognised risk of forming drug habit#
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there can h© little doubt that drugs are still too freely used* 
Before resorting to sleeping draughts every other method of 
producing sleep should be tried. Hot milk or hot water* or 
a bath last thing at night often helps* largely by suggestion.
I have known of a case in which an apple eaten before going 
to bed produced sleep in the same way. In a considerable 
number of patients I have found post-hypnotic suggestion 
extremely effective. If for any reason all these fail drugs 
may have to be resorted to but under no circumstances should 
either morphia or alcohol be prescribed. There is one thing 
which must be recognised when attempting to relieve insomnia with 
drugs* and this is that in many cases sleeplessness is largely 
a habit* and the cure lies in breaking the habit effectively.
The initial doses of whatever drug is used must therefore be 
sufficiently large to be effective* and the drug must be used 
ever a sufficient period of time to reestablish the sleep 
habit. After this the strength of the draught should be 
gradually reduced* if possible without the knowledge of the j
patient# It is needless to say that active psychotherapeutic ! 
tn^tment must be carried out at the same time. |
The disadvantage of the use of drugs In the treatment |
'IAf any special symptom lies in the fact that it is apt to )
direct the patient's attention in such a way that the symptom 
Assumes an undue importance in his mind. Severe headache and 
severe insomnia are however so commanding in themselves that
2 5 5 .
their persistence is usually more detrimsntai than any 
additional importance which may he ascribed to them through 
specifip treatment*
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6* The Hole of the General Practitioner,
In recent years there has been seen an increasing tendency 
towards specialism in the treatMnt of disease. Heart 
specialists* limg specialists* stomach specialists and nerve 
specialists abound* and it is frequently said that the day 
of the general practitioner is past* Even people who will 
not make this sweeping statement have become apt to regard 
general practice as a lower form of occupation and a less skilled 
one thaïi specialism. Nothing* I think* could be further 
from the truth* and this attitude Is particularly unjustifiable 
in consjidering the relation of the geneî^l practitioner to 
neurotic conditions * Ihere can be no doubt that the neuroses 
are on the increase* and unless the great majority of them can 
be dealt with by the general practitioner the outlook is 
black indeed. There are certain ways* also*in which he Is 
more fitted than the specialist for such work* Probably no 
n m  acquires such a wide knowledge of "human nature'* as a 
Conscientious doctor in a busy practice. If he is able and 
kindly as well as conscientious he can start the Investigation 
and treatment of a case with the immense advantage of already 
possessing the confidence of his patient. Bs is* in many 
instances* already familiar with the environmental condition* 
and the prevloui mode of life of the sufferer* and he is far 
less likely than the specialist to prescribe methods of
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treatment that are beyond the patient's power or means.
If he has been obliged to reckon up the cost of a mixture 
prescribed for a bronchitl#* or to compromise with his 
ideas of the proper treatment of a gastric ulcer because 
the patient's circumstances would not allow him to leave his 
work unless the issue were one of life and death* he is unlikely 
to give impossible advice about complete rest and sea voyages 
Which merely serves to convince the patient that his condition 
is* under the circumstances* beyond hope. For these reasons 
not only is the general practitioner often singularly suitable 
for dealing with neurotic conditions* but it is absolutely 
essential that anyone purporting to be a specialist should 
have had some experience of general practice.
Psychology is the most universal of the sciences* and 
to undertake to form a rational opinion of the motives 
underlying a patient's actions it is not necessary to possess 
a profound knowledge of epistemological theory. A knowledge 
Sf human nature* common—sense* and kindliness go a very long way.
The commonest neurosis in this country at least* is the 
Snxiety state* whether it be superimposed on a neurasthenic 
emditlon or not* and it is the one for which the general 
practitioner can do most. As I ha-e pointed out* many of 
the beliefs* true and false* which underlie this condition can 
m m  be determined by a full and free discussion. These are 
cases in which it is easier for the patient to discuss
everything/
everything with a comparative stranger* but in most baaê thta 
is not so* and it is to the family doctor that he looks first 
for help.
'I am not arguing that the general practitioner is* or 
ought to be* capable of dealing fully with all neurotic 
manifestations with which he may meet# It would be as 
reasonable to expect him to have at his finger ends the 
technique of the estimation of blood sugar or the working of 
the electrocardiograph; but Just as a competent physician 
can without theso aids treat diabetes or cardiac disease* so 
ouĵ t he to be able to recognise functional symptoms* and 
within certain limits to treat them#
The great disadvantage under which the general practitioner 
labours is lack of time* for psychotherapy occupies the time 
of both patient and physician as no other form of treatment does. 
Unless then* in very exceptional cases*it is unreasonable to 
txpect him to be familiar with the technique of psychoanalysis or 
Hypnosis* and some of the more effective methods of treaWent by 
itiggestion are impossible. But much is possible without 
Woking these aids and many a patient has had good reason to 
be thankful for a recovery from illness where the good sense* 
teewledg© of humanity*and kindliness of the physician played 




In the severer cases the specialist becomes essential.
He alone has had the time and the opportunity to study the 
technical details of mental exploration, and his experience of 
ja?evious cases makes the interpretation of fresh ones easier.
But the road to specialism in the neuroses is not an easy one.
The specialist must first of all be a competent physician.
He must also have a thorough knowledge of the normal 
processes of the human mind as far as they are Imown. Both 
these qualifications may be acquired* but he also needs a 
tolerant sympathy with suffering humanity which will enable him 
to enter into the hopes and fears of his patients with under­
standing. Such a disposition is largely innate* and is probably 
commoner in the ranks of the general practitioners of medicine 
than in any other class of the communi*̂ .
v-y
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It Is now necessary to auBmarlse te?lefly the results of
these investigations of the neuroses,
All behaviour consists of the expression of the activities 
of one or more innate instinctive tendencies. As the 
development of mind proceeds the range of situation provocative 
of instinctive activity Increases, and as the result of 
experience the methods of activity become profoundly modified, 
as we have seen In fart I. Normal behaviour is the activity 
which occurs when the instincts are balanced, and no single one 
is developed to excess. \%en there Is developnent to excess 
Of any one form of activity, such as the instinct of flight, 
mental conflict ensues bet»?een tlie excessive instinct and the 
organised tendencies which govern nonsal behaviour, which in 
fart IV. I have called the "ego tendencies". A neurosis 
results When the excessive or " antlegoistlc" Impulse becomes 
relatively so strong as to dominate the organism, and the 
symptoms of the neurosis are the manifestations Of the progress 
or outcome of the codTlict, which may proceed either within or
without the field of awareness of the subject.
In the case of conversion hysteria the conflict is 
beyond introspective reach and the s^ptoms which result. 
Whether they be paralyses, contract^, or anaesthesias, 
represent the temporary victory of the antlegoistlc tendency, 
and are In reality motor mechanisms subserving the conative
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aspect of the instinct* as when* in a war neurosis* the 
functional paralysis of an arm provides seicurity by 
incapacitating the subject for active service#
In the anxiety state and in psychesthenia the conflict 
may or may not be within introspective reach* but the anti— 
egoistic tendency is unable to find even such a substitute 
goal of conation as a conversi<m symptom* and the result 
is the production of anxiety* doubt and obsessions and 
phobias such as I have described in Part III* together with 
those symptoms which constitute the physical correlates of 
the emotion of anxiety#
Neurasthenia is a condition of exhaustion and irritability 
of the physical nervous system* and its true symptoms are 
physical in origin# In the vast majority of cases* 
however* an anxiety or psychasthenic state coexists or is 
Superimposed upon the neurasthenia* and the symptom complex 
is modified accordingly#
hike all other tendencies these anti egoistic activities 
depend for their existence on beliefs in the mind of the 
•ubjeet# The only radical method of treating a neurosis is* 
therefore* to discover the belief which is activating the 
sntlegoistic tendency* and to deal wil^ it according to its 
mture# The belief may be discovered by a full and frank 
Wscussion of the whole situation* or it may have passed out 
0f reach of the subject's introspective activity* in which
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oa&e special methods such ashyjmosls or psychoanalysis may 
bo necessary for its discovery. In any case the primary 
object of treatment is to enable the patient to understand the 
motives and reasons underlying his actions. When this has been 
successfully done tendencies based on false beliefs either 
disappear entirely or are so weakened that ti e ego tendencies 
have no difficulty in reassuming their controlling position.
When the beliefs activating the anti-egoistic tendencies are 
found to be true the position is more difficult. Either the 
environment of the patient must be altered in such a way that 
these beliefs lose their effect, or the ego tendencies must 
be built up and strengthened so that they can hold their own 
in the conflict and #eep control of the organism#
Xn part II, I devoted considerable space to the consideration 
of the Frê^ian theory of neurotic behaviour, This theory 
resembles the on© which ̂  have put forward in fart III in 
^Cognising the existence of the primitive Instincts* and in 
fwphasising the importance of the conative aspect of mind 
Which has largely been neglected by the French intellectualistle 
School# This theory appears to me* however* to be radically 
bnaound in several important particulars. From the philoaophloal 
point of view it comes to grief over the doctrines of 
psychological determinism and psychological hedonic®awhile
861
I am tmable to find any evidence to Justify the ©nomous 
and exclusive importance which it ascribes to the working of 
the sexual instincts#
The time is far away* if inde^d it will ever come# 
when finality in the answer to psychical problems will be 
reached, but in the present state of our knowledge any 
theory of behaviour must satisfy certain conditions, and as 
the neuroses are merely special exampès of behaviour any theory 
of their origin must satisfy the same conditions* The first 
of these is that the theory must provide an explanation of human 
behaviour which will keep it in evolutionary continuity with 
that of the lower animals* In the second place it must explain 
the facts of behaviour as they are seen both by observation 
of others and by introspection, and it must do so by taking 
into account the processes of consciousness and volition* The 
tendency of the mechanistic psychology which lias gained so 
mch prominence during the past century has been to regard 
consciousness as a mere ©piphenomenal correlate of neural 
activity, or to abolish its importance by regarding it as a 
phenomenon parallel to but completely independent of 
behaviour as we observe it, and several of the so-called 
Idealistic philosophical systems lead in effect to the same 
ï̂ eaults* Such systems of course imply determinism and reduce 
Volition to Illusion, or to the mere observation of cause 
And effect. This view I cannot accept for reasons which have
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been partially stated, and in the preceding pages % have 
attempted to outline a theory of neurotic behaviour which 
regards consciousness as a reality additional to and 
interacting with neural processes* and which regards volition 
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